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business cards.
CEO. E.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING
CO.,

COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Exchange St, Portland.
Terms : Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if
paid In
At 109

Tc

TO LEI.

ARTIST,

S16 CONGRESS
STREET,

au-

vanee.

Is prepared to

make all the various styles of Card
Renibrant. Medallion,*€., from
Ketoached Negatives.
By this process we
(.rlnd of Frecklen, Molea and other
im>
perfect,ona of the Skin.
For all of which no
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for yourselves.
mchl8dtf

92

50

a

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space,
engtli of column, constitutes a “square.”
9150 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, 91 00; continufirst week, 50 cents.
ing every other day after
Half Square, three insertions or less, 75 cente; one
week. 91 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional,
f Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, 92 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less 91 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for 91 00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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L.

FRESCO

RESIDENCE

mclO

6

MAY

Office, No.

STREET.

29 Middle

Portland Ten Store,
2tawtf

tf

Norway,

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
for families or single gentlemen.

WITH
At
52

Free Street.

HOUSE
de4dtf

For Rent.
Tenements on Green Street, contain
ing six rooms each Sebago water and gas. Enquire or J. C. WOODMAN, 119} Exchange Street.
fe23
tf

TWO

O’DONNEEL.

AT

LAW,

NO. 84 1-2 MIDDLE STREET,

of

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7tf

TWO

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Jonimissioner of deeds for the several States,

€. J. WHEELER,

TO

tebin

COBB

Washington Building,

&

nolOeodtf

At

Law,

at

RAVE REMOVED TO

No.

S. HI. PETTENGILL A CO.’S

42

Portland,

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
No. 10 State St., BostoD, and 37 ParkRow, New York,

1-2

American Printers’ Warehouse,

furniehed grails for Advertising in all
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British ProvEstimates

19

inces. Messrs. Pettengill & Co. are authorized to
contract lor advertising in the Press.

C.

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

J. II.

Type, Presses,

etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York. Messrs. Rowell & Co. are authorized to contract ior advertising
in the Press.

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
34 PARK

Send for list of 100

t^Molto-Good work
Prices. Aim to Please.

DOOD’S
AGENCY,

promptly

and estimates

88 MIDDLE

fuurni6lied.

HORACE
Mr. Dodd is authorized to contract for advertising
in the Press.
DODD.

PORTLAND,
practice

MACHINEWORKS

M.

HOVEY,
W. S. HOVEY

Engineers, iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Copartnership Notice.

MANUFACTURERS

We the undersigned have formed a copartnership
this dvy, Feb. 23,1874, under the firm name atid style
of HOVEY & DEAN, to carry on the business ot
Carriage, Sleigh and Sign Painting in ail its branchGrateful for past patronage
es at shop 45 Preble St.
they would solicit a continuance. AU work warrantW. S, HOVEY.
ed to give satislaction.
S. DEAN,
fe25d3w

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horBe

power, built to order.

apH«_
WM. M. MARKS

heretofore existing between

copartnership
the subscribers is this day dissolved by mutual
THE
will be used in closing up
consent. The firm
name

Book, Card & Job Printer

FENDEBSON & PLUMMER.

NO. 3 EXCHANGE STREET.
found at all times

a

line of

full

Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Relishes,

~W.

GAS

AND

undersigned
copartnership
the above style for the practice of law.
THEunder
a

CHARLES

EDW. CLIFFORD.

M.

tf

&p21

HEM BY CLFIFOKD.

(Casco
THE PORTLAND

01

Kerosene Oil Company

MIDDLE

del6dtf

F. Libby.

New and Second Hand Furniture, Crocker}, Glass Ware, Ac.
GST-Agent for the Davis Washer.
Making Furniture to order and repairing promptly

attended to.

358 CONGRESS STREET.

ja9tf
~

LANE

AUSTIN,

&

Fresco Painting, House Painting
and Paper Hanging.
W, P. Hasting’s Organ Manufactory,
All orders
corner Exchange and Federal Streets.
promptly attended to.
Order slate at

We quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and 6ale of Manufactured
Articles.”
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid

LANE.

C. M.

C. 8.

feb!7d6m

AUSTIN.

Residence 154 Pearl

Street.

J. H. HOOPER,

other vessel thereof to be

XJ F IT O LSTEREB

inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector, And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, be shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments
therefor.
sep20dtf
Portland. Me., April 21 1873.
so

MANUFACTURER

OP

En-

lot)
(City
Franklin and Smith streets as the places tor deposit of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, Baw dust,
ashes, cinders, soot, Lair, shreds, manure, ryster or
lobster shells, or any other matterjof any kind (except dead animals) which may be removed from any
house, cellar, yard, cr other place within the city
limits.
Approved April 21, t873.
I hereby give notice that the -‘City Ordinances”
relating to the deiKtsit ol rubbish in any Street,

E.

ot

PIANO
nquire

(Over
Wm. H.

THE

8

any exnptiR*
tbe
and wilHngW mid dmg
J. E.
WESTGATK & SOV
68 Devonshire

Bargain.

For Sale.
We offer for sale

our property in
Ligonia Village, C. E., consisting of
two Houses, airanged for eight families, and land and outbuildings con-

53,200.00

Reserved for Re-Insurance
on existing Policies (New
York

stock and

REMOVAL.

GEO.

the(jStore.

FRESCO

Any man with $3000
manu-

ProfAddress
Boston, Mass.

IN—

COMMERCIAL

of the very best
quality, havine
beeni selected by tne
proprietor especially for i),i.
market, and will be sobl at a great bargrin. as the
has
proprietor
businesi which requires his
immediate
na' F°r ter™8
&C’’ BI’ply at
ib

I

D.

JOST,

PAINTER,

Office at F. F. Hale’s, Cor. Cross
and Tree Streets.
All Orders left there will be promptly attended to.
mc9

work wanted!
-A.

The well kuown McIntosh Farm,
situated in tba town of Windham,
near head of Duck Pond, and about
ten miles from Portland. This tarm
contains about one hundred acres
conveniently divided into mowing,tillage and pasturage ; sixty acres under cultivation, cutting from 50 to
7u tons ot hay per year, and with small outlay can be
made to cut 150 ions. Connected with it is one hundred acres of wood and timber land. There is an
orchard of 150 apple-tiees, old and young on the
The buildings are nearly new, the house havplace.
ing been built in 1866, at a cost of nearly $4,000: it
is a large two story house with addition, in perfect
order and condition, with convenient outbuildings,
excellent cellar, a well of good water, and a spring
__

living water

near

the house.

Barn 40

building will buy

on

x

60 far in

it.

\Xm v«1***j

u

Ivmt

Union Street.

feet, will be leased for a
brick building, to be erectowner of the land; suitable for the busiby
ness for which it may be leased.
The lot is on the
easterly side of Union Street, next above and adjoinin
W. Simonton &
G.
ing building occupied part by
Co.
E. L. GOOLD.
racl3dlw
Post Office address, Portland.
of years, with
A teim
ed
the

uSX?.^AddXWy

himself

a

or

Exchange.
a

ises,

the Re-

story

on

8 rooms, and a large new
Terms J cash, balance on time.
TERSON, 13 Fluent Block, or on

barn.

Apply
the

130,000.00

Bookkeeper

A

SMALL place, three miles from Portland, pleasantly located on what is known as the Foreroad, consisting of a story and a half House
with ell, good barn with sheds attached, together
with ten acres of good land. Said buildings are in
good condition as to wood work. The above desirable property will be sold on easy terms. For particulars inquire at 21 Merrill, comer of Turner 6tieet,
Portland.
J. A. WELCH,
mhll
eodlm*ttf

17,123,888.84
121,187.57 18,192,537.64

Surplus (Mass, standard)._• •.11,012,249.38
Surplus (New York standard).2,658,789.35
The Policies issued during the year 1873 number
10,659, insuring 117,333.108.00. being a material inthe business of the previous year,
T. O. ENDERS, Pres’t.
J. L. ENGLISH,
crease over

Sec’y.

A. 6. DEWEY, General Agent,
EXCHANGE

STREET,

MAINE.

Active and reliable Men will And employment with thia old and popular Company by addressing A. G. JDEWEY, na
above.
mh7eod2w

CTL!

The celebrated JOHNS and HICKORY
COALS (or C.eking Pnrpoae., Warranted to eait In erery case. For .ale at LOW.
EST MARKET BATES by

RANDALL & McALLISTER,
60 Commercial St.,
OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

mc4

FOR

SALE.

alleys, ice house, and a dancing floor in the grove;
failing well of good water. The location of
this Island, with its advantages for fishing and boating, its beautitnl grove and building, renders it one
of the most desirable places among all the Islands

never

for picnics and parties.
For further information apply to WM. SENTER,
No. 54 Exchange St., Portland.
mc9eodtf

quisite

FIRST

DRY

tf

Phinney

Merchant having

re-

d3m

Buxton
THE
the

Jackson, Portland,

CHASE BROTHERS,
120 Commercial Street.

mh7eod2w

Desirable Residence for Sale at
Woodford’s Corner.
property is situated comer of Grove and
Dalton streets,about one mile from Portland,
of a 2J story house, with an ell, piazza
consisting
front, ana containing 12 finished rooms with an
abundance of closets, cemented cellar, cistern water

kiudof furnace. Anew stable, very convenient, 22x30. } acre land well cultivated and finely arranged with shrubbery, grane, and strawbei ry
vines and different kinds of fruit trees.
Enquire ot
D. M. O. DUNN, 227 Middle St., Portland, foiodtm
and best

*

FOB SALE, at Anction March 26, 1874.
Theauoscnber offers for sale his Hotel
proi trty in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22

rooms

all in

Me.

C0t<

R. Ball & Co., Richards, London
& Kelley,
and other leading makers.
ALSO

DEALERS

IN

BOILERS, PUMPS, IRON WORKING
TOOLS, BELTING* SUPPLIES.
d8w
mc9

Maine Central Railroad

Company

Annual Meeting.
is

istonishes all that see it.
Call and be convinced tor

no

yourselves.

Corner of Congress and Exchange
Streets, opposite City Hall,
Portland.
.,w

Wanted.
N experienced dry goods salesman. Address
IX with references, P. O. Box 1726.
mch7tf

A

Ship Carpenters Wanted.
subscriber will give steady
employment to
rHE
Twenty-five Ship Carpenters at Yarmouth,
Maine.
March

4th,

JOSEPH A. SEABURY.
mar7dlmeod

1874.

of the Stockholders of the Maine Central Railroad Company will he held at the Town Hall in
Waterville, on the 25th da; of March A, I). 1874, at
11 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following
article? viz
1, To’hear the reports of the Directors and Treasurer and act thereon.
2. To fix the number and make choice of the Board
of Directors for the ensuing year.
3. To see if the Stockholders will ratify the contract with the Eastern Railroad Company, dated
June 10,1873.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND,
Clerk M. C. R. R. Co.
March 10, 1874.
mclldtd

Notice.
adjourned meeting of Executive Committee
of the Cumberland County Agricultural Socie-

Portland Savings Bank, on
ty
WEDNESDAY, March 25th at 10 o’clock A. M., at
which time all parties interested In holding che next
County Fair, within their several towns, are requested to present their proposals by letter or in person.
SAMUEL D1MGLEY, See’y.
mcl2eodtf0<ftwlt

M.

Inquire

or

5 rooms,

for

a

References given.
mc4tf

Wanted.
APOTHECARY CLERK, one that has had
two or three years experience.
Address with

AN

emSdtf’

BOX 915, Portland.

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY?

Bakers.
IV. C COBB, Noa.
nod 30Pearl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
House and Foot Office, near the Market.

Booksellers and Stationers.
UOYT, «Tooo
Street.

m.

nnnnn,W..«|

middle

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Room 11, Pri.lrr’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & 8HACKFOBD) No. 35 Plum
WM. A.

Street.

Cabinet Maker.
F. CAR8LEY, Silver St., opposite the
Market. Office and Ship Fnrnitnrc Redel*3m
pairing promptly attended to.

Gr.

Confectionery.
L.

J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
fancy Candies, 3S7 Congress St,
Portland Me.

and

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY & MEANS,Pearl Street, *pposite Park.

Dye-House.
FOSTER’S Dye H.n.r, 94 U.i.n Street.*

eral Streets.
DOOPER A EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
It. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up-

holstering done

to order.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAYID W. DEANE, N«. 89 Federal St.
All kind* of Cpk.l. eringaad Repairing
daae t. order.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, N*. 9 Clapp’. Black
C.ngre.. Street, apposite Old City Hall.
Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
the beat p...ible maaner by S.
YOCNG & CO.. No. 109 Fore St.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 15S Middle Street.
Arena far H.nnrd Watch Compaay.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
JT. A. MERRILL & CO., 139 Middle St.
J. A.

A. KEITH.

MERR1

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

Carpet-Bags.
а. ft. mm AN A CO., in Middle and
f 16 Federal Street*.

Masons and Builders.
NT

B. REDLONj 933 1-9 Csbiku St#

Paper Hangings,

at

the

FINE residence

Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear
trees, \ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one of the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R*
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

Window Shades, and

Cavp*tiai*re-

mar21tf

G. Patterson’s Real

Estate

BULLETIN.
money

to Loan.
Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents
collected, taxes paid, Sc., on
mmvv)"II011 bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real
Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

ON

first class

Real Estate for Sale.
THREE STORY HOUSE on Cedar street, containing sixteen rooms, arranged for three families.
Sebago Water, &c. Price #4200. Terms of
payment #800 cash, balance time. Apply to
F. «. PATTERSON,
mh0-2w
13 Fluent Rluck.

A

THE

Pattern and Model Maker.
<■-1. BARBOUR, ISO Fere Street, Cer.
cro*«. Portland.

Plumbers.
JAMES miJ.UEft.Ne.91 Federal

Portland Turnverein.
annual meeting of the Portland Turnverein

for choice of officers and the transaction of the
usual business, will be held at their Rooms on FRIDAY Evening, March 20th at 8 o’clock.
A Tull attendance is requested.
Per order,
xncl3td
C. H. WINCHESTER, Sec’y.

A convivial gentleman of
Bloomington, HI.,
recently woke up a lecturer, who had retired, after the night’s peiformance, to say
that he had been too late for the lecture,
and to offer him fifty cents to speak it ove r

again.
A new dish is grape leaves fried in egg batter; it is called a French dish. An exchange

Oils.

remarks: “We cant think of anything that
would be more delicious than fried
grapes
leaves,unless it isa circus poster on toast.”

CO.,
£5 India St., Poston, Mass.
fe!7__eodCm

8. YOUNG. No. 103 Fere Street.

Husbauus are well

protected in Kansas.
who makes her husband’s life a desert of sadness by mauling him out of bed
with the rolling pin is not only sent to prison
for three months, bu t be receives a game
supper at the hands of his friends.

Largest Stock

A

—

Geo. A.

Whitney

Mo. 4G

&

Stair Builder.
R. F. LIBBY, Lo. 353 Fere Street, cor.
Cre** St., la Orleno’* Mill.
б. L. ROOFER, Cer. Fork A maple
Street*.

&c.

J. W. A- tl. II. HCOUFFEE, Cer. Middl
A Union Sts.

Concern.

SCH. JERUSHA BAKER, 82 tons, old
remeasurements, is well found in every
be
spect, with two suits of sails, and will
within
sold
Unless
sold cheap for cash.
two weeks she will be sold at public auction. For further information
apply to
CHARLES SAWYER,
No. 123 Commercial Street, (up stairs.)
dtd
mch6

Hedical.
1 shall

the absent* of Dr. E. Clark
DURING
main at his office from 1} to 3 P. M.
G. A. CLARK.

re-

woman

Exchange

without.

Horae*

Hints tor Amateur Hardeners.
Winter has no sooner passed than every
one
possessing a patch of laud considers how
he will cultivate it the
coming season. In
the
country, the farmer is already at work
with bis subsoil
plough, and he has decided
which acres shall be sowu with
grain and
which with vegetables. Parties
owning country seats adjacent to the towDs and villages
along the Hudson River, in Connecticut, aud
Jersey, are Just now making trips to their rural homes, to give directions
concerning the
vegetible gardens and flower-beds. Fancy
gardening has of late years become so fascinating to men of means, that much money
is annually invested in
vegetables which cost,
after they are ripe, their weight in gold, On*
of our representative citizens estimated the
value of bis caobages raised at his country

seat to be twelve dollars apiece. However,
the pleasure of “seeing them grow,” ot exhausting the skill of expert horticulturists upon
them, of feeding the soil around them
with the finest guano, and then of believing
that, when grown, they are a little larger and
better flavored than any raised by neighbors,
is the height of satisfaction.
It is becoming a favorite employment with
ladies to superintend their flower aud vegetable gardening; to devote a certain portiou of
the Spring days to selecting and purchasing
the choicest seeds, and to oversee their starting in hot-beds. The early radishes and lettuce found on so many tables before their regular season, ar«> often the product of the labor and care of the female mambers of the
family. Since window gardening has been so
successfully introduced by our leading florists,
and ladies have given their attention to planting and nursing flowers, ihe study of horticulture has been pursued by many of them
until they understand the science of propa-

gating plants.

WINDOW GARDENING.

This is an especially appropriate season of
the year to make the windows beautiful with
plants. There is great pleasure in bringing
Spring in doors by collecting the flowers
which are now in bloom in the hot-house,
and planting them in the handsome boxes or
baskets made for there purpose.
Window

IS

gardening
ertheless,

St.

I

FURNITURE CHEAP

CO.,

46

St.

Exchange

CHIS^M’S

Tailoring
—

Establishment,
—

Chambers No.

8,

W. F. CHISAM

Cutting Boys’ Garments.

city you may race
For FURNITURE of any kind,

pages each, at the price of fifty cents
Should the work exceed the size
a number.

The BEST assortment you will find
At DEAN’S, EXCHANGE ST., FIFTY-ONE,

estimated, all additional numbers over the
fifty-two will be furnished to the subscriber
without extra charge. The desigQ of the Cyclopedia is to bring together as far as possible,
in one work convenient for perusal and refer-

ot

all the

Determined they won’t be outdone.
They’ll sell for cash, or they’ll trust,
Now go my Mends and see them first.
It’s not by “Moee,"
Bat one who knows.

NEW

395 Hhds.

Choice

new

vSagna

Crop

Molasses

43 Tierces now landing from
Brig “Isidora JRionda,” and for
sale by

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.dlw

mhl2

SPRING GOODS
Arrived for 1874

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
rhe three points ot excellence which I claim, are,
1st; constant and thorough circnlatton of puie air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness monld nor taint; 3id; no
ntei mingling of
odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Bnmbam
ftCo.s Ice House, Portland. Me.
ie5dtf

afford to be

Co.’s,

SAGUA MOLASSES.

JaSdly

can

—

mchlO__eodtf

Silver and Plated Ware.
ARNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.

tastes

is delightful in Winter time; nevthere the harjieat plauts suffer
more or less for fresh air.
At this time there
are hours at noon when the windows can be
—OFthrown open, and the plants which have beta
housed in green-houses will apparently speak
their thanks for the drink of tresh air and the
contact with the suns rays. The plants now
in blossom are the hyacinth, narcissus, tulip,
A pair of Srn Francisco fools recently chardaffodil, cenemaria, heath, violets, lilies ot
CAN BE FOUND AT
tered a tug and steamed outside the bar, with
the valley, aud several other varieties which
are charming as companions in the sittingthe lomantic intention of having the wedding
room.
Shallow cigar-boxes are very useful
ceremony performed on the bounding billow.
for planting seeds, and can be arranged to
It is comforting to know they were very sick
look nicely in the windows. In two or three
and were obliged to return unmarried.
weeks from this time it will be proper to plant
mignionette and sweet elysium,those fragrant
and
most suitable plants for window-boxes.
A strolling minstrel was
recently arrested The vine seeds should then be put in the
out in Missouri lor a small theft and fined two
hanging baskets. They are the moat hardy
For the next Sixty Days we shall
dollars. Having no money the judge adjournvines. The morning-glory is easily cultivatself for CASH at a GREAT RE- ed for half an hour and the minstrel
ed aud is exceedingly graceful in leaf and
gave a
flower. It will grow ri adily in a sunny winthe
“court”
the
fine
ont
in
show,
DUCTION
from
taking
onr
dow.
Regular
Violets, early flowering snow-drops,
trade.
anemones, forget-me-not, and primroses are
Prices. We do not want to Disthe best plants tor culture In outside window
Damon: “Hullo, Pythias I
What’s the
boxes. The exquisihejloveliness .of the rose
charge any of onr Men if we can
matter?”
will not permit it to be omitted from the winPythias: “O, my dear fellow,
help it, and preler to sell onr
dow garden, notwithstanding it is with diffiI’ve—tut-t-t-t—” (Objurgations)—“I’ve been
culty kept in a thriving condition. Tea aud
writing to my tailor to give me another inch China
roses ate the best
adapted for culture
and a half in the waistband, and composed a
in boxes,
and give our customers the ben- valentine to my adored Clara, and—O!—I’ve
VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.
put ’em iu to the wrong envelopes—and
It is not often that seeds are saved from
efit.
year to year by parties tilling small farms,
they’re posted!!!” (Breaks down.)
unless it. is some very choice variety. So
Please remember that we shall
much judgment is requisite in the
picking,
Balls romposed of gold, silver, peavl, or
NOT BE UNDERSOLD by any
drying, aud packing of seeds, that most garare
now
the
correct
English jet garnet
things deners prefer depending on a reliable seedsDEALER IN NEW ENGLAND. to he worn on collars and cuffs. A ball is at- man to supply them. Mr. Thorburn has for
a great number of years made himself
promWe sell FIRST-CLASS FURNI- tached to each end of a chaiu and passed inent as a seedsman.
As soon as the
the
through
collar, and ball on each side, opens, his stove is besieged by farmersspriDg
and
TURE, nearly all ol Our Own showing the chain through the centre. They horticulturists to obtain
catalogues of his
stock. Mr. Grant Thorburn was very well
Manufacture, and will Warrant are fastened to the cuffs in the same manner. known
as an expert gardener.
The anecdot.i
ot his small stature and h's ‘‘large feet, that;
every piece.
If you understand dogs, there isn’t much
would scare away the caterpillars,” is sti.l
danger from then. 1 never saw one that told by his compeers. Among the novelties
would bite me, Dogs, you see, are like men;
iu
fine varieties of vegetable seeds for the
A. WHITNEY &
if you pretend to know them, they are not
spring market are the ‘‘Mont D’Or” beans,
sure but you do, and at least believe that a
‘•Thorbutn’s Wonderful” cauliflower,“Young
o.
certain civility is due to the doubt. The fact
Grecian” cucumber, “Commodore Nutt”
ri2m
that you arn’t afraid of them, too, has to both
lettuce. “Emerald Gem” peas, “Early Freucii
dogs and men a convincing, peace-making Dwart” tomato, and the “Soola Qua” cuabout
it.—Owen
Brown.
mystery
cumber, an especially choice variety, Theru
are many new kinds of flower seeds, in ail ot
the great varieties of annuals, biennials, ami
1 will be rich! I said,
New
And I am poor;
perennials. In verbenas, larkspurs, and asAT
tors, the novelties of seeds are particularly
I will be great!
recommended.
And I am least of all;
Walter Kcid is very busy at this season
When I am old, said I,
with bis new designs for bouse and garden
And I am dead,
decorations. His aim seems to be to arrangu
I will be loved!
CLAPP’S BLOCK, CONGRESS ST.
for the growth in-doors of all the beautiful
And I am clean forgot!
flowers and ferns, which we only expect to
I will be wise!
find in a summer garden or to pick wild In
This one truth have I learned:
the woods. The rustic ornaments in h!a
That death alone was certain in my life.
store are curious and exqnisite. One especially original flower-stand is filled with twigs
Danbury News: Mrs. Peggerty bad a party And ferns, and, in the centre, sutrounded oy
Will be pleased to wait upon his friends and the
clustering leaves, is a flue transparency ot
public at aboye place, where he is prepared to do
at her house Saturday evening, and a very
the “Holy Family.” Mr. Reid is preparing
it
conducted
on
pleasant party
was—being
to attach porcelain portraits in these jardiCUSTOM TAILORING.
the latest approved principles of aristocratic
nets, which will make them a very novel and
attractive gift for those who would like to
taste. Mrs. Peggerty does scrubbing at some
in all its branches in best manner.
find their "Love among the Roses.”
of the best houses in Danbury, and underFor keeping plants healthy which are inGarments Made and Trimmed.
stands berseli in consequence. With a bail
doors at this season, close the windows of
dozen sheets of her own, and a number bortheir rooms by three o’clock. Great attencutting done to be made out
tion must be paid to their cleanliness to proMrs. Peggerty’s furniture was Deatly
rowed,
or shop.
mote their rapid growth.
Flower pots nred
enclosed in white on the occasion of the
washin g on the ontside weekly. Never leave
Special attention paid to
was
and
that
an
party,
presented
appearance
water standing in the saucers of the flower
exclusive to the last degree, and filled Mrs. pots. Water must be given the plants plenmonths. Rain water
Peggerty with a vast amount of comfort, tifully in these Springs
Stimulate
is always best for vegetaion.
Shirts Made to Measure and Pat- and the guests with the most crushing awe.
plants ODce a week with liquid manure. A
for
a
is
wa'eriug pot tor
good
large sponge
terns Cat.
bouse plants. This is the month to prepare
Portland. March 9, 1874.2w
Cyclopedia of American Literature.
the gtound for a successful crop of vegatables
“
Tt e diligent hand maketh
We have just received from the publisher,
and flowers.
A JEACT WORTH KNOWING.
T Wlwnort Zell, the first, three numbers of the
rich, but the sluggard shall want in the time
-<
harvest.”
You can’t most always sometimes tell
Cyclopedia of American Liteiature trom me
—
==
Whero GOODS the best and cheapest sell,
Earliest Period to the Present Day. It is to
In
issued
in
numbers
word
for’t
this
be
take
But
case,
fifty-two semi-monthly
my

The

Street.

Sign and Awning Hanging.

rtMIdlwntf

CO.,

J. PORTER &

el

Hoofers.

man.

A bright youth in Richmond, Ky., learning that gas was to be introduced, and ob
serving the workmen digging out places for
the pipe, inquired ol one of them “how
deep
they would go down before they struck gas.

Varnishes and Japans,

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exckaaue
Street.

a

shot the

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE

Through

J. N. McCOY A CO., 38 Sprin„ Street.

was a

who, when her husband was bitten
by a mad dog, drew a pistol and promptly

BOSTON,

Lubricating

his mis

woman,

so great has been the demand, that
they hare
wice been compelled to enlarge their Works.
Dealand consumers will haye no other alter once
using
his make.
For s ile by dealers generally and at wholesale
by
he sole Agents for New England.

Photographers.

For Sale (o Close

man

md

Kerosene and

laugh at

For an instance of remarkable
presence of
mind, commend us to the sagacious Illinois

ers

35 INDIA ST..

and

North Carolina landlord who posdining-room that members of the Legislature would be first seated,
and afterwards the gentlemen.

Unfading Greens,

A. 8. DAVIS & CO., No. 80 middle Street.
J. H. LAHSON, 153 middle St.,cer. Crow.

Watches, Jewelry,

It

u. color,
covering
properties,.. neness and durability.

J. PORTER &

opposite corner

ted the notice in his

For brilliancy

It is only alter yens of experiment, that the
lfacturers have succeeded in producing these

the

hap.

They have no Equal

GEO.

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY 4c CO., Arcade, N*.
IS Free Street.
GEOEG1 A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done te order.

ocl3dtf

one-half mile from the Railroad
A Depots, Post-office,
good Schools and Churches,
six miles from

F.

Imperial French Green.

FURNITUKE IN MAINE

Rent Warned,
CONVENIENT RENT of 4
small family—man and wife.
Address “P.,” Press Office.

\

and medium

Ship Paints, Colors,

Office No. 15 Fluent Block,

rncll

Adam had one consolation when he fell,
twenty acquaintances didn't stand

on

Light

lights

Real Estate Agents.

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.

hereby given that the Annual meeting

AN
will be held at the

matches,

“If a man bequeathed you a hundred
pounds, would you pray for him?” saida
Sunday-school teacher to a pupil. “No,” said
he; “I would pray for another like him.

f ifteen or

sell

electricity, no taper,
Every house, store, and factory
jvM buy them at once. A child can
light up at night
^
without removing chimney.
rmisafety,
This
will be the best selling patent ever
known, it

repair,

For Sale

d2|w

milk St. (Corner oi Oliver), Boiton,
Special Agents of

good

with shed and two large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marl3dtd
Limerick. Me.

42
House from 2 to 5

HILL,

Immediately,

Snct and 48 market 8t.

jjimerick iiouse,

No.
Pleasant Street.
o’clock P.
W oodW orking Mach’y HOUSE
Portland. Oct. 13th.

Engines, Etc.,
CLARKE &

m an
instant, no
no alcohol used.

at
the base of

Lower Comer.
It forms
Village Common, and contains about 9J acres, on
which is a two story house n good repair,
containing
11 large, pheasant and convenient rooms, with store
and barn adjacent.
Also story and a half house
with barn, now under lease. The water is excellent.
Will be sold at a bargiin. Apply to

CLASS

GOODS

&

55

liOTHROPjDEYESS & CO., 61 Exkanne

front,

Refer to
mcll

Wanted

For Sale.
pleasantly located (so called) Chase place,

ine

a Western New York City.
A store room
Plate Glass, Elegant and complete in
artangements, centrally located, can be had 1st
April next. Address
G. P. HOSMER,
Locknort, N. Y.

Iron
all its

iD

s.

Done la

SAID

TO MERCHANTS!
presented to a practical
capital, to establish a

taki"g careof
AKcUl“A^Lat°888181
mcl3dlw
B. THRASHER’S,
Fine St.

is fleeting:
Life itself is bat a span,
Knuckle down, my boy, to "business"—
Bob and plunder while you can.

Brilliant in tbe

disposal. This work with its copious il.u*trations, valuable information on all matters
relating to our country’s authors and their
works,and its excellent criticisms upon them,
is one which no person pretending to literary
King, agent, Thompsonville, Conn.

A father’s legacy:
Art Is long and Time

Market,

Wanted.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENI. ARAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

Little Ckebeagae-Tlie Moat Beautiful
of all the Islands of Csseo Bay.
It contains one hundred and forty acres of land, thirty of which is
covered with a beautiful Grove.
The balance Is the very best of til!
lage land. The buildings consist of
The Sunny Side Hotel,
a large, new house, completely finished and furnished throughout; large barn and farm-house, bowling

The female umbrella makers”
of New York
strike. No report ol the male
umbrella business is received.
are on a

GREEK,

most

gleaned aud now presented to the
world for the first time. The
authors bare
most judiciously selected
extracts from correspondence, and forgotten records, aud
books, as illustrations; and filled with them
the whole available extent of space at their

now

F. EATON.

PAINT !

SWISS

lamb, and

Apollo.”

Sole Agents for N. E.

Wanted.

Wanted.
“Penenced BOOKKEEPER would accept
writing up Books,
makln™,Y?meut ,n the Evenings
other office work in a
concern wn,£Cf0ant8 “J anJ
reSular
is employed.
Bopk-keeper
Satisfi^nr^ reference
JV°
can be given. Address
mcl3 lw
Press Office.
R„
_W.

For Sale.

Standard,
117,400,517.70.

me 14d3t

YODNG LADY who writes a good hand and
can
bring good reftrences. Call at 75 Middle
street, corner of Exchange.
mcl3tf

prem-

A
side

weeks.

Porter & Co., Boston,

Lighted' and

HUNTER.

Congress Street.

Price $4000.
G. PATeod2w

13
H-

GREEN

C°Ul<1 “ake

Wanted.
A H experienced MILLINER, must be a tasty
No
other need apply. Inquire for 3
davs
at 335
m?'
J 8 at

to F.

premises.

mhl2

239,332.39

WherC h®

mCI4*lw_JOHN

Farm iu Cape Elizabeth lor Sale,

good orchards, &c.,

Mass.

PORTLAND,

Valuable Farm for Sale !

to continue

the

thus

A Chicago
lady who wants to improve her
mind has ordered “One
marble figger of

CELEBRATED

MAH from Newfoundland, having1

*20, each, to
TiSlJio¥rETIf’J!.itllirom*10to
JUthe Self-Lighting
Lamp, Gas and Torch. It

Farm of 130 acres within 2J miles
of Portland. Oue halfheavily covered with timber and wood, balance
under good cultivation with sufftciWell adapted for
___ent pasturage.
milk or market gardening. Good soil and southern
exposure. Good house and barn. About three acres
of Salt marsh goes with the farm.
Also, farm of 140 acres witbiu three miles of Saco
Post Office, two miles from Old Orchard Beach, borders on ths P. S. & P. R. R., and a station is to be
built within halt a mile of the house. Large amOne of the best brick
ount of timber and wood.
houses in the city of Saco, two-stories, modem built,
in thorough repair.
Large bam and outbuildings.
Dry and healthy location. For price and terms enJ OSEPH HOBSON,
quire of
Saco, Maine.
mcl6eod&wlml2
March 13,1874.

March has laid aside
comes in like a
goat.

JOHN LUCAS & CO’s

J.

91 Commercial Street, Portlaad.

well known Broad

Standard, 115,753,-

Re-Ins.,
276,628.86
Loading on deferred and
unpaid premiums,—

CHURCHILL & mELCHER,

Farm, adjoining
THEform School grounds,
consisting of 27 acres, two
two
House
the

proof,. 1558,128.84

cy Holders,
due,.
Capital Stock,..

of business.

119.204.787.02

LIABILITIES.

not

place

23d,

For particulars address
fe26dtw

A *1

LOT of land 34x50

199,565.36

Gross Assets January 1, 1874,

NOTICE

WHARF,
HOLYOKE’SSTREET.
mh3dlf

fixtures of the Chinaman’s Tea
THE
Store, No 383 Congress street, is fur sale. The
■took
fresh and

in

Alden J. Blethen.

Motley.

Knees, Ship Timber,
Deck Plank and
Masts and Spars.
sawed to
all kinds of Hard Wood
Order

St., Boston.

pay **’®®® per year easy.
,B,«i!o£i’iWl11
mcltkllw
J, ELTON,

& McLellan’s Book Store.)

Hackmatack

«

cheerfully

a

Dresser

—DEALER

1

purchase
half interest In
safe
CAN
facturing business the city of Boston.

LAW.

W, H, SIMONTOX,

any^personal
^tHeods*
nf'his
unlw
\Cnd8i °f h
rear'd
to^^.o^fill
be
treatly appreciated and

one

block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.
mar28

To Lease

subse-

And Amount due from other Companies for loss on
Policies of Re-Insurance,

any jobs which may be
happy to attend
to me, large or email, and that no one is authorized
mc6d3m
to take jobs in my name.

a®y business tran-

r<nm?lothh

AT

Office at Schumacher Bros.. 5 Deering
Block.
I respectfully inform my patrons, that I will be
to
entrusted

mclOdlUt

a

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn bv How, for a

uai f

Mill

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHEB,
Fresco Fainter,

PERSONAL.

Chance for

due

mar5-3m_.

Per Order
OEG. TREFETHEN, Treasurer.

mcl2*lw

FORTE AND ORGAN
fe21dtf
Stockhridge’s Music Store.

491-3 EXCHANGE STREET,

stockholders of the Peak’s Island Steamboat
Company are hereby notified that by atenvote of
the stockholders at
days
meeting March 7.1874,
from March 9th will be allowed for the stockholders
to subscribe the additional stock voted at said meeting, alter which the balance of stock will be open to
the
public. Subsenptions to stock will be received
by the Treasurer, at No. G Commeicial Wharf.

will be

at

attornies

Notice.

game

EARNS WORTH,

MOTLEY & BLETHEN,

or unoccu-

er) within a month or*
will please communicate with the
Anv information in

C.

Teacher of the

pied lot within the city limits, except the lots designated in the foregoing order, will be strictly enforced.
GjlO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
mhl4
d3m

A

SALE.

For particulars term of sale. &c.._anply to COBB
& KAY, Atljs. at Law, NO. 42$ JSjLtXungo Street,
fe9d&wtf7
Portland, Maine,

House, in
Eg-All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct.T-’69TT&Stt
aoted and matted.

over

,.

FOR

the cost of the

Net Assets Jan. 1,1874. 118,937,025 36
Add Market Value of Securities over cost, Accrued Interest, &c.,.
214,561.66 19,151,587.02

Is now

HcO.nonsh Patent Bed I.oungea,
ameled Chain,, Ac.

In Board of Health, March 13,18*4.
that until otherwise directed, we do

Portland, March 9,1874.

~

of

A Rare Chance

Suite, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

Parlor

ORDERED,
hereby de&iguate the dump at the foot of Hanand the dump at the foot
street
Stable

t»

Premiums

quent to Jan. 1,1874,_

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Public Place

In New Gloucester, only half mile
from the Corner, 60 acres good laid,
1000 bushels apples and pears gather
A 2-story
ed the last fruit season.
One
_house barn and wood-house.
Pi ice only $2,5<0, easy paymile to two depots.
ments.
to
WM.
H.
Real*
Estate
Apply
JERRIS,
me5MW&F3w&wlw
Agent, Portland.

DEALER IN

prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market, at a ch ap price—many
of which are little better than Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil, renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmers, ’liat some no
tice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard o :our Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the fire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the fire test of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputaliou.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

PEW MEN of first class ability to sell my
large books on salary or commission. One of
'be *a!e *350 worth last week: an„7tna*eni*reP“rt*
for of *150 in two days. A new agent sold *235
give the best chance oflered to
menT^i?ay8'
0 can
bnng first class references. Address,
statin
nerbowi a®8’ saiary wanted, and particulars of exWHOLLAND,
mciwsf
hitSpringfield, Mass.

eodtapl

good repair. One side of the entire farm is fenced by
the Duck Pond and most of the remainder by permanent fence. Every rod of field can be mowed by
machine. This is one of the best and most desirable
farms in Cnmberiand County, and tbera is none more
valuable farm iu Maine for stockraising purposes.
mis larm WUHro m>w
wire

PETTENGILL,

J. C.

The

Lane, Alley, Court, Square,

Real Estate,. .1
7,737.55
on hand & in Banks, 1,182,116.03
Invested in U. S. Bonds,
(cost). 356,850.63
Invested in Railroad and
other Stocks, (cost).
580,657.43
Invested in Bank Stocks,
(cost). 1,023,172.04
Loans to States, Counties,
Cities and Towns, (cost) 2,693,571.35
Bonds and Mortgages secured by Real Estate appraised at 120.882.267.00, 6,379,453.05
Loans onCollateral?,Market
Value, 1732,655.00. 476,978.69
Loans on Personal Secnrity
39,962,89
Premiums on Existing Policies in hands of a gents
in course of transmission, 285,184,91
loans on Existing Policies, 5jl86,672.25
Interest due I >ec. 31,1873..
464,447.41
Furniture of Office, includ13,711.77
ing Agencies, (cost).
for Captal Stock
46,944.00
Obligations
Semi-Annual & Quarterly
Cash

NO. 30

C.

214,561.66
119,151.587.02

A8SETS.

PORTLAND.

ST.,

Portland Kerosene Oil

or

Law,

Building)

REMOVAL.

Manufacture

every cask

Bank

M. M. Butler.

Would Inform the public, that they continue to

cause

LIBBY,

& Counsellors at

Attorneys

3m

ja30

shall

STREET,

WATER

BUTLER &

118,937,025.36

MARCH

and Gleaning.

The Great Unwashed”—Onr
statues,

1

THE SPRING TERM
of the Eaton School for Boys will commence

A Good Farm for Sale.

4,824,068.42

Less value
of Policies of

PIPING.

PORTLAND, HE.

504,684.46
29,216.19
122,295.79

Net Assets January 1st, 1874,
Add Market Value of Securities over
cost. Accrued Interest, &c„

cent.

3 Dear. East of Temple Bt.,

80 MIDDLE STREET,

Physicians* Fees,.

Taxes,.

977.73) Actuaries four per

CLARK,

C.

FEDERAL

103

J. M. PLUMMER.
Feb. 7 1874.

have formed

Commissions, Agency, and
all other Expenses,.

Dividends declared to Poli-

and all goods wanted in the Fancy Grocery trade.
The patronage which the firm has so long enjoyed
is respectfully solicited.

CLIFFORD Si CLIFFORD.

canceled

on

policies. 1,456,576.20
Amount paid for Re-lnsurancc,. 102,751.64

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

__

123,761,093.78

Losses by Death,.11,556,465.04
Purchased Policies,.
944,507.10
Matured Endowments.
107,572.00
Dividends, and returned

Losses due subsequent to
Jan. 1, 1874, and Losses
reported,awaiting further

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices
ap22 tc

6,228,534.51

1,410,021,61

DISBURSEMENTS.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

The undersigned will continue business at

Portland.

OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTAULE STEAM ENGINES.

NOTICE.

where may be

Count-

and Oxford

PORTLAND

THE

aflairs.

MAINE.

Androscoggin

in

es.__deOeod&wtf

Dissolution of Copartnership.
subscribers heretofore doing’ business under
the firm name ot M. HOVEY & CO., Carriage,
Sleigh and Sign Painters, 45 Preble Street, has been
this day dissolved by mutual consent.

our

STREET,

(in Canal Bank Building,)

Will

COPARTNERSHIP.

may 20

ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given

Received for Premiums in
1873,.14,818,512.90

C.

S.

WASHINGTON ST BEET, BOSTON.

121

Moderate

at

117,532,559.27

cost

RECEIPTS.

Premiums,

sanl, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

Messrs.

Bates & Locke are authorized to contract for advertising in the Press.

ADVERTISING

NIB.

Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

D. R. Locke, o Locke &
Jones, Toledo Blade.

choice newspapers.

Street.

PORTLAND,

ROW, NEW YORK.

J. H. Bates, late of
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.

LAHSON,

No. 152 Middle

Jan. 1, 1873,
(Market value 117,749,887.13)

Bal. per Statement

°“he cit>- furnished or nnfnrwithout board.
E. B„ 37 Brown St., Portland.

A

PORTLAND PIEB.

ja26__ti
Farms for Sale.

January 1,1874.

Received lor Interest and
from otner sources,.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

LOCKE,

Co.,

Insurance

KIMBALL, Boston.

prices._

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description,

Life

HARTFORD, CONN.,

Every kind of Printing Material on hand or made
to order.
Every thing used in the art of printing
furnished at short notice, and at the lowest cash
felSdCm

ADVERTISING AGENTS

NO. 1
rahl6

_nected therewith. These houses are
and thoroughly and substantially built, and
fully occupied by prompt pacing tenants. This is a
most desirable investment for any one having funds
This property is entirely free of encumro invest.
brance and will be sold oa liberal terms.
For particulars rnd terms inquire of us, at our

M T N A

SPRING LANE.

C.

II. T. LIBBY,

30} High St., S. S. KNIGHT.

STATEMENT

15, 1874.jalCd&w?m

Jan.

on

School

Gossip

Wanted.

new

Street.

Exchange

LET!

IN SL RANGE.

authorized to contract tor advertising in the Priss.
ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

For particulars call

Pleasant Rooms With Board.

RAY,

Attorneys

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

I ““bed,
.dsCf8lnVPart
with
or

Family

detail as
possible; public and private libraries
have
the
been
ransacked,
former
associates of deceased author*
have been
interviewed, and man” a passage
ot literary
history, and anecdotes of their absent friends unknown to
all save tbemselvee,

press.

TUESDAY MORNING. MARCH 17,1874

Norridgewock, Me.

Rooms Wanted.

A

Rooms To Let.
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

A

Honse No. 114 Spring Street.
of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle
fe4dtf

Street.

Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
paper
lowest prices. Send for estimates. Mr. Evans is authorized to contract for advertising in the Press.

Located

JDalLChurches,

tenement in

LOWER
Inquire

baa removed to

EKN’

To Let.

Eaton

ssws&

•»««

This house is in the very heart of the city,
JGA
Dm■ I close by the City Hall, Post Office. High School,
Portland & Rochester R. K. Dep®>
Marginal Way, &c. You don’t have to walk a mi*e
or two or depend on the Horse Cars to get to tbete
places or to the business part of the city in blustering winter weather. The House contains nine pleasant rooms, and has gas, Sehago. iiiraace, &c.
Will be vacated and ready to examine first of April.

FURNISHED
genteel

1

fearing i^tlbfe
dc30

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,
43 Dan forth Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neelv, D.
O. L.
D., Visitor.
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.
oclOtf

Wanted.

House No. 26 Chestnut Street.

Room to Let with Board.
front ROOM with board, at 38 State
Sti net, comer of Gray.
no4dtf

Street,

MM

.

__

SALE.”

BENJ. FOGG,
Fore & Exchange Streets.

Corner of

Portland, Me.

COUNSELLOR

jn24»lw then tf

House to Let.
57 Park Street, containing ten rooms.
Gas, Furnace, Sebago, Water Closet, Coal
House, &e. Kenj $550. Apply to

a

eighty to ninety dollars
rewarded

office" bedberaHy

GEO. R. DAVIS*

FOR

mclOdtf

apply to 33 Parris Street.

particulars

containing

from

[the

EDUCATIONAL,

Beal Estate and mortgage Broker.
eod3w
mh!6

tf

mcb7

JAMES

mortgage

on a

the Eastern Railroad He not and
BETWEEN
die St., Wednesday, the 2*8.

mavl4tf

MAGNUS A. R. L1NDBERG,

AGENT.

or
large proportion
with

A

remain

can

Free

on

The Desirable and Conveniently

Me.

Jy»_

ADVERTISING AGENCY & PRINT-

BATES

closets, good drainage.

To Let.

PAINTER,

Portland.

T. C. EVANS,

Is

water

of the best residences

the purchase money
easy payments.

Fnrnished Rooms at 826 Congress
Street.

NO. 383 CONGRESS STREET,

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers of
all cities and towns of the United States, Canadas
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston. Mr. Niles Is
authorized to contract for advertising in the Press

Ho. 5

To Let.

KEILER,

Ylce Consul of Sweden &

WAREHOUSE,
10C WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds

Street.
;•( containing 14 rooms in splendid order, heated
ilLbv Steam, hot and cola water, bath room,
One

~

S. K. MILES,
ADVERTISING

of Com-

LOSt.

Sale.

For
corner

and C’ark Streets.
Convenient to
Railroads, Steamboats &c. Apply to
THOMAS BARKER.
mcll'lw
No. 52 Pine Street.
mercial

pictures,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is published every Thursday Morning at
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

To Let.
STORE and Boarding House,

\

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

REAL ESTATE.

^

PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

_

at the emporium

op

i
A. 8.

FERNALD,

merchant
Stairs.
Up
mch7-lmo

tailor.

91 MiddJ,© St.

Steam Saw HrJl !
HAVE set up my Steam Saw Mat In Foater’1
Woods, Deering, and will cut halt a million feet
of Lumber foi Mr. James Lucas. Other, that want
Lumber sawed, can find me at the Mill.

I

R.
fe26

IL

I* A VIS.

In,

forty

ence, memorials and records of the writers of
this country and their works. There are nurnerous instances of this kind, not merely relating to authorship, hut extending into the
and
political life,
spheres of social
which are to be sought for in literary biography and particularly in the .iterary biography of America, where the use of the pen
has been for the most part iucidental to other
the literature of the
pursuits. The history of
of this work
country contained in the pages
art and invention,
oi
exhibition
an
not
is
only
of literature iD its immediate and philosophical sense, but is also a record of menUl proof facts
and,, opinions
gress and cultivation,
which derives one of its main interests from
its historical value. It is important to know
what books have been produced and by
whom; whatever the books may have been or
whoever the men. The course of the [gradual
development of the mental powmost
the
of
country has been
ers
mapped out in this literary
taithftilly
chart, by writers eminent lor their scholarship
and thoroughly practised in the art of just
and impartial criticism. The colonial period
has been traced with especial cue, and many
4 curious bit of old prose and poetry is hereby embalmed for the edification of posterity,
which would otherwise have soon passed into
oblivion. It preserves the fac-sirailes ot the
autographs of a great number of men promiuent in the early history of our land. The

institutions,
history of our oldest educational
to t «
founding
and
from their inception
this,
compiling
In
present day, is also given. have
no
pains
work
most valuable
and reliable in ever,
to make it as complete

Musical Goods Mark"
ed Down S
FOB A SHORT Tins ONLY,
A Large Stock, constating ol

Organs, Violins. Accord eons. Con*
certlnas, I'lutes, Harmonicas,
Piano Stools, Banjos, Bows,
Trimmings,
Flagolets,
Strings, Piccolos, G altClaronets,
ars,
Music Folios,
Cornels,
Files,
And ever jibing pertaining to Mualcal Goods.

c.

k.

Hawes,

77 MIDDLE

STREET.

™cl2__

aodlm

BRYANT’S

FLORAL

GARDEN,

Entrance 248 Congress St (nearly on. the
V. 8. Hotel) aud 169 Cumberland St..

PORTLAND, ME.
Wreaths, Crosses, Boqueta and
Cat Flowers

FOB ALL OCCASIONS FITRNISMKO
AT SHORT NOTICE.
A good collection ot Green House and Hardy P’ant*.
Shrubs, &c., may always be found at the
•**

den. All <
tended to.
mh!2

FOOT

*
—

MEASURED

Mitchell Bros., 115 Federal St.
We do not blow to deceive the
customers what we
able to show our

BENENREB

THE

people. We
aro

are

able to do.

PLACB.

115 FEDERAL STREET.

MITCHELL BROS.
dlw

mbU

"#

■—"

PBESsj]

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 17. 1874
Every regular attache ofthe
1\
a Card certificate countersign*®
Patten. Editor.
uj
.a-.,.
managers will confer a favor
our
*■
s to represent
claiming
•rodenttalf ol every i>ersou ciunn
information that several “bumlniorma
have
we
as
journal,
in the name of the
seeking courtesies

1

with

-way,JTCdSLK

_

....

mer.”

are

»

Press, and

have

alvely/apaity'to

no

disposition to be,

even

pas-

8Uch frau,ls-

We do not road anouymous letters and communications. The name anil address of the writer are In

$11 Uascs indispensable, notnceessarily for publication
as a guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.

but

Massachusetts

on

or

reserve

of

comparative merits

Trial.

government,

Mass-

reachusetts has been ofleuest referred to by
creditable republicans as affording the oiod
sults of self government. In culture, morals,
the old
progress and material prosperity
commonwealth has been conspicuous, so that,

when a
his own

foreigu democrat has commended to
people republican institutions, the

Massachusetts model has been in the miud
of his hearers, as well as in his own.
But within a few years those who have
most honored this typical commonwealth
have been saddened by frequent evidences of
an indefinable lowering of tone, a nameless
vulgarizing of popular feeling," the exaltation
of a less reputable class of men than formerly
and the gradual supplanting of statesmen by

demagogues and adventureis. The best material exemplification oi this tendency is the
ascendency acquired by B. F. Butler over a
large minority of tbe people of the state.
We have already expressed the conviction that
that bad
man
could
uot get
such
a foothold in Maine, were he a resident here.
The intellectual and moral conditions are not
such as to favor his progress or extend his influence. But in a part of his own State he is
already omnipotent, while in other counties
intelligence, virtue and decency are fight-

ing

with him

twice won

a

warfare in which

they

have

victory, which

augurs wall for future success, and would have been conclusive

against any merely human charlatan; but
Butler is clearly superhuman in impudence
and persistence, and is about as pronounced a
representative of sheer diabolism as has af-

frighted

the earth in modern times.

So the

fight of good against evil must be constant and
continuous; any abatement would be ruinous.
The death of Mr. Sumner aud the impending selection of his successor on the 24th
inst. brings to a definite issue the contest between the old Massachusetts and the new—
between the Massachusetts of Samuel

Adams,

Hancock, Webster,

Jos ah Quincy, Everett,
Andrew and Sumner and the Massachusetts

of Ames, Hooper, Alley, Simmons and Butler. If B. F. Butler or any of his friends, defenders or sympathizers, should be chosen to
sit where the man of lofty patriotism, ripe
culture and untarnished fame has so long reflected honor upon his State and country, it
may well be regarded as an indication that
the metamorphosis of Massachusetts ap~

proaches

completion, and that it must,
m
the
near
be
classified
future,
with low principled or mercenary states like
New Jersey, Pennsylvania or Indiana where
the people easily submit their necks to the
yoke of a wealthy and reckless leader, or allow themselves to be overborne by combinations between such

praved

and

and the most de*
part of the populace.

men

ignorant

Some

las

THE ORATION THAT LED

A

other state
would then distinctly
emerge from its thirty-six associated republics and assume the position of intellectual

found

Elsewhere may be
iccount of an attempt

the old
At nine o’clock yesterday morning,
all
Board of Common Council met to transact
unfinished business of the year. This haring
o’clock the
been attended to, at nine and a half
well known
Board adjourned sine die. It was
was not to he
that tbe session of the new Board
10 a little unof a harmonious nature, owing

to

graphic
organize the
a

The

city government of Biddeford.
proceedings on the part of Mayor Warren,
ot
were, te say the least, unusual in this part
the world, and would be better adapted to

new

pleasantness, by which there
and Republican claimants of

Orleans.

competitors,

that Gen. ButThe New York Post thinks
a seat in Congress
hold
ler does not legally
in 1872 he has in
because since his election

intimated

the conduct of government
lie was qualified as reto the court that
an assistant United
quired by law by oath as
States attorney, and as there has been no

The Boston Globe

Washington correspondasserted that President

cil rooms was simply immense, every standing
place was taken and the settees were crowded

Grant prefers Judge Hoar for Mr. Sumner’s
successor, and the impression is that Butler
prefers Mr. Dawes because lie dislikes the

to their ntmost capacity.
At nine and a half o'clock the Clerk called
the new Council to order and proceeded to call
the roll of the members elect, calling the Republican members from Ward Three. The
clerk announced the next business in order to
be a choice of temporary chairman, to be balloted for. The members came forward and de-

latter less than the lorroer.
It is one of the sweetest and most consoling
reflections of the opening season of buds and
flowers, when the brocks shall be released
from their icy chains and there is a fair
promise of the gentle lambs skipping from
rock to rock and thistle to thistle, that the
nigUto «we rapidly growing briefer aul the
iron rod of the oppressive gas-man has been
broken at the fountain to some extent.—
Rochester Democrat.
The following “obituary” from the At-

their ballots as the Clerk called the roll
he paid no attention to the Democratic
claimants from Ward Three, although they
were prepared to vote, they were barred from
Richmond A. Ingersoll was elected
so doing.
temporary chairman by a party vote. A committee on credentials reported nine Democratic

posited
■nd

(Kansas) Champion is pointed, praccomprehensive:
The Leavenworth Argus, a scabby and
venomous journal, established some months

chison

tical and

getting alarming.

There

is one more “Pecksniff’ and this time it is
It says: “It needs 1
or elaborate statement to shou

the Kennebec Journal,
no

argument

the work now necessary to be performed al ;
by all true friends of the country, by al 1

once

sagacious supporters of the Republican or
gauization. Administrative reform must b<s
granted at once, fearlessly and witbont re
luctance and without'stint.

The indication!

are

taken
ot the

Sanborn contracts and of the over
whelming testimony before the Committee o f
Ways anu Meaus indicate the line ot actioi
to be promptly taken by Congress, so plainly
that there can be no excuse for the neglect tc
cut up the poisonous vegetation at the roots.”

Washington Republican charges Con
gressmen Dawes with the New Hampshire
defeat. His financial speech did it. We beg
leave to
difTer. Perhaps however, BosShepherd contributed a morsel to the result.
The Argus is wrong. Senator Cragin’s
successor will not be chosen by the present
New Hampshire Legislature, as his term does
not expire until March 4th 1877, when if we
The

faithful we shall have done with Butlerism and a Republican or Mr. Cragin himself
will be his own successor. For figures, see
Tribune Almanac page 44. Price of almanacs

are

twenty

political leadership which Massachusetts
has held so long.
Perhaps it would be
of tl...
Maine—perhaps
intelligent western states like Iowa and Wis-

cents.

that has

preceded it—that it moves upon
higher moral and intellectual planes than any
of it predecessors—else should we despairs ofr
and conclude that civilization was
backwards. And yet if we are to

trust evidence that seems
was

a

...

produce
existing
activity and moral stamina. The demoralization Is fortunately local
and is almost exclusively confined to the seaboard and to the great manufacturing towns.
The center and west—an agricultural
region
Where almost everybody owns bis homestead
and “has a stake in the
county”—is sound to
the core and stands as a bulwark
against Butlerism and all that class of political
depra/ity.
There live the yeomanry,
sturdy, intelligent
and honest—not “kid
glove politicians” as
the Butler henchmen
delight to call them—
of diminished mental

and there is the soul of the true
Massachusetts
and the hope of good men

everywhere.

Happy will it be
country, if a man

for Massachusetts and the
of the Sumner stamp be

chosen to fill his place—a man like
Judge
Hoar, for instance, on whom the late Senator
cast his mantle, as It were, when he
lay expirlng, by the solemn iteration of the words,
“Take care of the Civil Rights bill.”
He
seemed to look, with the
clairvoyant eye of a
dying man. into the future, and to see his eminent and high-minded friend clothed with the
Senatorial dignity, which he himself was
about to lay down.
Though Judge noar,
perhaps, resemble* the dead aeuator in hts
characteristic fault* ot arrogance and im-

practicability, yet,

as

compensation,

a

as J udge
Hoar,
scholarly brother,

man

and

these

a

Courant

bit ot

lease of life, and that she has within her
bosom the germs of restoration to her
pristine fame and glory.
new

Leoend and myth have united to distort
the character o( St.
Patrick, the naiW«J
saint to whom our Celtic follow eitlzens, ail
the world, unite to-day to reverence
;
but whan he is divested of whatever the ex-

over

travagance of imagination has gathered about
him during a period of more than a thousand
years, he stands forth as one of the illustrious
reformers and apostles of a dark age. The
date and place of his birth is in dispute.
Wheu a youug mau, he was taken prisoner
and sold as a slave in Ireland. After
long
servitude he escaped, but determined alter
due preparation to preach the gospel. Thereupon he went to France, studied in monastic
schools and was ordaineu a priest. He then
returned to

Ireland, hut was driven away
from Dubliu and landed at
Brene. As valiant for the truth as St.
Paul, he soon sought
to convert the powerful
pagan king, Lasghaire.
He was taken prisoner
and would have been
sacrificed had not the
king admired his fearless conduct and pardoned
him, granting him
at the same time, permission to
teach his
new doctrine.
His teachings mot with wonderful success; thousands embraced the
new
faith; he established churches and

schools,

and taught the people the elements of a
higher civilization.
He began his work in 432
and died in 493, during which time, as a
sionary, he was instrumental in overthrowing
the worst forms of paganism, and
planting
the seeds of Christian civilization.

mis!

THE SANBORN CONTRACT.

The crowd yelled and hissed with such expressions as “Bully for Doctor,” “I’ll bet on
you,” “That’s the Jsort of stuff,” &c., &•.,
arose from the friends of the Democratic ele
An

ex-Mayor attempted

to

give

some

adjourn prevailed. The crowd grew
a long settee crowded with
gave way and preciDilating tbe crowd to
noisy, and

BUMP

ORGANIZES.

bo ly was also chosen. Then solemnly the ringleader addressed his followers on the momentous question of whether or not they bad better
follow in the footsteps of the real Council, and
It was the opinion of all that the
adjourn.
idea was a good one, and so the Louisiana concern

pulled up stakes and left the Council
room,
promising to return at 7J o’clock this

to commence

evening,

over

Thus ended the first
meeting of the City Council of Biddeford, and
thus goes into history the first instance of
an
attempt at genuine mob law in Maine. Bidde
ford can congratulate herseli that her
Mayor
has the most enlarged views of his official
powers of any similar official we ever heard
of. He
must have looked through a tremendous
big
magnifying glas3 of his own manufacture to
have decided that he could go into regular session of a sovereign body and eject

duly elected

aga

n.

members,
body, and by

and received by that
threats, backed up by a mob cower the intelligent members of a City Council.
He should
remember that he’s only “man, dressed in a
little brief authority.” The next meeting of

MATTERS.

Post Offices are
extension of the monon

opposed to the proposed
ey order system to all Post Offices. It
appears
that in many of the smaller offices the
system
has no appreciable
advantage. There are now

the Council will be looked for with great interest.

ASSAULT.

Although the fart of the assault made on
leuatoi Sumner iu the Senate Chamber by
Heston S. Brooks, a member of Congress from
^ South Carolina, is well-known to our readers)

The Illinois Central Railroad.—A curichange in the western channels of commerce is shown in the experience of the Illinois
Central.
This great north and south line
which used to transport so much produce north
ous

to Chicago, is rapidly
loosing that business, the
intersecting east and west lines bringing the
grain directly east without permitting it to go

around by Chicago. Only when lake
freights
are low does the Illinois Central have
any
chance. Its gross receipts have fallen of steadIt
is
1869.
since
ily
cultivating,

election0?! ’’T”
railroad'corn! d!.nounce
sig^i?!?”8
tori!?!"

new

a

By new links and connections, it is
perfecting a through line to (New Orleans, and
already carries forty per cent, more freight
Orleans.

1

however,

trade, that between Chicago and New

south than north.

John F. Ross, a tailor, of iuteraperate kabts, was attacked with erysipelas at Gardiner,
ast week. While being conveyed to Hallo well,
there he belonged, he died in the coach.
Mr. Ham has resigned his position as princi>al of the High School in Augusta.
Ambrose Beal has been appointed postmas«r at Monmouth, vice Andrews, resigned.
IN GENERAL.

Patents have been

J. W. Scbu1
aiacber, Portland, speulum; J. M. Palmer,
method
of
Portland,
ventilating cars and rooms; |
Charles Hardy, Biddeford. and C. E. Morrill, i
Deering, machine for evening leather.

granted

to

MARINE

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
in outlay,

WANTED.

ARRIVED.
Steamship Austrian, (Br) Miller, Liverpool,
mdse
to H & A Allan.
and
* assengers
Sicauier Alhambra, Augrove, Halifax, NS—partnPorteous.
ers
and
mdse
to
John
£
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston lor
NB.
and
St
John.
'.astport
Sch Lizzie W Hannum, Paine, Virginia—oysters to
—

SPECIAL NOTICES.

LEtT

—

—

—

na^J&Sflte&rult-bri*

right
suffrage.
The last day that Henry Clay

ever sat in the
Senate was Charles Sumner’s first day in the
Senate.
At and around Hernando, Miss., last Tuesday night a substance Was rained down which

analysis proved to be pure brimstone.
The Philadelphia Press hates to exult

an

over

the humble, but says with modest firmness
that it is the best paper in the country, or
words to that effect.
The Cincinnati Times complains that the
How else
peach crop has caught cold again.
can the peach crop prepare for consumption
fall?
The Rhode Island House on Friday passed a
resolution submitting to the people tbe ameudmendmeut to tbe State Constitution authorizing woman suffrage. The vote stood 44 to 17.
President White, of Cornell, speaks in quite
complimentary terms of the women students.
He says they keep fully up with their classes,
and average ten per cent better on tbe examination papers than the young men.
Tbe Cleveland Herald requests its volunteer
correspondence to nse postal sards and write a
loud hand.
It says that a smaller sized card
than that now in circulation would suit very

49 1-2

F.

EXCHANGE

A

LEAVITT.

mcS

eodni

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
BEIL ESTATE NOBTGAGM.
All

carefully

selected in the

his hearers at a
clergyman
temperance meeting the other night that in the
larger cities the crusaders would do best to
make the fight against the stronger liquors and
let wine and beer alone.

Very wfe M well w profitable.
CHARLES Id. HAWKES.

08

JnslO

M1DDLK STREET.
utf

Rev. Mr.

Loysoo,

better known

as

Hya-

Pere

ago.
A half dozen young men of Shreveport, La.,
who entered tbe rebel army when tbe war began and served through it without receiving a
scratch, have all sinoe been killed in bar-room

fights.
flAtrannaa

_Til!_f

--—iinuvio,

1_

a.I_T

uao

bis receptions, and Mrs, Beveridge
is said to be prominently interested in tbe project of the ladies to inaugurate the woman’s

dancing

at

temperance

movement at

the State Capital.

A couple of Iowa blacksmiths, formerly in
..n
lawsuit.
pa»t«orrlii|>, k—« a
One Slles
the other for labor performed and money paid
out. and the other presents a counter claim for
twelve months checker-playing, indulged in by
the plaintiff when he should have been at
work.
If you want to live to a green old age,
get
yourself elected President of the United States.
Washington died at 67, John Adams at 91,Jefferson at 83, Madison at 85, Munroe at 72, John

Quincy

Adams

at81, Jackson at 78, Van Buren
at 68, Tyler at 72, Polk at
53,

at 80, Harrison
Taylor at 65, Fillmore at 74, Pierce at 67, and
and Buchanan at 77.
At a sale “unsight, unseen,” as the boys say,
of uncalled-for express packages in Providence,
tbe other day, one shrew Rhode Islander got

hiseye

compact, neat-looking package,
which he was certain must contain greenbacks
or some other blessings in
disguise. So he bid
up to $2.50 and secured—Several hvndred of last
year’s Democratic tickets.
The entire biography of Senator Sumner was
compressed by Mr. E. C. Cowdin, at the
Chamber of Commerce
meeting in New Fork
on

Caucus.
The

a

Friday, in these few weighty words: “The
salient points in his character and
career were
vast erudition and cultivated
tastes, tin less industry and sublime courage, fidelity to convictions and persistency of
purpose, unselfish patriotism and unbending

Republican* of North Yurmoutn

are

requested

the Town House, In rasl town, ou Tburs
day, March lutb at 3 o'clock P. M. to n.quinste a
board ot town officers, for the ensuing year.
uictltd
Per Order Rep. Towu Com.

to meet at

To the rnblir.

Society.
The public are therefore tequested to giye prompt
Information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may com* to their knowledge, and he will see to it

that the offenders

Justice.
ap2»

ar#

brought

to

speedy

and strict

Per order.
sail

Dr. Mnck’t Standard Remedies !
Tb*

standard reined it* tor all disc**** ot the lungs

»re Schenck'* PulmonicSybup. Schenck’* Seaweed Toxic, and Schenck’s Mandrake Pill*,

and if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speedy
cure is effected.
To these three medicines I>r. J. H. Schenck, of
Philadelphia, ewes his unrivalled success m the
treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs ; nature throws it oft by an
easy expectoration.dor when the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight
cough will throw it oft, the patient has rest and the
lungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic
Svrup to do this, Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea-weed Tonic must
be treely used to cleanse the stomach and liver.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the
gall bladder, the bile starts
freely, and the liver is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is
composed
mixes with the food, and
prevents souring. It assists
the digestion, by
toning up the stomach to a healthy
condition, so that the tood and Pulmonic. Sy*«p will
m*ke good blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will surely get well if care is taken to prevent

fresh cold.
Dr. Schenck can be consulted at the Quincy House,
Boston, oo Wednesday. March 25th, April 8th and
22nd. A*ay 13th and 27th.
A d vice will be given tree, but for a
thorough examination with the Respirometer, the charge is $5 00
Schenck’s Medicines are sold by all Druggists
tt rougbout the country.
Schenck’s Almanac can be had of all
Druggist* *

free-_

ReynoMs. Malta.

alt, ships Cuba, TWboM; Belle
Morse. Gregory; S P Hersey. Small: Hudson, Nichols. and Elisabeth Cushing. Colby. Mg
CM nt Guanatw 9th ult. ship Thee Lord. Wkittsmnre. United Kingrtom.
In port 9th ult. ship Traaonebar. Watsrhoase; St
Peter. Webb; A MrCallum. Moody. and To Semite,
Mack, log.
Ar at \ alparaico2d last, ship ThroU, Morgan, from
New Vork.
Ar at Asplawall 21s» alt, ech Ismael Hall,
Tripp,
New Tork.
SM 23.1 alt. ache Carrie S Hart. Davis,
West;
Key
2d inst. (• P Poairoy, for Pensacola.
Ar nt Kingston, Ja. 21st alt. ach Stephen O Hart.
Hart. Clenfuegos; 23d. barqae Kate Merrill, from St
Thomas; 25th. ech Nellie Bowers, Stack pole. BaltiSM 27tb alt. arh Caleb Eaton.
Ar at Halttaa 14tb, steamer
Portland.
CM 17th. steamer Alhambra,

This splendid Hair Dye Is the beat In the world.
The only True and Perfeot Dye. Harmless Reliable
Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill
fleet* of
tinjS
bad dye* washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
Black or Natural Brown, and loaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Senuine. signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. Y.
tvrs »
_

MARRIED.

Bombay.

Sid fm Bombay (th ult, Messenger, Perkins, tor
Diamond Island.
Calcutta—Sid fm Sangor Feb 1, Winged Honter,
Small, Boston.
CM at Havre 27th nit. Invincible, Strickland, and
Louisiana, lor New Orleans.

RPOKElf.
Feb 14, lat 30 37 N, Ion 40 27 W, ship Black Hawk,
from New York for San Francisco.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

In Hiram, March 15, by Rev. 1. J. Mead, Poter B.
Young and Mrs. M. E. Otis, daughter ot J. P. Hubbard, Esq., all of Hiram.
In Brunswick, March 2, John T. Ward of Topsbam and Miss Jolla A. Atkins ot Brunswick.
In Watervilie. March 7, Daniel N. Addition and
Miss Frances Hooper, both of Brunswick.
In Norway, March 1, Wm. C. Brooks and M sAbbie E. Bartlett.

—

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN

COUNTY.

The Journal says a new encampment of Odd
Fellows is soon to be instituted in Auburnalso a new lodge of Odd Fellows will be instituted at Lisbon this Tuesday evening, bv Grand

Master O. B. Whitten of Portland, assisted bv
Dy
the Grand Officers.
The Lewiston Journal says a lad in Auburn
named Verrill, snapped a cap on a
pistol three
or four times and then made this
remark “I
am not afraid to put my hand over the
muzzle.” The lad placed his hand over the muzzle
and pulled the trigger.
The pistol was discharged, putting a ball through the lad’s hand,
inflicting a severe, and it may be, dangerous
wound.
HANCOCK COUNTY.
It is expected that a suitable steamer will before long commence to make daily trips from
West Brooksville to Belfast and return touching each way at Castine and Islesboro.
■

IN

DENTISTS,
(BELOW CITI BUILDING, Up Slain.)
PORTLAND, MR
mhl7

Furniture of all Kinds !
—

at

DEAN

51 EXCHANGE

Lost.

IN

going from

A

SMALL
Address

State to Tyng Street, o Pearl and
Jet EAR RING. The Under will be rewarded by
it
at
26
leaving
Tyng Street.
mhl7
3t*

—

46

AND

—

Market Street.

mcl7_

eodtf

Notice.
undersigned citizens of the town of Cape
Elizabeth, believing that the best interest of the
town will be promoted by
discarding all questions of
a poiltical nature in town
affairs, request the citizens
8aid town to meet at the
Carriage Shop of
James W. Harmon, on SATURDAY,
Marth 21st
at3
o’clock it the P. M., to nominate a board
for the ensuing year.
CHARLES HANNAFORD,
JAMES TRICKEY,
SAMUEL HASKELL,

1874,

town officers

NUTTER,

ot

and others.
mcl7d5twlt

J. P.

mcl7eodtf

100

In Saco, March 4, Mr. Enoch Goodale, aged 90
in .saco March 4, Clara P., wife of Lawrence yrs.
Jordan, aged 61 years 8 months.
DEPARTURE OP OCEAN 8TEAIV1EBH
Name.
From
For
Date
Crescent City. New York. .Havana.Mch 17
Claribel.New York. Hayti, &c. ...Mch 17
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool... .Mch 17
Calabria.. New York Liverpool-Mch 18
New York. .Glasgow
Trincaxia...
.Mch 18
City of Merida.... New York Havana.Mch 19
Caspian.....
Portland— Liverpool...Mch 21
City of Richmond New York.. Liverpool.... Mch 21
California.New York. .Glasgow.Mch 21
..

—

...

Hecla.Boston.Liverpool— Mch

21
.Havre.Mch 21
.Havana.Mch 21
Jamaica
Mch 24
.Havana.Mch 24
Havana.Mch 25
Algeria.New York. Liverpool ...Mch 25
Italia.New York. .Glasgow.Mch 25
Polynesian.Portland.. .Liverpool... .Mch 28
Colon.New York.. Aspinwall... .Mch 28
City ot Paris.New York. Liverpool_Mth 28
Marathon.Boston.Liverpool_Mch 28

Pereire. New York.
Cuba.New York.
Etna...New York.
Columbus.New York
Cityjof Havana— New York.

AGENT for the whole or a part
the state of Maine, to sell the best Family’
Sewing Machine yet introduced to the public. A
man who has bad experience in the sale of Sewing
Machines prefered. We are prepared to Oder the

SITUATION

A

at 14 Oxford

right

as

HOUSEKEEPER.

Apply

Special attention Is
permanent buaine •>
called to ‘*A Han y Atlas of tbe World,”
completed, v*v .ch has taken three years of
time and at a great expense, containing Twenty-four large & beautiful Haps of all tbe grand
divisions of tbe Globe, 17. 8. Teritories,
Canada, and information of vast importance.
This oftjrs a business chance seldom met with, and
should be improved by nil wanting business
sure to make large i»ay» for it is jnst wkat
the people need an will buy. Best of Commission, exclusive Territory and fall description by addressing D. L GUERNSEY, Pubmhl7t4w
lishers, Concord, N. H.

A

chance for a brick-yard.
Also for sale cheap 50 loads old muck
Enquire of J. M. KIMBALL, at the

repository, Congress St., Portland.

in the ritv
old carriage
marUdtl

Caucus.

...

2§thInst, at"J ?ctodk P.’m "to nom^Y’
D8te 8W
boar<1
officers for the

Caps Elizabeth.

ensuingVar?™

March^I ^ SSSSSli

Barley Wanted.

RHaiatrire Almanac.march 17.
mHE
highest market price rrtn be paid for BARSun rises.6.09 Moon gets.
PM ■
138 Fore Street, near the market, by
Bon sets..6.09 High water.10.15 AM
mhl7d6m
P. McGLINCUY.

fit

can

from

anything,

a

RAMROD TO HOGSHEAD,
Figures

at

Lower than

was ever

heard of.

Prof. FOWLER’S GREAT WORK No Ancient
On Manhood, Womaakood and their mu1 uter-Molations; Love, its
Lawi.
Power, ete. Agents are selling from 15 to £5
copies a day. Send tor specimen pages and terms to
Agents, and see why it sells faster than any other
book. Address, NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.mh!7t4w

Shopworn

tual

great American coffee
POT distills Coffee as clear as amber; extracts
all its strength; retains all its nutritious aroma.
The best thing ever ottered, price f ‘J, sent to any address. Call and see it in operation or send for illustrated circular. Territorial rights for sale DE WITT
C. BROWN & CO.. 678 Broadway, N. Y. mhl7t4w

The

WORKING CLASSSftSM:

ployment at home, day or evening; no capital; instructions & valuable package ot goods sent free by
mail. Address, with six cent stamp, M. YOUNG &
mkl7f4w
CO., 173 Greenwich St., New York.

Garments
on our Counters.
Every
Garment made within the last 60

found

days,

of the best

most Modern

144 School Teachers Want-

A CT IT IT 4 CURED ! For Circulars and price,
A Alill.ix-address S. C. Upham, Phil’a, Pa.

at

to suit the times and

prices

people.

viation.

AU oi the Best Quality at ExtremeLow Prices.
Tomatoes, 14 cents.

cans

33
20
20
30
Best
lO
3
Strawbery
r‘
Pine Apple 20
2
3
Green Corn 20
Together with a large line of select family stores, all
of the very best quality which will be sold at less prices than can be obtained at any other store in the
3

2
3
3

—

One Price and No De-

CANNED GOODS !
2 lb.

AMD

EXTRA FINE GOODS

Pa.

SALE

and

Style.

—

Hair £™TEcr£SL'
Superfluous
mhl7t4w
ham, Philadelphia,
GREAT

Material

COMMON GOODS,
FINE GOODS,

ed to engage daring the Spring and Summer in a
business paying $150 per month in their own
counties. Address ZIEGLER & McCURDY, Springfield, Mass.
inhl7J4w

politely

Ail classes treated

Peaches

and

alike, and every Garment marked
in

PLAIN FIGURES.

State of Maine.

GOODS IN GENERAL:
Prime Baisins, 14 ots. lb.
English Currants, lO ots. lb.
Best Citron, 30 cts. lb.
Best Horse Radish, lO cts. bottle.
Best Canada Oat Meal, O ots. lb.
Best Bangoon Bioe, 8 ots. lb.
Best Carolina Bioe, lO ots. lb.
INDUCEMENTS TO BUY BY THE $1.00 WOBTH.
7 1-2 lbs. Prime Baisins,
91.00
12 lbs. Currants,
1.00
3 lbs, Citron,
1.00
12 lbs. Bioe,
1.00
24 lbs. Oat Meal,
1.00
11 Bottles Horse Badish,
1.00
Sir Lancelot Oolong Tea 40 ots lb

G.

C.

will

LOJRD!
him

do you

C. D. B. FISK <1 CO.,
233 Middle

••NOVRLTT,-

eae

■ sad S sad

M

Do

'• JWa*.
*•

ae

you

II

“

000

Aiwa,a Read,.
Main.

Malm

ibr

Haadnaaini

FULLY

and

hraai.

WARRANTED !

AM •haul* Satklan par Waalh lakra
la •ich.age ,1 aar Stw
V.rk Uairr.

Tsp
Xltklgaa Clesrr

Fifty Baltimore Pbytlciant advise tbelr
•core

Meeds.

Ms. Ifew Verb C laser Reeds.
»•
Ohie
Pea Tine
•*
ss
Al.ilte
“
•<
While Batch
Millet
»<
Haagariaa Ursa
“
*•
Orchard

<f

WANTED.

Men, Women and Children's to fit 5,000 pairs Boots
and Shoes, Just received and opening at 132 Middle
Street. If you want to fit a

Go to M. G. Palmer’s, No. 132 Middle
Street, where
you can get a wide or narrow full or slim Boot, Just
the width and length that will he
easy and graceful,
and enjoy the rare luxury of
wearing a Perfect Kitting Boot. In addition to the Largest and Best Stock
of Cnstom Made, Hand-Sewed
Boots, we will take
measures for Gentlemen or Ladles who
have Corns,

Bunions, large Joints, Ingrowing Nails, &c.,
a satisfactory tit
every time.

guarantee
fe23d6w

M. G.

_

and

d3w

Architects and Civil Engineers,
No. 6 Phcpnix Block,
AUHUItN

ME.

Fair, ’73.

NM_
KENWAY BROTHERS,

KENDALL & WHITNEY’S

PORTLAND,

th«

on

MICAH SAMPSON, Gen. Agt.
Caraer niddie and Eirhn.gr Hi.., op.
_paalM P,ii oare, Ho. Hand, no.

aad

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed
Store,

uh

of Health.

1st Premium Me. State

Alan, large aaeertaaeat Vegetable
Viewer Heeds.
Far sale at the lewesl cash price.

m

*• Nhmu.

aaiTfLi

go.

single •.

Red

«•
"

Deceived !

MtaagfH

'!••• Bags Herd. Grsss Reeds,
“
“
“
“
“

Be

■**'7

A Child Caa agwak It*

SEEDS!
M®

Not

kav*

VMCnBava NarMar Haiti yam
cm C aatpwScBd and Haaa«r.

G K ASS

400
000
130
03
000
000

Hakim

«|ki aakn aad nM a «.
**,J * UMa.., BdMn *~-•-

W

mZS’mZHr<omi 1

dlw

ltei

Bay f

e

sutk had

him
a

hat

V**—k*11

To mat the wears limb, and *■--1
It leases all others ter behind
la price aad quality you win lad.
aad

ROW.

»n«__4*

Shall H

you pa.
aad Table, and Whutewu.

Dollar Tables, Moaanh Chairs,
warranted, tan. ta ha sU Bair,
Canter Tables and Writ tag Dasha.
Smahmg Chain wRb patsat rests,

come

St,

as

Aad

So

good !

SEWING MACHINE

That throw all uthsn la the shade.

The

will

we

MUSSKY'S

Chairs
With SoHsa. Luuagaa aad Spring Cats,
Black Walnut suite at essay hue.
Crimsons. Terries aad Iras Blur;
There’S Brackets, lao, at essay kted
To please the muri testbMoas auad ;
Black Walaat Baris at asary grads.
tile

MONEY !

of un and

Buy

IS* HratltCB STRUT, you will *■*,
That LORD In FutuHara In M brhiad.
For mil hn win, aad mil hn maat.

sas

not

REFUND THE

Mur

So call aad

satisfactory
or
exchange
promptly

Any Garment
we

SHAW,

China Tea Store, 135 lldille St ,
Forest City Tea Store. 384 Congress Street.
me*

MAINK.

We are prepared to make Designs, Drawinf s and
Estimates, for every description of Architectural ami
Engineering Work.
Having over thirteen years’ experience In the best
European and American practice, we are in a position to put through work in a
satisiactory and reliable
manner.

Our engineering surveys are not to be surpassed
for accuracy and despatch.
We take pleasure in
showing to gentlemen who
may favor us with a call, SPECIMENS ot our work
embracing Designs for Churches, Public
Schools and Private Residences, on which we have
been engaged.
Communications by mall promptly attended to.

Buildings’

Reeebesces permitted to Patterson & Edwards.
Lewiston; Little, Smith & Co.. Auburn; B. F. Sturgis, M. D.. Auburn; Robinson A Beetle, Auburn;
Nelson Dingley, Esq., Auburn.
mch4is3m

II. JR. PAYSON & CO.,

Bankers & Brokers
Have

PALMER

constantly

on

hand

a

large line of Investment Securities

Locust Treenails.
100.000 beat Rift I,.CUM Treenail.,

suitable for

130.000 beat Sawed While Oak d«.
90,000 beat quality Canada Knee..
—ALSO—

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges
AT

LOWEST CASH PRICKS.

SAYINGS BANKS.
—

TAYLOR,

L-

irs COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MK.

mhl2

and

—

TRUST FUNDS.

dtl

33 EXCHANGE

ICK

oct

STREET

PORTLAND, MIC.

itt

CARGOES OF PURE

*90,000

I C E

To loan on Ini tins, noriinin>, <„
"
Portland and Viciailf i,,
»■»* to auit.

Famished and Shipped
hr
® CRAM.

deSdUtf

PORTLAND

BAND.

The Portland Band is
prepared to furnis mn»ie,
any number pieces—Bras, and
String—on all occab ons where
music is required.
By applying to J.
COLE, Leader and Business Manager, No. 16 Brown
Street, and at Band Headquarter,, No. 19$ Market
Square, all orders will be promptly attended to.

mc5___eodlatf
the
of town

We

AGENTS WANTED FOB

to

For Sale Or To Rent.

roof in

one

PORTLAND.

marl73w*

now

can be obtained from
one wishing to engage in

SMALL PLACE on the Cape, within about one
mile of Portlaud. Small House and Stable,
cuts six or seven tons of hay and is a splendid place
for raising early vegetables, poultry, &c., or good

exhibited under

ever

IMPORTANT

better terms than

Company. Any
proftible business, will find it advantagecorrespond with, us or call in person.
L. K. BAKER,
179 Middle Street., Up Stairs,
Portland, Maine.
mcl7dlw

ous

CLOTHING

SMITH,

Exchange Street.

St.,

AGEREAL

man
anv other
a safe and

Boys’

Wanted.

Wanted.
Westbrook. March 15, James R. Wescott
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon. I
]I1 Bowdoinham, March 4,
Fanny Wilson, aged
33
6
years 5 months.
In Bowdoin, Feb. 28, Capt. Peter
Nelson, aged 66
In

and

SPRING & SUMMER

Wanted to Purchase.
YACtlT, or a large Pleasure-boat.

DIFFICULT FOOT

STREET,

Men’s, Youths’

4w*

—

BROS.,

WORTH

of the finest line ot

CAHOON BLOCK,

10,000 Human Feet!

—

n
m,
u
»f
March 14, 1874.
Cape
Elizabeth,

DIED.

$30,000

GREAT BARGAINS

on

integrity.”

Portland.

THE

_

QUINTERO BROS.,

DBS.

At

Cardin
Sid (hi Peaarth 2d inst, St Jamas, Dana, for Rio
Janeiro.
SM hu Falmouth 1st. Comet.
Bray, Cardifl.
SM fm Cuxhaven Feb 27, King Phillip, Dailey, for
San Francisco.
Ar at Rangoon Jan 20. Zouave, Rowell, Galle.
Ar at Akyab 1st last, Phineas Pendleton, Nichols,

mel2eoddkwlysnil

and

arrival of over

M3*

me

Savage. Boston.
Anadka. Cabal, from

ILntsat by European stenmers.)
CM at Liverpool 3d Inst. Nsnrebus. Pierce, for
Calcutta.
Ent lor Mg 2d. A lies Bead. Kelleran, for Savannah.
t)« the Start 1st, Uzaie Moses, Cos, from
Antwerp
for Philadelphia.
Sid tm Pi> mouth 3d. Rhine. Jordan, for New York,
SMfrn Falmouth 2d last, Rosetta MrNell,
Sprool,

Fire your Guns in honor of the

GEO. W. LORD,
•J'.li Arch SI., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hie Store It la a ephudld right.
Hi. dealing, lair, hla prices luv,

Macabi 9th

the

ou

gine

alt, ship Salkote. Sonic, from

Hsmirar' 'ar lib'*’

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.

work just Published,

a

alt, barqae Bounding Billow,

Ar at Callao 1st alt. snips Matilda. Carver. Caldera, (and sailed Sth (or Macabi); 3d. Crusader, Hotchkiss. Guanape (and sailed 11 th lor Havana.;
Sid 4th ult. ship Cuba. TbsoboM. lor Macabi; 7th,
Brewster, Collins. Puget Sound.
h**'4®* P J c*rtu“’ Lao*, ft*
At

sell

to

construction and management of the Steurn EnAGENTS
and Boiler. Address,

He’ll Mil for caah or be will tout.
Hi. food, an new aad alee and bright.

more.

The Society lor tb* Prsventlu <>l Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives nolies that
ALoszn H.
Libby, Constable whose office is at No. IW Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the

told

cinthe, recently visited Rome with his wife and
child, a visit that would have resulted fatally
were times in Rome as they were a decade

weet, pmyiag 10 to 12

per cent intercut.

next

well.
A Chicago

STREET.,

New Vork.
Ar at Valencia 18th
Macabi.
CM at Gibraltar 10th

Fire, Fire, Fire !

Itlurch 10.

—

—

MISCELLANEOUS.

=

:

reiy many of them have doubtless forgotten
he oration of May 19th and 20th which led to
« I Freeman.
Sch Nellie M Power, Freeman, York.
that assault. This will he read with interest
Sch Carrie, (Br) B..nncll, St John, NB, for Boston.
it this time, and we produce that portion of
Sch Annie Currier, (Br) Peck, St John, NB, for
I
]
loston.
Mr. Sumner’s remarks to which Mr. Brooks
CLEARED.
The Sinking Saved.
took exception. Mr. Sumner said:
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Henry
The combination of tonic, alterative and stimulatj ^ox.
“Before entering upon the argument I must
ing properties in Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, es- !
Barque Nordpol, (German) Facks, St John, NB—J
say something of a general character, particupecially adapts that famous specific to the cure of 1 •orteous.
larly in response to what has fallen from Sena
Sch P L Smith, Upton, New York—Bunker Bros.
chronic forms of disease, when the strong influerce
tors who Save raised themselves to eminence on
of a long protracted morbid habit is to be surmountthis floor in championship ef human wrongs.
Barque Sagadahoc, 520 tons, built at Bath in 1865,
I mean the Senator fiom South Carolina (Mr.
las been sold for $17,500.
ed. In chronic dyspepsia, and liver complaint, and
and
the
Senator
from Illinois (Mr.
Butler)
in chronic constipation and other obstinate diseases,
DOnEHTIC PORTS.
Douglas) who, though as unlike as Don Quix- it is beyond all comparison the best
remedy that can
ote and Sancho Panza, yet, like this couple,
GALVESTON—Cld 13th. sch R M Hayward, Dean,
As a means of restoring the strengt h and
taken.
be
Providence.
sally forth together in the same adventure. I
NEW ORLEANS—Amp 9lh, ship Golden Rule,
regret much to miss the elder Senator from his vital energy of persons who are sinking under the deHall. Liverpool.
seat; hut the cause against which he has run a bilitating effects of painful disorders, this standard
Below 10th, ships Genevieve Strickland, Strikland,
tilt with such activity of animosity, demands
vegetable invigorant is confessedly unequalled. The from Havre; Union, Greenleaf, from do.
that the opportunity of exposing him should permanent tonics include 1 in the preparation are asMOBILE—Ar 9th, ship Wm A Campbell, Curling,
not In lost; and it is for the cause that I speak.
Liverpool.
sociated with a diffusible stimulant absolutely pure,
“The Seuator from South Carolina has read
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 7th, sebs Maria L Davis.
and the tendency of these elements is modified by the ;
Chase, St Augustine; Nettie Walker, Drew, and J E
many books of chivalry, and believes himself a
presence of alterative ingredients slower in their opTownsend. New York.
and
Ridgway,
with
sentiments
of
of
eration
more
local
honor
chivalrous knight,
capable producing
lasting
BRUNSWICK, GA—In port 10th, barque Linda
and courage. Of course he has chosen a mis- and general effects. For feeble convalescents and in
for West Indies; A E Babcock,
Stewart,
Stinchfleld,
of
ases
it
is
the
best
as
as
the
well
ajlph
debility,
tress to whom he has made his vows, and who,
j Lee, for a Northern port; Matthew Kinnev,
Barmost agreeable of restoratives.
ter, tor Portland, ldg; Lizzie Heyer, Poland, for Fall
though ugly to others, is always lovely to him; I
Ri
and
others.
of
the
*er;
in
the
is
sight
though polluted
world,
SAVANNAH—Ar 13th, sch John L Tracy, Meserchaste in his sight—I mean the harlot slavery. I
vy. New York.
For her his tongue is always profuse with
Cld 11th. sch Lizzie Carr, Wall, Boston.
words. Let her be impeached in character, or |
Ar 14tli, sch Hosannah Rose, for Boston.
any proposition made to shut her out from the
Cld 14th, ship Pocahontas, Duncan, Amsterdam.
I. O. O. F.
exteusion of her wantonness, and no extravaCHARLESTON—Ar 14th, ship Freedom, Norton,
or
manner
hadribood
of
The Monthly Meeting of the Mutual Relief AssoSavannah; sch Stampede, Dow, Boston.
assertion is
gance of
Ar 15th, sch Brave. Foss. Boston.
ciation of the I. O. O. P.L will be holden at Odd
then too great for this Senator. The frenzy of
WILMINGTON—Ar 12th, sch Jesse Hart, Hart,
Fellows Hall on TUESDAY EVENING, March 17th,
Don Quixote in behalf of his wench, Dulcinea
Belfast.
o’clock.
Per
at
Order,
7J
Del Tobosc, is all surpassed. The asserted
RICHMOND—Ar 12th, sch E L Hamilton, Mills,
mcl6an2t
JOSHUA DAVIS, See’y.
which
of
shock
slavery,
rights
equality of all
New York.
kinds, are cloaked by a fantastic claim of
Cld 12tli, barque Moro Castle. Jewett. Brazil.
IOE!
NORFOLK—Cld 12th, sch Ethan Allen, Blake, for
equality. If the slave States cannot enjoy
Havana.
what, in mockery of the great fathers of the
BALTIMORE—Ar 13th, sch A M Bird; Merrill,
he
misnames
under
the
Con
republic,
equality
Parties having good Ice, well Cardenas.
stitution—in other words, the full power iu the
Ar 14th, sch Nellie Scott, Milan, Cardenas.
lor
sale
on
reasonable
housed,
national Territories to compel fellow-men to
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, sch Annie MunJiie,
terms will please address, stating
unpaid toil, to separate husband and wife, and
Gibbs.
Pouce.
locality, quantity and lowest price,
to sell little children at the auction block—then
Below 14th, schs E A Hooper, from Darien; Hattie
F. A. It..
Fuller, from Charleston; Minnie G Loud, from Pensir, the chivalric Senator will conduct the Slate
sacola.
Care ot Portland Daily Press.
of South Carolina out of the Union. Heroic
Cld 12th, sch Wm Deming. Mitchell, Charleston.
sn3t*
mcl6
knight! Exalted Senator! A second Moses
Cld 14tli, sch J B Austin, Williams, Portland.
come for a second exodus!’’
NEW YORK—Ar 15th. ship Constantine. Creevey,
STATE OF MAUVE.
London; brigs Ramirez, Bernard, Minatitlan; HarAt its close be said:
ry, Brown, Demarara.
“With regret I come again upon the Senator
Ar 14th, schs Ella L Tretethen, Starling, West Isle,
Executive Department, I
from South Carolina!Mr. Butler,) who, omnipNB via Portland; Jas G Craig. Craig, New London;
March 11,1874. f
Augusta,
at
otent in this debate, overflowed with rage
H L Curtis, Mann. New Haven for Jacksonville; Jed
An adjourned session of the Executive Council will
the simple suggestion that Kansas had applied
Frve, Langley. Fall River.
Ar 16tb.brig Harry, Brown, Demarara; sch Onfor admission as a State, and, with incoherent be held at the Council Chamber, in Augusta, on
of TUESDAY, the 31st day of March inst., at 10 o’clock tario Sprague, Newport.
loose
the
expectora*ions
discharged
phrases,
Cld 14tb, brig Mary C Mariner, Low, St Jago; schs
and
a. m.
his speech, now upon her representative,
Henry Parker, Lewis, Demarara; A F Ames, JameAttest:
GEO. G. STACY, Sec’y of State,
then upon her people. There was no extravaCardenas.
son,
mb 16
deoate
sn2t
Sid 14th. ships Carrolton. for San Francisco; Alice
gance of the ancient parliamentary
which he did not repeat; nor was there any posBuck, for do; barque Clara, for Btfenos Ayres; brigs
sible deviation from truth that he did not make,
Caprera, for Port au Prince; Fidelia, for Gibraltar;
TO
sch R E Yates, for Galveston.
with so much of passion, I am glad to add, as
Passed through Hell Gate 14th, sch Wm R Page,
to save him from the suspiciou of intentional
One large Store House on Cnstom Hilliard,
New York for Eastport.
touches
aberration. But the Seuator
nothing House wharf, suitable lor
PROVIDENCE—Sid 13th. sch F A Pike, Gove, for
heavy storage
which he does not disfigure—with error, someor Fish packing:.
New York; M F Cushman, Wall, do.
He
times of principal, sometimes of fact.
Sid 14th, brig Matilda. Coombs, New York; schs
ALSO
shows an incapacity of accuracy, whether in
C H Macomber, Higgins; Lizzie, Leighton; Evelyn,
or
iu
the
stating
law,
stating the Constitution
Crowley; W H Mailer,Crowley, and Victory, Sewall,
One store suitable for Grocery or other for New York.
whether in the details of statistics or the diverNEWPORT—Ar 14th, sch Nicanor, Hogan, WeeHe cannot ope his
sions of scholarship.
light business, with dock privilege.
hawken tor Warren.
a
blunder.
he
Surely
mouth but out there flies
Apply to
Sailed 14th, schs Pushaw, Hart, St George for MaGEO.
of
W.
the
life
with
be
familiar
Fronklin;
EDDY,
ought to
ryland ; Wm Arthur, McDuffie, Boothbay for Philaand yet he referred to this household character
delphia;
Odell, Winslow, Portland for Bridgeport;
fe-taeodtf
91
middle
Street.
Room
7.
while acting as the agent ef our fathers in EngSpeedwell, Spaulding, Rockland for New York; G E
land as above suspicion, and this was doue that
Prescott, McGee. Rockland for do; Mary. McGee,
OBSTACLES TO MARRIAGE.
Belfast for Norfolk ; Gem, Thomas, and Indiana,
he might give point to a false contrast with the
Rockland for New York; J V Wellington.
Happy Belief for Yonng Men from the ef- Spaulding,
agent of Kansaj, not knowing that, however
Rich, Kennebec lor do; Kate Walker, Rich,from Fall
of Enors and Abuses in early life.
Manhood
they may differ in genius and fame, in this exfects
River for do; E Arcularius, Lord, and R Leach, PenRestored.
when
into
removed.
New
Impediments Marriage
perience they are alike that Franklin,
dleton, Rockland for do.
method ot treatment. New and remarkable remetrusted with with the petition of Massachusetts
In port 14th, sch A H Lennox, Gray, frn New York
dies. Books and Circulars sent free, in sealed enBoston.
Bay, was assaulted by the foul mouthed speakvelopes. Address HOWARf> ASSOCIATION, No. lorNEW
BEDFORD—Sid 14th, sch Wm B Darling,
er where he could not be heard in defence, and
2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.,—an Institution
New York.
as
the
of
Darling,
even
agent
denounced as a ‘thief,’
havihg a high reputation for honorable conduct and
Sid 15th, July Fourth, Biown, and Prospect, HanKansas has been assaulted on this floor, and
professional skill.
fe6sn3m
New York.
dy.
denounced as a ‘forger.’ And let not the vanVINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 13th. schs M W Hupity of the Senator be inspired bv the parallel
THE EUREKA
per, Gilman, from Darien lor Boston; Mary E Gage,
with the British statesmen of that day, for it is
Church, Weehawken fordo; Helen Thompson, Wotonly in hostility to freedom that any parallel FAMILY
ton, and TS McLellan, Farr, Port Johnson for do;
BREAD! Sarah
ean be recognized.
But it is against the people
B, Sanborn, Weehawken for Machias; Helen
M Condon. McCarty, Georgetown SC for Rockland;
Has been tridd and is said to be fully equal to the
of Kansas that the seusibilities of the Seuator
E L Porter, Hudson. Philadelphia tor Portland.
are particularly aroused.
as
he
anBeat Home Made Bread.
Ask your Grocer
Coming,
Sid, schs S J Bright, Fleet wing, Frances Hatch.
nounced, ‘from a State’—ay, sir, from South
for it. For sale from our Carts and from Bakery,
Sid 14th, U S steamer McCulloch; brig Merriwa;
Carolina—he turus with lordly disgust from the
sebs H Prescott, Joe Carlton, P L Whiton.
33 AJNTDERSCW STREET,
newly formed community, which he will not
BOSTON—Ar 14tb, schs Adelaide, Chase, Machias;
recognize even as ‘a body politic.’ Pray, sir.by
Wanderer, Frohock, Lincolnville; Uncle Sam, Smith,
Rockland.
what title does be indulge in this egotism. Has
RICE A CALDERWOOD.
Cld 14th, barque Hancock, Collins. Kingston; sch
he read the history of ‘the State’ which he repsntf
jr30
Olive Clark, Ingalls, Millbridge.
resents? He cannot surely have forgotteu its
Ar 15th, schs Earl. Cunningham. Belfast; Sarah
shameful imbecility from slavery, confessed
Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion Hill, Clark, do; Commerce, Norris. Rockland; David
throughout the Revolution,followed by its more
Crockett, Rogers, York; Maine, Brown. Portland.
shameful assumptions for slavery since.
He
A safe #nd sure remedy for removing Tan.Pimples,
Sid, brig Perces Hinckley.
Ar 16th, brigs Lizzie M Merrill, Dockendorft, GotMoth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
cannot have forgotten its wretched persistence
in the slave trade, as the very apple of its eye,
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparling to it tenburg; Minnie Abbie, Harding, Mobile; schs John
H Kranz, Pitcher, New Orleans; John T Manson.
MARBLE
rUBITV.
a
and the condition of its participatien in the
Manson. Baltimore; Ringleader, Smith, Wlnterport;
Union. He cannot have forgotten its constituPRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Kate Clark, Stone. Tremout.
tion, which is Repablicau only in name, conSALEM—Ar 15th, schs Forest Queen, Warren, fm
&
A.
G.
SCHLOTTERRECK
Prepared only by
Rockland;
Calista, Bayard; Defiance, Thorndike;
firming power in the bauds of the few. and CO.,
Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
Mary Langdon, Bennett; Mansfield. Achorn; Pallas,
foundin'; the qualifications of its legislators ‘a
one door above Brown. Portland, Me.
au26snti
Pilot’s
Bride, Brewster, and Sinbad. Perry,
French;
settled freehold estate and ten negroes.’
Aud
Rockland for New York; Nellie Cushing, Jameson,
yet the Senator, to whom that ‘State’ has iu
AZOLUTO TOILET POWDER. Thomaston for do; Rival, Dunton, Westport tor do;
part committed the guardianship of its good
Bramhall, Hamilton, Portland for do; T Benedict,
Benders the Face, Neck and Arms soft,
name, instead of moving with backward-treadCrockett, do tor South Norwalk.
smooth and fair.
ing steps to cover its nakedness, rushes forFOREIGN FORTH.
ward, iu the very ecslacy of madness,to expose
and
Warranter! free from poisionous
narnileBTT tu tne skm or cuiiiplexidn by Prof. Hayes,
it.”
SM fm Genoa
ult, ship Lawrence Brown, WilState Assaver, and Prof. Babcock, both well known
liams, Boston.
Arolnt/v is put up in square
Chemists of
M»” M
"»»News an<l Other Items.
for
children, and an »kiu irritat ions.
packages, wntte
25 cts by mail 30 cts. Also pink or flesh color for
Ar nt Havre 12th inst. barqae Amttv, Baker, from
The Danbury News man is going to Europe.
or
35
mail
40
cts.
l
the complexion
Sol
lace,
cts., by
New Orleans.
Subscriptions will fall off.
Sid fm Liverpool 12tb, ship Charmer, Lucas, tor
by all Druggists, or address M. S. BURR & CO., 10
Oak St.. Boston, Mass., Agents for U. S. fel6sn3m
Still another humorous weekly is talked of
Hong Kong.
Ar at Queenstown 10th ult. barque Robert Porter.
with Mark Twain, Charles Dudley Warner and
Iqniqne, (ordered to Hamburg.)
Awnings. Tents, Flags, Boat Satis, Killman.
Sid fm Bombay 4th ult, ship P Pendleton, Niehols,
Bret Harte as leading contributors.
Rangoon.
Canvass
Covers,
Letterings,
The Iowa Senate has adopted the ConstituAt Grand Canary alt, barque Jennie Prince, Prince
tor-,
tional amendment by a vote of 27 to 1, giving
Decorations, See.,
Ar at Barcelona 21st alt. brig Goodwin, Craig,
^ from
of
women tbe

_

aidnaidlssM”

t^SSU

HISSING.

better not vote) proceeded to organize a fictitious government, like the one down in Louisiana.
A gentleman willing to sacrifice himself,
and be Clerk, was found, and President of the

doing nothing,

Last fall Wisconsin took stock in a Democratic alias labelled reform and
anti-monopiy.
in operation 3009
A Democratic fossil was unearthed and electmoney order offices; of the
lesser of these, 392 last
ed Governor, and a mongrel legislature was
year did not issue an
than fif,y order9 in »
chosen to aid him. He first disgusted his
quarter,
“
average of ‘"^nty during the
friends from the Republican party by appoint- same period
i,Jg long tried Democrats to all offices of
An innocent
emolument. When the Legislature met Mr.
freshman, who had been skating
once or twice with a
about back pay, monopoly
young lady in Amherst,
suddenly awoke to the consciousness
but bis PracticP bas been
that he
very,
was too attentive to the fair
sex, and had rep3rtial,y faror' course to a most novel
able to his
of
way
throwing off the
bim as a meshes of
tool of the
society He had his hair cat. aud.in
and bis LeSlslature has chiefly
addition, a large piece in the top of his head
by rCmoV_ shaved in the form of a half mooD, fer the
ing the few feeble barriers
pur.
that existed when
jiose, he said, of keeping him out of society, as
they met. u
he was getting in too deep.

YELLING AND

Recovering himself, he called the remnant of
the Council to order, and with nine members
all told, (the Ward 3 gentlemen thought they

2ifi!SfeiJ,,iVl.V>

Committee

While the Mayor (who had no business in the
Council, while that board was in session) in the
full dignity,'of his office, as chief magistrate of
the city was participating in this disgraceful
distnrbaace, the Clerk kept on calling the roll,
and the vote was declared, R. A. Ingersoll being elected permanet President.

THE

u^3i,t„'U8

POSTAL

TO ORDER.

the Democrats vainly opposing. The Clerk notified the Aldermen of the action of tbe Council, and that Board was dumb-foonded. They
hadn't expected such bad news, and before they
had recovered from the shock the Republican
Aldermen concluded they’d twit, which they
did, but were hoping to get into joint convention, when the Democratic claimants from the
third Ward would have been allowed to vote.
This was the most unkindest cut of all. The
ring-master from Ward 6, who had so arduously labored to perfect his pupils in their studies,
was confident that his plans had been blocked,
ms nrmiant ideas didn' t amount to a row of
pins, and his mind seemed to wander.

A report is expected the
present week from
tiie committee on wsys and means
upon the
Sanborn contract, and possibly
upon moieties
and Jayne’s trai.sactions. Mr. Foster of Ohio
has been ready for a week to
report a b'll repealing the law under which the Sauborn contracts were made, bat Sanborn was promised a
hearing first, and this has caused delay. He is
now dw—*i ®«s sis wo cairn esny in tAe
week.
There is no fonndation whatever for
the statements so widely telegraphed, that General Butler succeeded in so fully substantiating
the propriety of the collection of
delinquent
taxes, for which provision was made in the
Sanborn contracts, that it is doubtful whether
Mr. Foster will press his bill
providing for tbs
repeal of the act under wh ch the contract was
made. Mr. Foster has been instructed
by the
committee on ways and means to
report this
bill, and would have no option if he
were opposed to it, which he is not. From the first he
lias been active in bringing the whole Sanborn
matter to light, and when the debate occurs he
will expose its character in unsparing terms.
There is a strong lobby influence
organizing to
prevent the annulling of these contracts, and
threats from the Butler side are freely made
agaiust those members who dare to denounce
them. The argument used, aud which Butler
made so prominent in debate, is that the taxes
Sanborn has iu hand were outlawed and could
have only been collected under such contracts
as he held and by snch methods as he
adopted.
The fact is, not one of the cases on bis lists
were, or can be, outlawed, and Commissioner
Douglass is still regularly collecting exactly the
same classes of taxes.
One of his agents collecting the legacy and succession tax has collected $6000 in the district of New York alone
few months, at an expense of only
»<au, this being his salary for the time.
If the
qq'fected had been upon Sanborn’s
lists ne conld have
commanded the services of
collect theee taxes, and then
received half the total
amouut, or $3000, for

The Senate

THE MAYOR CALLED

The Chairman ealled the Mayor to order
“Yob have no business to interfere iu our proceedings”, said he. “You cant put me out nor
any other man replied” the Mayor. As the police did’nt seem hurried to obey the Honorable
Mayor, be had a support who would put them
out by force, and overpower the police if they
would’nt do their duty.

Promptly after the meeting was called to order a motion to adjourn until Monday, April
6th, in tbe afternooo, was made and carried,

or

Mr. Dawes is exalted above Butler and
his
mob, the old historical and classic Massachusetts msy proudly claim that she has won a

excited manner demanded their removal by
the police.
an

CAPPING THE CLIMAX.

Washington Sew* mad Gossip.

or

expecting it,

men,
the floor, increased the confusion, whieh was
now a perfect bedlam.
At 2 o’clock iu the afternoon the Common
Council re-assembled. The room and approaches to the hall were crowded by
a perfect avalanche of human beings.

hand,
sharp practice on the part
Philadelphians as Brady could have
claimed and obtained twenty times this
amount as salvage.
We are sorry that the
corporation hasn’t a souk Perhaps,however,
the hearty thanks of the Company are worth
the other $10,000.
was

was

was

confusion and disorder, Mayor Warren appeared and in a loud voice demanded of tbe Republican candidates on what authority they participated in the meeting as he had not
He called them by name, and in
sworn them.

more

Rochester Chronicle.
says it
of the

the sigEal for a disturbance; everyand the rongh-scuff who
had early sought seats were eager for a row.
When the Clerk called the Republican names
from Ward 3, and those gentlemen stepped
forward to vote, the rampns began. The Democrats leaped over their seats and elaimed the
right to vote. The Chairman called them to
order repeatedly, hat they persisted in a right
to vote, and made a grab for the box, which was
stoutly resisted by the Chairman. Load threats
This

body

motion to

same

expected to expend ?”
A corporation with a soul. The American
steamship votes $1000 to the gallant Brady.—
the Hartford

SIGNAL FOR A DISTURBANCE.

past, using Cushing's mannel of Parliamentary Law as a text book, sprang to the floor and
made some motion. The chair put the motion,
the clerk calling the yeas and nays, and the

women are

On the other

the roll.

he very properly retired.
A motion to adjourn until afternoon was now
made amidst an uproar that cannot be described, every Democratic member, nnder the able
leadership of the legal gentleman from Ward
Six, who by the way, has been it is said, drill
master of the Democratic members for a week

Massachusetts, to
elect women on school boards. This is right;
but with this right comes the pertinent query
why should not these same women, who are
considered fit for such situations, have the
right to vote for themselves or agalnzt themselves if they choose? Why should men only vote for them, or why should men only,
which

members from Ward

gratuitous advice armed with an ancient law
book, but the President promptly squelched
him, and thinking he had got in a hornets’ nest

much more in

vote to raise the money

ing

ment

be has

many of Sumner's characteristic powers and
virtues. It such
his distinguished

been insanely worshipped.”
Somo of the Boston papers have published
a statement that Hon. Mr.
Frye, Representative to Congress from this district, favored the
confirmation of Simmons by the Senate. We
have the highest authority for saying that
there is no truth In the statement.—Lewiston
Journal.
The Macbias Republican says:
“There is
a disposition to a considerable extent in this

State, and

Republican

3, while the old member from Ward 3 (a Republican) held over, owing to a vacancy. The
next thing in order was a selection of permaneut chairman, and the chairman announced
he would be voted for by ballot, the clerk call-

made, and the crowd of sympathizers
load in their denunciation of the Chairman, and yelled and cheered for their Democratic friends. In the midst of the utmost

indisputable, there
higher standard of morality among the
public men ot a century ago than bow pertains. The corruptionists appear then to
some,
“have been exceptional. We hear little of
the
in
those
lobby
days. We do
consin, to which the best blood of New Ennot read of magnificent fortunes being made
by legislators from moderate salaries. We do
gland has imparted its oherootcristic virtues,
not think the average man of those times
and made them heirs of those high aspirawas of superior moral fibre to the average
tions and lofty notions of public morality and
man of our times; but the best men
certainly
democratic progress which, alas! seem to be
had the knack of coming to the top. There
I
were
so
dim
in
some
of
the
land
where
not, indeed,
growing
great temptations, and
parts
they had birth. The chauges of population moral composition did not have to bear so severe a strain then, as it is now
subjected to.
in Massachusetts, incident to its transformaGreat enterprises and collossal jobs were uot
tion from an agricultural and commercial to
knocking at the doors of the national and
State capitols. More moderate ideas of liva great manufacturing state, have done more
ing prevailed. Wealth seems not to have
than all else to
the
condition
and

dentiais accepted by the Common Council,
This extraordinary
were left out in the cold.
proceeding was witnessed by the Republicans,
who were not to be euchered in th.s way, for
as soon as the Convention was dissolved a Justice of the Peace administered tbe oath of of-

were

speaking ot the corruption ot mer., the
Rochester Chronicle says “ We believe, on
the whole, that our age is better than any age

setting

publicans

were

in

progress

Aldermen iu Joint Convention, hear the Mayor’s address, and take the oath of office.
AN EXTRAORDINARY PROCEEDING,
Mayor Warren proceeded to administer the
oath to the Councilmen and the three Democrats who had not been recognized by the Council, were sworn in by the Mayor, while tbe Rewho had been elected, and their cre-

fice to the two

popular demand and patriotic necessi
obvious, manifold, and cannot be mis
nor stifled.
The startling revelation!

of this

ty

as

members duly elected, and eleven Republicans,
with one vacancy. The report was accepted.
Then the Board adjourned to meet the Board of

ago, has woodbined. If it had been a decent
paper it could not ,bave lived, because there
was no room for it.
Being a filthy, slanderous, lying and malicious little nuisance, ol
course its life was brief.
The situation is

being

covery of this error gave two Republican candidates an election by one majority and a tie on
the third Councilmuu, who by the city charter
holds over until another is elected and qualified.
These facts had a tendency to draw a much
larger crowd than usually attend the inauguration ceremonies. Long before the Board was
called to order the crowd in and about the Coun-

notice of liis resignation, it infers that he now
holds the position which is
incompatible
with the office of representative in Congress.
ent says that it is

but a re-count

afterwards
made, before certificates of election bad been
delivered to the Democratic candidates, it was
discovered that votes had been cast and counted, which were for persons not residents of the
Ward and not eligible to office and and the dis-

Current Notes.

cases

Democratic

were

seats from Ward
Three. In this Ward on the day of election
three Democratic Ccuncilmen were declared
elected by two majority over their Republican

Our readers
will watch further proceedings with interest,
informed.
of which we shall keep them fully

the climate of New

TO THE

Stormy Inauguration.

The Connell Breaks np in Confusion.

become nature intensified.

com-

The contest tor the seat in the United
States Senate left vacant by Mr. Sumner’s
death will have more than a local interest.
It concerns the nation. Massachusetts has
long been revered as the representative
American State, lu controversies touching
the

attempt to make a down-right resixty-years-old Democrat. All
life he has dealt his political cards from
bottom of the pack, and at that age habit

nth the

he

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

BIDDEFORD CITY GOVERNMENT.

f onner of a
lis

Snmner.

Brooks and

[Reported for the Press.]

lazardous job for the real Ethiop to change
iis complexion, but it is just fun compared

Colby’s Book

Store at

119

Exchange

Street, will be closed from March 20th
till sometime In May. Nathan Dresier
Colbv and James Albert
re-open with

a new

Colby will

then

stock and “Old Man”

Colby will “go abroad.”
dc4

ti

Real Estate Securities. nnvintr
cent, tnetrest free ot Taxes.
Estate is Portland and
made, are the best and

a

»A

«n

l^•v>^•sTM*^NTtnOIi0wPe,
viCDtn?l|fT|SJlvLl“Ai1,
aafcatmnfo.hr^JrJ5i,do“,y

™iiAv»d real
I?l'uple.,"ecurl'y
Estate
loaiss.

In

*j UeKkal Ea.

iwkmtuf'v

improvements made on commission and
Bankable paper bought and sold.

G. R.
Real

•>

on

*vt»

share*

DAVIS,

Estate and Loan

Agency
Brown’s Block.

_2d p eodljr
IF YOU WISH

GOOD

COAL,

well picket! and screened, at the market price,
of the best places to purchase Is at
”

“BRO.

BAKER’S,

RICHARDSON'S
mc5

one

WHARF.
d3w#

to
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CITY AND VICINITY.
THU PBKNi

New Advertinementa To-Day.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Wanted-Geo. W.

Lord.
Wanted to Purchase—J. P. Smith.
Notice—The undersigned citizens.
For Sale or to Pent—J. M. Kimball.
W an t ed—Honsek eeper.
Great Bargains—Dean Bros.
Wanted—L. K. Baker.

Barley Wanted—P. McGlinchy.

King.

Drs. Quintero Bros—Dentists.
Daucy’s Announcements—6.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Hickey.

Messages

Wednesday; Atlantic,

A.

C.,

third

Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council,
Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Com-

!

relating,to stationery was re
ported from the joint committee. Councilman
Hale made a minority report, referring the
The ordinance

on

Accounts

as

teaching.
Will not thoughtful parents join me in calling upon our School Committee to consider the
matter?
I think they appreciate the importance of it, and will be ready to yield to the demand if public opinion will ask it!
One more hour each day to run, jump and he

of

the

Councilman Gage supported
majority report. After discussion the majority report was adopted, and the ordinance
the

ACCEPTED

8COTTISH

RITES.

A ballot was taken for gas agent with this
result: Alderman Sampson 12, Councilman
Perry 8, scattering 1.

Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
in Maich, June, September and December.

The Council then went into joint convention
aud after re-assemblingSadjourned.

passed to be engrossed.

Friday.

Friday

I. O. O. F.
Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brotheis, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
R., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wedlesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednes-

days; Portland, first and third Saturdays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday

following

|

in the

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.

month.

Police Notes.—Deputy Williams arrested
James Looney yesterday for being concerned in
the row in front of Cole’s eating house Sun-

were

day.
Officers Meserve and Mosely brought in Lizzie McNulty on a charge of vagrancy.
There were eight arrests for drunkenness
yesterday,the greatest number for two mouths.

JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.

The

following are

the joint

standing commit-

tees :

niHCELLAIVBOllti

NOTICKS.

1, every Wednesday

Accounts—Alderman Sampson, Councilmen
Fox aud Hale.
Aldermen Davies and
Finance—Mayor,
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association— !
Corner of Congress and Casco streets.
First l'hurs- I Clements, Councilmen Merrill, Thurston and
Nash.
day in each month.
Fire Department—Aldermen Clements and
Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Smith, Councilmen Nash, Fox and McAIeny.
and
Casco
streets.
Congress
Every evening.
Streets, &c.—Aldermen Clements and Clark,
Portland Fraternity—No. 353J Congress street,
Councilmen Roberts, Greely and McAIeny.
Every evening.
Laying out new streets—Mayor, Aldermen
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Mon- Sampson and Clark, Councilmen Thurston,
day evenings. At their Hall. Clapp’s Block, Market Dennison and Lovejoy.
Public buidings—The Mayor, Alderman GerSquare.
Portland Army and Nayy Union- Corner
risli, Councilmen Perry, Green and Pennell.
Judicial proceedings—Mayor, Aldermen DaCongress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
vies and Smith,Councilmen Perry, Roberts and
Sons of Temperance—Portland Division, No. 95;
Gage.
Sons’ of Temperance Hall. Friday evening.
Public instruction—Aldermen
Smith and
Independent Order of Good Templars—ArGould, Ceuucilmen Whitten, Gage and McMacana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
hon.
Saturday—in Williams’ block, Congress street. MysCemeteries and public grounds—Alderman
ic, Thursday; Atlantic, Tuesday;—at Sons ot TemCouncilmen Marsh, Merrill and BruDavies,
perance Hall, Congress street. Iron Clad, Thursday.
nei!
West End.
Engrossed bills—Alderman Clark. CoumilPortland Typographical Union, No. 75—Cormen Trefethen, Whitten aud
ner Congress and Casco streets. Second Saturday in
Haunegan.
Bells aud clocks—Alderman Gerrish, Couueach mouth.
cilmeu Brunei!, Trefethen and Hannegau.
Payson Literary Society.—Meetings
every
Street lamps—Aldermen Clements, CouncilMonday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
men Hale, Green and McMahon.
Congress streets, at 7£ o’clock.
Salaries—Aldermen Smith, Davies and ClemBoswokth Post G. A. It.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics' llali, corner of Congiess ana ents, Councilmen Fox, Marsh and Merrill.
Casco streets.
School Committee.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camp No.
1 convenes at Arcana ha'.i, Williams’ block, corner
The Board of Supervising School Committee
of Congress and Chapel Sts., Tuesday evening; No.
held thair first meeting for the year at their
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,
Fridaj evening; No. 3 on Wednesday evening and rooms last evening. An organixation was ef
No. 4 on Saturday evening at Temperance Hall, No.
fected by the choice of Charles F. Libby, esq
351J Congress street.
for chairman, aud Dr. Files, secretary.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Bio3k. Second Monday in each month. DelivThe following committees were elected:
ery of books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9. day and evening.
Executive Committee—W. H. Shailer, Clarence Hale, Geo. C. Bnrgess.
municipal Court.
On Examinations—G. W. True, C. J. ChapBEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.
W. H. Shailer, S. T. Pullen and C. F.
man,
Monday.—Andrew King et als. vs. Charles Day,
Libby.
Jr. Defendant pleads in abatement, that another
Mr. Hale stated he could not serve. The fillperson ougl^t to have been jointly sued, to which plea
ing of the vauancy was postponed to the next
the plaintiff's demur. Decision, demurrer overuled.
meeti ug.
Judgment for defendant.
Goddard.
Mattocks & Fox.
Applications for positions as teachers were
Charles M. Stewart vs. Isaac Gossman, Trover.
received from Nellie M. Rumery, Nellie S. BarJudgment for defendant.
ker, and Nellie Jordan.
Cobb & Ray.
Kingsbury & Jordan.
Ordered—That G. T. Ingraham be, and here«
by is, appointed Messenger of this Board for
the ensuing year with a salary of $50 per aaBrief Jottings.
num; That the salary of the Secretary and ExThe fine weather has already started a few
ecutive Committee be established at $73 for
of the canker worms, and the tar should be each member, payable quarterly.
immediately renewed and kept frequently reThe Chairman appointed Ma»rs, Shailer,
newed now until the spring anabasis is over
Smith. Dresser, Burgess and Merrill as ComThis is the season when the great majority of
mittee on Assignments.
grubs ascend.
It was voted to leave the matter of the numAn exciting ruaway took place in Market
ber of Supervisee of each school to the above
Square yesterday. A horse belonging to Mr. committee and also to commit the appointLeighton of the firm of Thompson & Leigh- ment of island committees aud Committee on
ton, took fright and dashed through the big
Drawing to the same committee.
show window ot the Marr furnishing store.
An order, offered by Mr. Pullen, relating to
The ladies of Congress Square Union are
the mode of keeping and recording applications
making preparations for a grand fair and sale.
for positions as teachers, was laid upon the
Mr. A, H. Burbank will give a reading at
___

Army ahd Navy Hall next week.
The flags on the City Building were at half
mast yesterday in respect to the memory of
Senator Sumner.
Miss Mary Small, the old lady who was recently removed to the Alms House, suffered
amputation of two or three toes recently and
her life is now in danger. Some three hundred
dollars, partly in gold and silver, were found in
her house which it is supposed might have been

forgotten by her.

The lecture on the Second Coming of Christ
at Congress Hall to-night will undoubtedly be
novel in its aguments and well worth hearing.
“St. Patrick's Day in the Morning.” It is
the first time for a great mauy years that a
public parade of Societies interested has been
made.
City Affair*.
A special meeting of the City Council was
held last evening, at which the following business was transacted:
MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

The bond of Cyrus Nowell as City Auditor
was received and approved *
The bonds of William Hayes, A. H. Libby,
constaJohn B. Smith, and B. A. Leighton as
and John
bles, G. W. Parker as City Marshal,
of Hay, were received and
as

Weigher

The following standing committees

were

ap-

pointed:

Agency for saie of liquors—Aldermen Smith,
Gonld and Gerrish.
sewers—Aldermen Sampson,
Drains and
Clements and Gould.
Damages for grading streets—Aldermen
Clements and Clark.
_,
Aldermen
Sampson and

Health—Mayor,

Licenses—Mayor,

_

veyors of lumber.
The convention then dissolved.

Templars’ Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each

approved.

trodden.

elected:—Joseph D.Decelle,constable; Henry C. Bagley, Win. S. Morgan,
Thomas Deering, James Horton, Charles E.
Merrill, H. N. Jenkins, Joseph M. | Gerrish,
Joseph L. Whitmore, Washington Griffin, sur-

At

No.

the less.
For myself as representing many anxious
parents, I shall be grateful beyond expression.
A Friend to the Oppressed and downnone

JOINT CONVENTION.

month.

City,

Imagine the joy of the children
and their gratitude to the School Committee—
aye aud even the schoolmarms would love them

happy iu!

The two Boards met in joint convention for
the election of subordinate city officers. The

A i Odd Fellows'

•Taylor

the increase in brain disease is also marked
—owing to the increased'press [ire which is put
on by the greater efficiency of the new methods

red.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, firs
Friday.
Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J., second Friday.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de It., third

'----

delicate constitutions are obliged to keep up
with the more robust, we must admit tbat too
much is required of them.
The present generation is rejoicing in many
Improvements in medicine, nursing, ventilation and methods of living, which their parents
and grand-parents never participated in, and
while the decrease in the death rate is marked,

board of audit.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednes-

day in every month.

Temple—Forest

six hours in school and at least ten hours out of
school to diligent study, and although the vacations and half holidays afford a welcome relief, yet, when we consider that children of

was

matter to the Committee

mandery, Wednesday evening.

evening.

sedentary employment is all that a man can
regularly perform without endangering his
health, yet our children are called upon to Igive

Papers were passed in concurrence.
The petition of John Cammett aud others.for
the renumbering of Federal street, was refer-

Monday.

Monday.

ANCIENT

school system? Is it intended that
teachers should be nurse-maids?
It is generally conceded that eight hours of
common

COMMON COUNCIL.

Chapters—GreenleafK. A. C., first Monday; Mt.

a

outside the sun is shining, the
sweet Spring breezes are blowing, and then like
Glory McQuirck, “not to be in it.” I am
aware that some parents may object to having
an extra horn’s
care
of their own children
thrust upon them,but irthat the chief end of the

journed.

third

in

knowing that

There being an inforA
declared null.
second ballot resulted in 3 votes for M cah
Sampson and 2 for Wm. Gould. The Chair
ru'ed that Micah Sampson was elected.
Ad-

YORK RITES.

Vernon, K.

hermetically sealed
school room, with seventy other little sardines,
hands tolded or demureiy crossed Lin front, yet

son

Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednes-

afternoon session

day being packed

were

4, Wm. Gould 3.
mality in the ballot, it

I he

of
our common
schools closing at four, instead of at five, as do
the Boston schools?
Fancy six hours of every

then exchanged and the Board
went into the joint convention.
After reassembling a ballot was taken for gas
agent, with the following result: Micah Samp-

MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, Ho. 95 Exchange Street.

second

ing

An invitation from the various Irish organ,
to review the procession on St. Patrick’s Day, was received and accepted.

of each month.

day: Portland,
Wednesday.

poor, wretched, abused, innocent children.
Is there any law, human or divine, prevent

our

izations

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
he first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday eve-

Blue

cry of “All ins” comes
echoing round our street corners; when our
serving maids are letting us into the mysteries
of Spring fashions, when, in short, all nature
is gay and frisky, I wish to institute a plea for

by repealed.

Stated Meeting’s.

ning

familiar yet mysterious

ed:
That the City Clerk shall each year, as soon
after the election of subordinate city officers as
estimate of the amount of
may be, make an
stationery and blank books, as far as practicawill
be
which
ble,
required by both branches of
the Citv Cauncil and all officers of the city for
the current municipal year, aud advertise for
sealed proposals for furnishing the same ac
cording to specifications furnished by the City
Clerk in the daily papers of the city, three
times successively, at least seven days before
the time limiting the reception of such
proposals, at which time the City Clerk and Cuy Auditor shall examine all such proposals and
award the contract to the lowest respectable
bidders residing in tlie city, aud that the City
Clerk shall procure such other necessary articles for said purposes which may not be furnished by contract and keep an account of the
same to be laid before the City Council.
All
ordinances and parts of ordinances conflicting
with the provisions of this ordinance are here-

Shaw?

Eureka Silk.
Steamer Lewiston.
I- A. It. A.—Edward

breathing in new life and more perfect
health, when marbles and tom-alley are in demand, when our sidewalks are clear and waiting for the merry trundling hoops, and the old

Aldermeu Clark and Ger-

Police—Mayor, Aldermen Smith and Sampson.

State Pensions—Aldermen Smith and Davies.
New wooden buildings—Aldermen Gerrish,
Clark and Gould.
James S. Gould was appointed Superintendent of Burials.
The following policemen were appointed:—R.
N. Field, C. L. York, J. M. Black, B. C#
Miles, C. W. Steven.-, Seth Sterling, J. L.
Bounds, F. T. Merrill, Luther Sterling, E. H.
W. G.
Bich, C. W. Hanson, Winslow Lawton,
C. B. Mosely, Benj. Gribben, J. H.

Jackson,

A. C. Frye, J. H. Crowell, J. B. Warren,
T. B. Place. A. W. Barbour, O. H. Davis, W.
B.
Benj. Burnham, A. F. Harmon,

Rice,

Garland,
Benj. W.Storer,

H. J. Horr, Joseph Walker,
Alexander Bell, Geo. F. Harmon, C. A. Lovejoy, Lorenzo D. Chase.
Policeman P. S. Corliss resigned yesterday.
The following were appointed special policeHarriineD without pay :—Tlieron H. Payson,
son S. Cousins, Thomas Markey, Charles W.
Beau, John H. B. Morrill, Lafayette Wyman
(Portland Steam Packet Co.,), A. H. Libby
(agent for S, P. C. A.), Thomas Kennedy
(Cong. M. E. church), Jacob Quinliy (Wiliston

Chapel), JosephC. Woodell(Fraternity rooms),
Thomas Sefferson, (St. Stephen’s church).
Permission was granted to Mis. 0. Q. Clapp
to cut down the old trees in frout of her residence, 45 Spring street.
Petitions Presented—Ot Maine Poultry Association for use of City Hall for annual exhibition, Jan. 12, 13, 14,13,1875; of W. C. Cobb
and others, for sidewalk on Emery street; of
H. S. Burgess, for renewal of license as auctioneer; of C. P. Thomas, for permission to erect a
wooden building on Newbury street; of John
Canimett and others, for the renumbering of
T ederai street; of 8. D. Curtis and others, for
CUWWklk on Newbury street.

table._

Music Hall-—John Murray appeared last
night in the play of “The man without a
country,” which is the dramatization of Mr.
Hale’s thrilling story bearing the same title.
Mr. Murray was excellent, as he always is; the
death scene in act fifth being as fine a piece of
acting as we have ever witnessed; but he was
so poorly supported that it
required immense
personal effort on his part to rescue the perOne fault which
formance from mediocrity.
we find with the play is that we see so little of
Mr. Murray and so rnach of his auxiliaries.
The audieuce was fair in point of numbers,
though the house was not crowded To-night
Mr. Murray appears in the play of “Golden
dreams,” written expressly for himself.

I. A. R. A,—The members of the Irish American Relief Association are requested to meet
at their hall at 9 o’clock a. m., sharp, to participate iu the celebratiou of St Patricks Day.
Edward Hickbv, Marshal.
Portland, March 17,1874
Steamer Lewiston will commence to receive freight Weduesdayjafternoon. Will receive freight for Camdeu and Befast and touch
there until the ice leaves the Penobscot river.
Eureka Silk is the most economical to use.
For Sale ou favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq
Press office.
jel4-dtf

Municipal Elections.
Hail
Minot.—Jason
Moderator; Gideon
Pierce, Cierk and Treas.; Win. Lowell, S. J.
M. Perkins, E. L. Bailey, Selectmen; E. King,

Supervisor

Smithfield.—Clerk. Heury C. Decker: Selectmen, John Piper, Nath’l Tuttle, Andrew B.
Cole; Treas. Alden Sawyer: Collector, A,Piper;

S. S. Com. H. C.
Bowden.

Decker; Agent, Benjamin

D.

Andover.—Moderator, Hiram D. Abbott;
Clerk. James M. Purinton; Selectmen, Eben
W. Gregg, Elisha E. Beddell, O. A. Burgess;
Treas. John A. French; Collector, S. R. Chap
■nan.

Bowdoinham.—Moderator, Josiah Merrow;
L D. Small; the old board of Selectmen
were re-elected without opposition: S. S. Com.
C. C. Cone; Treasurer, C. P. Quint; Health
Com. Drs Smith, Tinker and L. D. Small ;Constables, P. K. Millay, J. A. Decker; Collector
of Taxes, J. A. Decker.
Jonesport.—Moderator. Daniel J. Sawyer;
Clerk, .loliua S. Walker: Selectmen, &c., D. J.
Sawyer, Wm. F. Mansfield, Geo. W. Smith;
Town Treasurer, Cbas. M Woodward; S. S.
Com. Mrs. Euteline G. Sawyer; Collector, H.

Leighton.

Harrington.—D. W. Dinsmore Moderator;
A. M. Na«h, Clerk; D. W. Dinsojore, A. M
Nash, F. Ramsdell, Selectmev and Assessors;
Overseers of t|,c 1'vo*, Silas Fickett; Collector
ofT»“«' V' h Coffin- Treasurer,AlbertNash;
Agent, V. It Coffin, AqAit.01, a
m. Nash, S.
S. Com.; Simeon Coffin, George ^_erv jas
Reynolds; Loren B. Wast, Jas. A.

TEMpLAPH.

BY

Drowning Accident in Camden.
Rockland, Mar. 16—A sad and fatal accident
took place at Hosmer’s Pond in Camden last
evening. A young man named Keller of Camden, accompanied by a young lady named Holt
belonging in Lincolnville, in a top buggy, was
driving on a road used for hauling ice on the
Had

lower end of the pond, when the horse,carriageaud occupants went under the ice and all were
drowned. They were found at about 8 o’clock.
The man was standing in the buggy, but the
tbe
of
lady was beneath
young
she
having
probably been pitched
out when the carriage went down. The water
was about a foot above the top of the carriage.
Mr. Keller's watch stopped at ten minutes past

body
it,

five.
The
Maine

_

Postal Changes in Maine.
following are the postal changes in

week:—Postmasters

during the past

C, Hall at Lyndon. Aroostook county; Ambrose E. Beale at Monmouth,
Kennebeck county; John Thompson at Pren-

appointed:—Grinfili

tiss, Penobscot couuty.
Organization of Belfast City Government
Belfast, March 16.—At the organization of
the new city government to-day, the following

principal officers were chosen:—President of the
Common Council, Wm. M. Woods; City Clerk,
Emery Boardman; Treasurer, Daniel Harden;
Marshal, Milton F. Carter; Chief Engineer,
Charles Baker; Assessors, Oakes Angier, Geo.
Woods, and Noah W. Matthews;City Solicitor,
Joseph Williamson.

DeeriDg.
Hon. A. E. Stevens having declined the office of Treasurer, Mr. Charles E. Jose nominated Mr. Charles S. Fobes. He was unani*
mously elected.

A Fnlw Alarm.

_

Biddeford, March 16.—Considerable
citement was occasioned yesterday by the discovery of the head of a woman on the bank of
the Saco. It subsided when it was found that
it belonged to a physician who had placed it
ex-

Personal.—h. p. r umisn, ur. n. jm. email,
C. H. Haskell and S. C. Gordon, have been
elected Associate Corporators of the Maine

Getieral Hospital.
Hon. Joshua Nye of Augusta, is at the Falmouth.
Very general satisfaction is expressed at the
reappointment of Mr. O. H. Davis, familiarly
known as “Uncle Oliver,” on the police force.
His long and faithful service is deserving of

in the river to macerate.

yinnicipal

Affairs.

Lewiston, March 16.—The City Government
of Lewiston and Auburn were organized to-Uay.
Mayor Dickey of Lewiston, pledged his administration to economy and stated that be should
officers would enforce the prohibitory

recognition.

appoint
law.

Referee Case.—A case against the city for
damages in laying out West Commercial street
is on trial in the Circuit Court room before
Fred Fox, referee. The city committee awarded $1750 in 1807 to Leathe & Gore for damages
The sum
sustained by them iu this matter.
was not satisfactory and they now claim $3000.

Mayor Littlefield of Auburn, also urged
of the affairs of
economy in the administration
the city.
^ g„,| murder Trial.
Bangor, March 16.—In the Reed murder
trial to-day, nine witnesses for the State were
of importance was elicbut

nothing
examined,
ted, their testimony confirming the evidence
to
already introduced. Oscar Cram testified
Island where
loaning Reed a canoe to go to the
Several
was found, on Tuesday.

Hon. Nathan Webb appears for Leathe &
Gore and Hon. T. B. Reed for the city.
St. Patrick’s Day.—St. Patrick’s Day will
be observed in the manner set forth in the programme published yesterday. Services take
piace at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception at ten o’clock this morning, Rev.
Father M’Sweeny of Rockland, officiating. In

Ray’s body

the evening a grand concert will be given at
City Hall by the children of the Orphan Asy-

wet
witnesses testified that Reed’s boots were
when the
and worn the day after the murder,
Others testified
roads were dry and dusty.
and swollen
that Reed's baud was badly bruised
that after
remarked
witnesses
the
of
Several
Reed was sulky and
the date of the murder,

lum.

quiet.

closed early m
The case for the Government
Jr., counsel
J.
F.
Robinson,
afternoon.
the
the case for the defor the prisioner, will open

Forest City Sugars.—The Forest City Refinery is again at work and is turning out sugars
will be

glad

to

fense to morrow morning.

these refined sugars again in the market as
have obtained a reputation for pureness
which is not exceeded by any refinery in the

see

they

Big Thief.
Harrisburg, Pa., March 16.—The Danphin
County Court to-day granted an order for the
release of [George O. Evans, on entering $25,-

Steamship Arrival.-The Allan mail
steamship Austrian, Capt Miller, arrived at
7.30 last evening, bringing29 cabin, 27 interShe left
mediate and 225 steerage passengers.
and
a
Liverpool on the 5th inst., and had quick

000 bail for appearance at the April
take the benefit of the insolvent act.
health is worse. His physicians assert
cannot live more than a month if kept
finement.

passage.

their last
D. S. D.’s.—The D. S. D.’s gave
last evening at
entertainment for tbe season
and all
G. A. R. Hall. The hall was crowded
the
with
performance.
well
pleased
appeared
This course of entertainments has proved very

profitable,

The Custom* Receipt*.
Washington, March 16.—The receipts from
customs thus far for the present month are not
below a like perod of March of last
year. It is
the opinion of the Treasury officials that the
customs have recovered from the effects of the
tall panic, but owing to the non-action of
Congress and the consequent uneasiness amon"
merchants, the receipts are below what they
would be otherwise.
The President III.
The President has a severe cold aud is not in
the official portion of the Executive Mansion
to-day. No visitors are received.

THE

1

OBSEQUIES.

Autopsy

Body,
Boston, March 16.—An autopsy of the bodj
of Senator Sumner was made this morning,
of the

and a report written as follows:
“The left coronary artery in a considerablt
portion of its length was so much ossified thal
its callibre was diminished at least one half.
The right coronary artery was slightly atheromatous and considerably enlarged. The cavities
of the heart were dilated, especially the lower
third of the left ventricle.
The walls of the
ventricle were generally thinner than usual,
so
at
a
especially
point about au inch aui a hall
from the apex, over a space two-thirds of an
inch in diameter in the vicinity of this were
several small clots of blood, some of which had
probably formed before death. Xothing abnormal was found in the brain or other organs.”
J. B.S. Jackson,
(Signed)
C. Ellis,
R. H. Frrz.
In the presence of Henry G. Clark, B. E.
Cutting, Alfred Hitchcock, H. H. A. Beach,
Joseph Tabor Johnson, C. E. Brown-Sequad.
Dr. Brown-Sequard says no traces of the assault committed by Brooks were discovered in
the brain.
There is very general suspension of business
to-day, including the closing of all the public
schools, and of respect to the memory of Senator Sumner, whose funeral takes place this
afternoon.
The Obiequicn.
The obsequies of Senator Sumner took place
at half past three o’clock this afternoon in
King’s Chapel. The remains were conveyed
from Doric Hall in a hearse drawn by four
black horses, escorted by a force of mounted
State Constables and followed 'oy a procession
of the executive and legislative authorities,
Congressional committee, and delegation of U.
S. officials, municipal authorities and other
bodies. The pall bearers were ex-Gov. Clifford, ex-Gov. Bullock. ex-Gov. Claflin, ex-Gov.
Washburn, ex-Chief Justice Bigelow, Hon. N.
P. Banks, Hon. Robert C. Wiuthrop, Hon.
Chas. Fnncis Adams, John G. Whittier and
Ralph Waldo Emerson. As the casket was
borne from the hall down the steps Baldwin’s
band played the “Death March iu Saul.” The
procession passed directly down Beacon street,
between masses of people, which it required
the vigorous exertions of a large police force to
prevent from encroaching upon the stieet.
Proceeding the Mayor were four men who bore
a massive cross nine feet in height composed of
calla lilies, camelias, lilies of the valley, violets
and other choice extries. At the base in a bed
of white violets weie the words: “A tribute
from his native city and home.” It was prob
ably ore of the finest floral offerings ever seen
in this city and attracted the attention of
thousands of thousands before it was moved
from the main entrance of City Hall.
At the Church.
Arrived at the Church, tiie remains were
conveyed slowly down the aisle and deposited
in frout of the altar. After the organ Iprelnde,
Rev. Mr. Foote recited in a tremulous voice the
beautiful sentence of St. John: "I am the resurection aud the life, saith the Lord. He who
believeth in me though he were dead yet shall
he live and whosoever liveth and believeth in
Then followed the words
me shall never die.”
of Job: “f know that my redeemer liveth and
that he shall stand at the latter day upon the
earth and though after my skin, worms destroy
this body yet in my flesh shall I see God.”
“We brought nothing into this world, we can
The Lord gave and the
carry nothing out.
Lord hath taken away. Blessed be the Dame
of the Lord.”
The Choir then sung the Neumark’s Choral,
Mr.
‘‘To Thee, O, Lord, I yield My Spirit.”
Foote then read the 39th and 90th Psalms. The
choir chauting the alternate passages. The se
lections from the 15th chapter of 1st Corinthians contained in the huriai |services were then
read, after which the choir sai g Mendelssohn’s
beautiful authem, “Happy and blest are they
who have endured, for though the body dies the
soul shall live forever.”
Mr. Foote then read the touching passages of
the service beginning “Man, who is born of
woman, hath but a short time to live and full of
misery. He comet.! up and is cut down like a
flower. He fleeth as it were a shadow and
never cometh to stay.”
The choir then sang the choral “Leave God
to order all thy ways.” The prayers of the
service followed, after which the choir sang
Montgomery’s hymn, “Servant of God, well
done.” Mr. Foote then pronounced the benediction and Mendelssohn’s 1 uneral March was
played upon the organ as the remains were re
moved from the church. The procession thsi
reformed and the cortege slowly proceed
through Beacon and Charles streets to O™'
bridge Bridge, thence to Mr. Auburn, wbe'C it
arrived shortly after six o’clock.
At the Grave.
At the grave the Lord’s Prayer was '*ciled.b?
Rev. Dr. Sunderland, ChapUI>i p* the Uu.ted
nlaIe vo}ce«
States Senate. A choir o'
from the Apollo Club, srf 8°“>JS
Mi. loote
music and the
t*ie mortal redoted the last sad rite,Pald
8enlor Senator and
mains of Massachue*18

aPPr0P.r,afe

benedicti*1.*^

»•**■
Otatrunw'*”"***"1

term to
Evans’
that he
in con-

The minneaota Law.
Milwaukee, March 16.—Gov. Davis of Minnesota has appointed Railroad Commissioners
in accordance with the new law, which provides for a board of commissioners to fix the
schedule of maximum rates for railroads in
that State, all excess being punished by heavy

penalty.

*a« State.

„with C\ovJ™or, Washburn’s
oeUs. were tolled durluS

In accordant

proclamation
-occasion
time

the

was

nUiberiug

„aU vast
thf>

A

moving.

many thousands, gathered
t*ie Shite House aud King’s
in
aDd i’ned the route of the procession.
Chapr
Tributes of Beapect.
Bells were tolled
Springfield, March 16.
in this city at three o’clock in honor of Senator
Sumner.
At Holyoke a memorial service was held at
Pa’son’s Hall, business being generally suspended. At Westflelc the bells were tolled
and stores closed, while throughout Westean
Massachusetts the bells ware generally tolled.
Philadelphia, March 16.— A public meeting to-night under the auspices of the Sumner
Club (colored) was addressed by Hon. B. H.
Brewster and others and adopted resolutions in
which the civil rights bill was recommended to
Congress for an early passage.
The colored people of Cincinnati passed reso*u'*ons to-day in honor of Sumner.
1'inwil

the’v°n’t?

—

V O H JHJ I (* JN

Play.
Evidence has been received at the Treasury
Department that the American schooner Monadnock was wilfully cast away with her cargo
in the Gulf of
Mexico.
Her bottom was pierced
,vrl,tl1 auSer boles by parlies on the vessel,
and she was
deserted, tbe crew taking to boats.
The JTIoiety and Contract Business.
York, March 16.—A Washington epeclal says with the
testimony of Judge Noah Daweek, tbe Ways and Means Commitvis,this
tee s preliminary inqu.ry
touching the Jayne
business will close.
There is a general feeling
however, that the Javue and Sanborn affairs
should be made the subject of special
investigation as soon as the
Ways aud Means Committee report upon them
The Prospect of .Hr. Dawes.
A Washington despatch says it is
generally
believed there that Dawes will succeed Sumner.
Treasury Balance*.
Funl

^w

■

The following

Treasury

balances today:—Currency, $3,051,486; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
are the

deposit, $52,185,000; coin, $86,240,743, including
com certificates
$40,627,800; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
Howard Court.
The Howard Court of Inquiry to-day examined Geo. Meigs, Acting
Commissary, General
bhirras and Adjutant General Townsend with
to
the
regard
regulations aud laws of Congress
concerning appropriations made from the time
Gen. Howard became responsible therefor.
The

Discharge..
Within the last three months about 600 mechanics and laborers have been discharged from
the Washington Navy Yard, 128 of them toSome of those retained are working on
day.
oue-third and one-quarter and two thirds time.

Fonr hundred workmen and laborers were discharged from the Norfolk Navy Yard Saturday.
The money will not be available for full resumption of work till the 1st of July.
Various matter*.
The condition of Judge Dent aud Mr. SarBoth are
gent was unchanged this morning.
si 11 seriously ill, with no hope of recovery, and
death is probable within three days.
Representative Hawley of Connecticut, President of the Centennial Commission, made a
speech before the Senate on Appropriations today in favor of an appropriation.
The District of Colombia investigating Committee met to-day and adjourned until tomorrow.
The question was raised and discussed somewhat as to the right of the Chairman pro tern of tbe Senate to
appointing a presididins officer of the committee.

Fort; -Third

Congress—first

Session

HOUSE.
Washington. Mar. 16.
Bills were introduced and referred including
the following: Authorizing the erection of a
statute to Admiral Farragut; prohihi'iug the
use of public
horses aud vehicles for privab
purposes in Washington and forbidding government officials to require their servant1 to
wear

lively.

The bill appropriating $3000 for a topogr-phic
survey of the capital giouuds aud to eiy for
plans to improve them was passed.
Mr. Steward from the Committee or Commerce reported a bill appropriating $*0,000 to
be expended during the current fisc* year in
improving the mouth of the MississPP* Passed.
Mr. Bronberry of Ala., move* to suspend
rules and consider the bill to present the importationof contagious or infec‘ve diseases in
He
the United States. The Hou® refused,
then endeavored to have the fill made the special order for some day a wee* *>r two hence but
the measure was opposed by tho New York
Oty members, and after > long struggle, protracted by an ineffectuaiattempt to get a quorum the House withou*action took a recess till
half past seven o’cloelThe evening sessio* is exclusively for the discussion of the transportation bill.
At the evening session but eight or nine
members were piesent when the proceedings
commenced.
The debate was opened by Mr.
Kendall of Nef., and can tinned by Messrs. Orr
of Iowa, and Cannon of 111.

THE TEMPERANCE TIDE.
of a Chicago Clergyman.
Chicago, March 16.—There were two large
temperance gatherings held here yesterday
afternoon and evening, and addresses were
Women offimade by prominent clergymen.
cered the afternoon meeting, aud it was resolved that the ladies should make the demonstration upon tbe City Council to-day as imposing
in numbers as possible.
At tbe eveniug meeting, Dr. Thomas (Metb
odist) argued that in large cities, with their
mixed population, it was better for the crusaders to tolerate wine and beer and make tbe
fight against alcoholic liquors.
Arrest of n Temperance Leader in Ohio.
Dayton, March 16.—A saloon keeper has
caused the arrest of Mrs. Thomas, a leader of
the temperance baud, under the ordinance
One hunagainst obstructing the' sidewalk.
dred dollars bail was given. She will demand a
is
jury trial, aud it expected that considerable
trouble will ba experienced in procuring a jury.
Eliect of the Crusade Epos tbe Revenue.
New York, March 16.—A Cincinnati despatch says that in eleven internal revenue
districts of Ohio and Indiana, where 80 per
cent of the collections are derived from alcohol
and malt liquors, the total decrease of United
States revenue for January and February is
Views

$353,720.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boot*, School Committee Women.
Boston, I'arcli 16.—Petitions have been pre-

The Ladies Insulted in Chicago.
Chicago, March 16.—Some 500 ladies met at
the Clark street Methodist Church this evening
and after appointing a committee of one hundred to present a memorial to tbe City Council
against the proposed repeal of the Sunday
saloon closiug ordinance, devoted the evening

tht Massachusetts
sented
Supreme Court
from Miss Lucx w peabody, Albert Palmer
and others, for t« issuing of writs of mandafor prayer for tbe success of tbeir mission. At
mus against the —hool Board
of the city of
7 p. m., a delegation started for the City Hall
Boston to show cau, w),y Miss Peabody should
bearing a memorial signed by 16,000. Tbe delnot occupy the seat o ,he boanl t0 which sbe
wus legally elected lastT)eceinber.
egates were courteously received and tbe chairwoman after some debate was allowed to preThe United State.
Senmtor«Hip.
sent the petition, which she did in a fow well
The Daily Advertiser tomorrow
chosen words.
morning
will coutain an editorial ai;cje advocating
Tbe petition was read by tbe clerk of the
*
Charles F. Adams, as snecesso. f M
g
Tbe Council then
Council and placed ou file
It says, “(juder
ner in the D. S. Senate.
the
proceeded to tbe consideration of the special
Republican administration of b_col and order, an ordinance permitting saloons to be
Grant he has served the country in Potions of
A vote was taken aud
kept open on Sunday.
high responsibilities aud so served it a t0 d
tbe ordinance adopted by a vote of 32 to 14. The
serve the nation’s respect and gratitude,
ik
defeated ladies were then escorted from the
Charles Sumner he would, of course, malTD0
hall to the outer door by the police who with
as confidently as
nh_
promises, but upon him,
the utmost difficulty kept back tbe howling
Sumner, we could rely that he would never de
mob which bad followed them, who remained
grade tlie great effice of Senator, or prove false ontside, from reaching tbe ladies, all of whom*
to the best standards of Massachusetts Repub- were of the highest respectability,
numbering
licanism. His election, beyond that of any
'piong the wives of some of the best citizens.
other man, would convince the country that
Th-v were assailed wjth yells and howls from
l’ne <*
the old Bay State proposed hereafter to vindithe vilest crowds that coaid be raked
from t.,
cate her professions by her practice, and it
gutters of t.he city, who pressed so
would reauimate the discouraged order of poclosely !]„„ the little b^jd that had they not
been prote»e(j by a few un>n among the crowd
litical and public virtue wherever it has been
there is little-\oubt violence would have been
assailed.”
offered them.
Indeed one bruts did trip one ot tbe ladies,
NEW YORK.
but slunk away before the fist of a ,„ntiom»^
standing near. The mob followed tu» ladies
tbe entire distance beck to tbe church jelling
Tweed’s Motion Granted.
every inomenr like Comanches. and presetting
one of tbe most disgraceful scenes ever witNew York, March 16.—To-day Judge Brady
to make
nessed in this city. After the committee hai
granted a motion by Tweed’s counsel
conform
to
sentence
or
the
record
entered the cburch and briefly reported the
the clerk’s
stenographer’s minutes, which make it as failure of tbeir mission, those present spent
jail,” in- some time in prayer and then dispersed.
Judge Davis pronounces it r‘county
stead or ’‘penitentiary” as the clerk wrote it
In Ohio.
The prosecution attach no importance to this
Cincinnati, March 16.—The temoerance
as they say that under the statute the county
meetings are falling off in numbers. Tbe ranks
jail means the penitentiary in a certain class of
of the women working are not increasing, bat
criminal cases. The motion to make the secthey will soon adopt plans for praying bands.
ond clause of the sentence appear on record as
A Zanesville special says the City Couutcl by
it was pronounced, without any place of mia vote of 13 to 5, passed the ordinance prohibprisonment being mentioned, was then made iting the sale of beer, ale and wines.
by Tweed’s counsel and the court reserved deAt Dayton the crusade continues without incision.
terestin incident.
Mr. Sumner’s Juecessor.
to

_

The Tribuue to-morrow, in a leading editorial entitled “Mr. Sumnor’s successor,” says the
honors of the Stale of Massachusetts,which she
is paying to her illustrious dead, are altogether
fitting. They are more than merely becomiug
and decorous. They are in the higheft degree
beueficial as a general and universally heeded
lesson, hut we do not agree with those who say
it is disrespectful to the memory of Charles
Sumner to think of his successor. The first
and most solemn duty his Stale owes to him is
to see that no unworthy person takes the place
in the Senate to which he has given such exalting dignity. For the last few days the voice of
the caucus has been dumb. Men have readied
that there is something better and nobler in
life than mere partizauship.
While this mood
lasts the is a chanee of choosing a Senator in
Massachusetts whose name shall commend itself to all as that of the best man in the State
for the place, and we think this rare opportunity should be improved. The man who should
be chosen is Charles Francis Adams.
Various Matters.
The trial of Callender, ex-Bank Examiner,
continues. The jury is filled and evidence is
being taken.
The sale of a portion of Genet’s property to
satisfy claims of the sureties has been postponed for three months.
Wm. James Brennan, editor of the New
York Tablet, died yesterday in his 42d year.
Thete is great rejoicing in sporting circles
over the reconciliation between Police CommisIt is unsioner Charleck and John Morrissey.
is to
derstood the
war

police

against sports

ibe Centennial.
March 16.—There was the
largest meeting ever held in Independence Hall
Hall in favor of the international feature of
the centennial. The Board of Finance stated
that the subscripeions thus far are as follows:
From citizens of Philodelphia, $1,000,000; from
railways running into the city, $500,000, and
from the State of Pennsylvania a pledge of $1,000,000. The aggregate is being daily increased by small subscriptions from trades committees. Resolutions were adopted that the citizensof Philadelphia hereby pledge themselves
to increase their subscriptions to the stock in
addition to money’s heretofore subscribed by
the city a nil State, by a sum not less than a
million dollars; also that as tax payers and
citizens we urgently recommend the Council of
the city to make an appropriation out of its
revenues for the purpose of being used
in the
erection of exhibition buiMings of a further
sum of a million dollars.

Philadelphia,

Tbe Bonmania Jem.
Baltimore, March 16.—Simon Wolf yesterday addressed a large congregation of Israelites
and read a telegram from the United States
Consul, B F. Piercotto, at Bucharest Roumaniu, dated Saturday, that the Israelites had
been granted municipal rights, and he requested to be sustained in his Consulate two years
longer, whereupon $3000 we e pledged for that
purpose bv the ten lodges of the B’nai B’rith
order in this city.
A Detective Murdered.

St. Louis, March 16.—It is asserted that the

METEOROLOGICAL.
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT
HOURS

TWENTV-FOUR

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,

War

Mar. 16, 8.00 (P. V.)J
For New England
rain or snow will prevail with east and south
winds, a falling barometer and rising temperaAt 11 o’clock last

night rain

was

in
Omaha

reported

New Orleans,
N.
Washington. Clear weather at Buffalo,
Y., Jacksonville, Fla., and Mt. Washington.

Augusta, Ga., Boston,
ana

An Augusta. Georgia, despatch says that it
has rained there for twenty-four hours and the
river is rising a foot an hour,

dead body found in the road near Independence
a few days
ago, was one of Allen Pinkerton's
detectives, who had been trailing the robbers
of the Iron Mountain Railroad train of Gadshill in January last.
He is supposed to have
been killed either by the younger of the James
brothers or some of their friends living in Clay

county.

*

Can do Better,
has
Philadelphia, March 16.—Capt. Brady
returned the $1000 voted him by the American
United
the
in
tiled
Steamship Company, and
States District Court his libel against the comof the
pany and owners, consignees and agents
for salcargo of the steamship Pennsylvania
in
brmgiug
for
services
vage as compensation
her safely into port,

“Ie* 12.300 bhla; State at
amfvJSf1 51 %£!?*■•»
tnt8 8o m TV?70® #7°; whit* Wheat Western ex«' sfUuL^t^^ound H°°P Ohio at 6 40(®

TERRIBLE DISASTER AT SEA.
117 PERSONS
A

WASHED

Southern
favor: sales

***?«*!
"ifw

London, March 16.—The steamship Laconia, while on a voyage from Alexandria, Egypt,
having as passengers 278 pilgrims returning
fiom Mecca, encountered a terrific gale.
One

'The Young Dan of Destiny.
^OKK’ March 16.—A London despatch
a grand fete is in
says
progress at Chisel
occasion of the Prince Im
h,s maiority.
Large depntations trom all parts of
T’rauce are present. His
estimates that the guests,
those from
including
the continent number between 5000
and 6000
Am address was read to which the
Prince replied m a brief speech. He said that the presence of such a large assembly showed th»
alarm
of France for her future.
He considered a
plebiscite as the only salvation of the country.
If the decision was against Imperialism be
would accept it, if in favor of restoring the
Empire he was ready to accept the responsibility c f the government. His address was received with enthusiasm.
Carlist Victory.
Bayonne, March 16.—Gen. Zebales accordto
Carlisle
ing
reports, has captured a column
ol 2500 men under Gen. Nouvillas.

Bulk

an

to-day while

two teams were
The
crossing.
horses were drowned and the drivers seriously

injured.

—

MI VO It TBLEGRA.V9.
Tlie report of the desertion of 600 volunteers
to the Cubans is confirmed.

Captain Young has been ordered to the Kittery navy yard as executive officer.
The revenue receipts Monday were $278,949.
John R. McLean of the Cincinnati Enquirer
lias been released from jail on bail. His case
came up to-day on the charge ot libel.
The Prime Minister of the Ashantee King
--ax
and his Captain General
to
Coast Castle.

uape
It was the schooner Queen Elizabeth 'and not
the Glasgow, as reported, which was lost with
fourteen lives.
The funeral services of Admiral Lanman will
be held in Norwich, Conn., Wednesday afternoon.
Arrangements are oeiug made for suitable funeral honors.

Harry Genet’s property
New t ork, was to he sold
by the sheriff.

Fifth Avenue,
at auction Monday
on

It is believed that Delany, who killed his
wife and self in Brooklyn Sunday was lakeu
suddeuly insane. The four children have been
taken by relatives to different homes.
Hall, Republican, is elected in the Ports
mouth Senatorial district, by 165 majority.
The bark Jupiter of New York, reports at
Gibralta, the loss of the captain and several of
the crew overboard in a storm.
G. M. Bryant, skipper of the schooner Hattie B. West of Gloucester, was lost overboard
on Georges’ Bank a few days since.
Jeremiah Chandler, a carpenter, fell from a
barn yesterday in Concord, N. H., and was instautly killed.
The colored people of Toronto closed their
stores Monday and at a meeting passed resolutions in honor or Senator Sumner.
The colored people of Wilmington, Del., held
memorial services Monday in honor of Charles
Sumner.
All the members of the Disraeli ministry
were re elected Monday.
Col. S, C. Ransom of the quartermaster’s departmeut, G. S. A., died at Jeffersonville, Ind.,

Monday night.
Col. O. P. Robie, TJ. S. A., committed suicide
by shooting at San Francisco, yesterday.

The Pacific Railroad ia again blocked with
a snow

storm

near

Emigrant Gap.

FINANCIAL AND COMiTILKCkAL
Portland Wholesale Markets
Monday, March 16.—There is a little more firmness in the flour market but prices are unchanged.
Corn is very firm at 90 @ 92c lor Mixed and 93 @ 95c
for Yellow. Oats have advanced and are selling at
65c for Brown and Mixed and 68c for White. Sugars
quiet and unchanged. Molasses is steady. Portland
Kerosene Oils are 2c ofi and are selling at 16c for refined petroleum and 21c for kerosene.
lft a uttle more
thare is
change to note. PrOUUCfl
active and potaTcrewxw^
flrm. Butter is steady
at 43 @ 45c for prime table qualities. Eggs are sellin lots at 20 @ 22c.

Foreign Exports.
ST. JOHN, NB. Bark NorIpol—3600 bbls flour,
200 do oatmeal, 20 tons feed.
Itoreigiy Import*.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Alhambra—25 bills cod
to Curtis & Davis; 73 do do to Dana & Co; 3
to £astera Express Co; 1 do do to
H & A Allan; 5 do do to Swetrs Express; 2 boxes

fish

pkgs merchandise

fish to J Loveitt & Co.

LIVERPOOL. Steamtfiip Austrian—1

chandise to Orin Hawkes &
T Railroad Company; 17*

Marion & Co.

case

mer-

carrying

follows:—Gold balances, $1,437,700; currency balances. $1,611,591; gold cleared $24,146,000.—
Government bonds firm. State bouds were quiet and
The Stock market was active and strong under a
very brisk buying demand and prices advanced $ to
2$ per cent, during the day. The market closed active at the highest figures. Western Union wai the
feature, upwards of 100,000 shares of that stock
The strength of the market was
changing bands.
due to tfie inflation reports from Washington and rumors of a sale of “puts” on 20,000 shares of Western
Union and some talk about a mutual arrgnement on
the freight question between Union Pacific and Panas

ama.
The

following were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupon 6*s,1881,.1}9|
..117
United States 5-20’s
United States 5-20’s ..110$
United States 5-20’s 1865, old....120
....
118ft
United States5-20’s 1865,newex-int
119$
United States 5-20’s 1867,.
United States 5-20’s 1868,.119
United States 5’s, new.1141
United States 10-40’s.,ex-interest..113$
116$
Currency 6’s.
The fo'Jowiug were the ciosing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co...77J
421
Pacific Mail.
N. Y. Centra’and Hudson River consolidated.. ..101$
...

Erie.44$
Erie preferred... .70

Union Pacific stock.34|
The following were the quotations for Paciiie Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.94J
Union Pacific do. 84

Union Pacific land grants.82J
Union Pacific income bonds.79$

Providence Print Cloth market*
Providence. March 16.—The printing cloths market closed quiet and steady at 5ft @ 5$c for standard
extra cloths
Ifomealic market*.
New York, March 16—Evening.—Cotton is unsales
3029 bales; Middling uplands J6$c
changed;
Flour heavy and 5 @ 10c lower with little more doing

O. BAILEY.

Regular

f

C. W. ALLAN.

Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturdav at salesroom, 18 Exchange street,
commeucing at 9 o'clock a. M.
Consignment8 solicited.
oe3dtt
sale of

and
Manufacturers’
Male of Crockery Ware to tke
Trade by Auction.
WEDNESDAY, March 18th, at 24 o’clock, at
ONsalesroom,
176 Pore street, we shall sell a largn
Hue ol Iron, Sto-je, P. Q., Yellow, Rockingham and
C. C. Ware. This is a
large and well aasorted stock.

Importer*!’

O.

f.
mhll

BAILEY 4k CO., AatUenesn.

|t

Horses, Jiggers, Harnesses, Ac..
AT AUCTION.
Match liith, at 11 o'clock corner
/ )\T,l™’AY.
and Commercial
Vf Majsle
St*., we shall sella valuable
j.iilr of

Grey Horses, yand 10 ytsar* old, bound
kind, free workers or drivers. Also 1 Jigger. 1
pair double Harnesses. TLI. team has been owned
and driven ny Patrick Quinn.
®* *Alt.Ktf At CIO., Auctioneers.

and

marlJ

^

Phosphate^

Nitrogenous

AT AUCTION.

On

bash

Saturday, March 21at,

at 2 o'clock P. X., we shall offer at oar
Salesroom, 176 ForeSt., a Jot of ItitroPhosphate, manufactured by
scar Foote k Co.,
Bostou, Hass. This
is very highly reeommeaded
Phosphate
by those who hare used it. Circulars
and particulars cun be obtained at oar
Office, 16 Exchange Street

Senous

!

F. O. BAILEY * CO. Auctioneer*.
mh!6

6t

1ST E W

Middling

March 16.—Cotton is quiet and steady
Mid llmg uplands 154c.
New Orleans, March 16.-Cotton
strong;
* * Mid-

dling uplauds at 15}c.

GOODS,

SPRING

Havana Market.
HAVANA, March 14.—Sugar Is in fair demand and
market firm; Nos 10 t0 12 d s
15@16*rs; Muscovars.
doSugar
Stock in the warehouses at
Havana and Matanras 181,000 boxes an 1 A3 000
howr®5fiPt«of ti e week have been 55,000 boxes.

during the week 10.500
,^P°rtetl
8U00 hhds, all
boxes, Si,
the to the United States.
Molasses nominal; clayed Muscovado 101
@ 11 rs per
keg. Empty hhds In fair demand. Lumber is firm
Hoops .long starved firmer at 9 00
10 50 per M*
White Piue $60 *> M. Shooks in fair@
demand; box
i9 re;
hhds 41 @ 42 rs; molasses 32 rs.
snpr
Freights firmer.
Exchange quiet and firm.

FINE WOOLENS !

k

European Market*.
London, March 16-* 12.30 P. M.—American securities—Erie 40}; do preferred 65.
Liverpool, March 16—12.30 P. M.—Cot ton flrmer>
but not aiir^bly higher; Middling uplands 7|d; do
OrUaus 8 @ 8*d; sales 15.000 bales, including 3000
bales tor export and speculation.

Allen & Company,

ENTERTAINMENTS.
RETURN !

Metropolitan Theatre.

E. MAURICE,
J. T.

Music
Positively

WILL

OPEN

Pronri.tn,

....

FANNING.

Bustnes.

_^

Hall, March 16 & 17,

last

abearance of the favorite Comedian,

MR.
supported by

Monday March 16th,

J«HN MURRAY,
Sta. Dramatic Association
of lh.
'Cast.

the

Tvr# Hem
*u

ray

Mv. Jlwr-

ireai-haractere.

Prices, time, &c., as usual. RefM»rve<l
°X 01HCe'
F°r

***** fnr

An Entire New Stock

'Ur,ler*Sn"biW

diy

H. PRICK

mill Id3t

The

WAVBR<

Second

A«vent

1

The lectures on the Second »
ot Christ.

AT CONGRESS
On the

Evenings of

—

The Rev. John S.
Seats free.
7} o’clock.

All

are

BY

—OF—

HALj,.

TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY,

17th,
l©tn,

FINE WOOLENS

—

Davenport,
invited.

of Boston.

Lectures to begin at
mcl2*6t

City Hall, Thursday Eve.

^
—

19.

Har.

The management has the honor to announce
Lecture by the Rev. E. H.

FOE CUE

—

a

CHAPIN !
Admission 25 cents. A very tear choice seats at 50
cents. Tickets on sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store
on Monday, 16th.
Doora open at 7; Lectnre will
at 8.

Custom

Department!

mclldlw

DR. WM. HALL’S

Balsam for the

—

IN

ALL THE

—

Lungs,

THE ORE AT AMERICAN CONSUMPTIVE REMEDY.

New and Latest Styles

Consumpti n is NOT an incurable disease. Physiassure us qf this tact.
It is only necessary to
have the right remedy, and the terrible
malady
can be conquered.

cians

HALL’S BALSAM IS THIS REMEDY.
It breaks up the night sweats, relieves the oppressive TiOHiNESs across the Luscis, and heals
the lacerated >nd excoriated surfaces which the venom of the disease produces.

WHILE LIFE LASTS THERE V> ri0PE*
It may not be too late to
the doctors have given

cur®

effect

inspection of the

public is invited.

after

eveH

To which the

ycgec^
HALL’S BALSA«r-Ufl5IieT',Twher®’ and “>»! be
hiul at wholie^*®**51® B*°HUBTOR», JOHN F.
Great Medicine
hpvuv^cuRbaN & CO., at their
Sc
.mi

s

IY

a

Place,

College

Vork.

Price

HALL’S BALSAMo. ,1^ a aare remedy for
COUGHS.
COLDS.
PNEUMONIA,
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA,
SPITTING OF BLOOD,

ALLEN & CO.,

CROUP,

WHOOPING COUGH,
and all other dlseises of the respiratory organ,.

Also proprietors of ScovUl’s Blood and Liver Syrnp,
Carbolic Salve. Edey’s Troches, Oxygenated Ritters.
Mott’s Liver Pillls. See.,
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO.,
mciwlmll
8 and 9 College Place, New York.

126 car wheels to G
boxes oranges to Hart,

and 4 .88 for short.
New York. March 16—Evenina.— Money easy at 3
@ 4 per cent, on call and 5 @ 6 per cent, for prime
discounts. Sterling Exchange quiet at 4.84$ @ 4.84$
lor prime 60 days, and 4.87$ @ 4.88 for demand, (x Id
was more active ranging from 111$ to 112$, closing at
were 4 to 1 per cent.
112$. The rates paid for
The sub-Treasury disbursed to-day $102,000 on acand
iuterest
in
of
count
$112,000
redemption of 5-20
bouds. The Customs receipts to-day were $491,040.
The day’s business at cae Gola Exchange Bank
was

F.

Exchange Street.

DEPOSITS of AN IT ARTICLES of VALHE RECEIVED at rates Tarn**
tb0,i“*f pnok*«-

_

aalval

■at?jS*t0

latere*! and

and

REMITTANCE

•

Dividend* attended to.

Robert A. Bird, Manager
00424

w43tt

___

BONDS"
Portland
Bath
Belfast
Bansor

a>*

£’!
«,*
4...

_

j4

Toledo

State Assayer's Office, l
20 State St.. Boston,
f
Gentlemen—l have analysed and elammed tbs
White Lead manufactured by The New Britain White
Lead Company, with resuLa a» followsThis white
lead is entirely free from adulterations or makellnsese
weights of any kind, and la ground in purs power,
oil. It Is line, very dense, baa good covering
and la in every reaped of atan.laid quality.
DAN A HAYES,
Respectfully, AssaverS. and
Chemist, Mass.
State
S
Fishtill R- K. ReTrustee! Hartford, Providence

pair Shope.

Hartford. Conn., Feb. II, l*73Hew Britain White Lead Co.:
a very
Gentlemen—We have given your whitsItlead
is equal to
thorough trial, and am satisfied that
any now manufactured.

YourvT d.^EBRY,

Master Car

7>a

7’g
s’g
7>.
6’g

FOB SALE BYa

BARRETT,

lOO MIDDLE STREET.
«eP2*

eod

KENDALL

white lead
It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in PURITY OF color.
It is of extraordinary fineness.

d

Maine Central R. R.
E. & X. American R. R. Gold

SWAM A

“"’‘strictly
and the best refined linseed oil.

rrBE, contalDto* nothing but fine

7 8-10

•

leblST

WHITNEY^

&

in

to

and is

.s’*

Cincinnati
Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky.»
Marion County, Ind.,
•

iSf SflKt
ATS
SfiMUg
the
any
guaranteed tally equal
it,

for

___

_

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
«

NEW BRITAIN

PURE WHITE LEAD

SAFES TO RENT innide the Yaalti at
from *15 ta*#0 per annum
SPECIAL DEPOSIT* of Block*.
Bran*,
and other Talnahles received.

COLLECTION

eodlw

me 16

Deposit Vaults,

No. 97

STREET,

OPPOSITE CANAL BANK.

PORTLAND
Safe

MIDDLE

87

Co;

New York Stock and money market.
New York. March 1G—Mornino.—Money at 3 per
cent. GMd at 112. Sterling Exchange at 4.85$ for long

Merchants

Salesroom 1»« Fore
street.
(Ole# IA Exchange Street.)

Receipts—4,000 this flour, 40,000 bush wheat. 0,C0O
hogs.
Shipments 1,000 bbls flour, 45.000 bush wheat.
iDLStio. March 10.—Flour Is dull and
unchanged.
Wheat in fair demand and lower; No 3 White Wa-

u5andsatA154cfarCl116,—Cotton nominal;

CO^

-ur»-

Commission

steam 9c.

commence

Bunce & Cheney’s extensive
paper mills at
South Manchester, Ct., were burned last night.
The work on the new railway from Sydney to
Louisburg in Nova Scotia has commenced.
The local option liquor bill was defeated in
the New Jersey Senate Monday, by a vote of 6
to 14.
Rev. James R. Coe, of the Cary School at
Oak field, New York, died yesterday.
The old mansion in Philadelphia in which
Benjamin West was born, was burned Monday.

•

V

140; Amber Michigan 147 cash; 153 selhr
May; 156iSdo .luce. Corn dull and lower; sales high
Mixed May58}c; seller June 59c; low Mixed
60}cno grade at 64}c.
Oats dull and declining; No 2 at
49}; Michigan 50c; rejected 46}c.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 6,999 bush wheat. 33.000
bush corn, 4,000 bush oats.
Shlpments-0,000 bbls flour, 0,000 bush wheat 9
Oil) bush corn. 0,000 hush oats.
Detroit, March 16.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat dud and lower at 161} lor extra; No
2 Whit#
1 53}. Corn is steady at
73} (di 74c. Oats are in good
demand at 51Jc. Clover Seeds sold at 5 50.
Receipts—11,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat, • 000
bush corn, 0,009 hush oats.
S'dpmeots-a,000 bbls hour, 0,000 bush wheat, 0,000 bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Charleston, March 16.— Cotton is steady; Middling uplands 154c.

A

auctioneers

Shipments -11,000 bbls flour, 119,000 bush wheat 13
30,000 bush oats, 2,000 hush rye, 40 ooo
bush barley.
CINCINNATI, March 1C —Fork i« firm at 15 00 bid
but held higher. Lard dull but 11 rroer; steam at 8}
& 9c; kettle at 9} B 9 9-16. Bulk Meats Arm ; shoulders at 51c on spot and 6}c buyer March; clear rib
sides at Tjc; celar sides 8}c loose, 8}r boxed. Bacon
dull and scarce; shoulders atOjc; clear rib sides at
8}c; clear sides at #c. Whiskey quiet at 91c.
Milwaukee. March 16.—Flour is steady at 5 50
for extra Spring. Wheat is steady; No 1 Spring at
1 27}; No 2 at 1 22} on spot; seller April 1 22}; 1 21^
seller May. Oats steady ; No 2 Mixed fresh at 44c.
Corn dull; No 2 Mixed fresh at 59c on spot, hye is
Steady; No 1 fresh a; 86c. Barley quiet at 1 68 tor No
2 Spring; No 3 do 1 52.
Pork strong at 14 75; prime
mess 12 37}. Hams in pickle steady at
9} B 10}c. Dry
sailed meats—shoulders firm at 5}c loose; boxed middles Arm at8@8}c.
Lard is strong; kettle at 91c;

AflTuir*.

Iran Bridge.

^^BAILET

000 bush corn,

Havana,

a»

4. H.
BAILEY, Aacliaastr.
lortland .March
10,1814.
melftUt

30

Charge* Again*! Cnaibelta.
Paris, March 16.—M, De Keratry was examined by a committee of the Assembly to-day in
relation to the charges against M. Gambetta.
He testified that Gambetta, while a member of
the government of national defence, purposely
rerused arms to the Bretons that they might
suffer defeat and be unable later to fight the
commune, the rise of which, was alreedy anticipated.

Fall of

£

81?dobwl"ue8
** a,ked >«l« bid.
mReceipts
B imnYn-kny
•’"L1."
bbls flour,
IKecelpts—8.0TO
73,999 bush wheat
4
bU8b °a'8’ -•(H1U bu,b
“3*. 3,000
bushbarlev™’ ,0<W

have raised

Toronto, March 16. -The iron bridge over
Desjardines canal near Hamilton, broke down

oh

Lard L

lo*e-MBMrt

Defeat.

■"neatly outragea in -Tlrxiro.
Citt of Mexico, March 10. via Havana,
March 16.—A fearful outrage was perpetrated
by a mob at Ahusluleo, in the State of Jalisco,
last Sunday. I-i the morning the priest delivered an ince»diary sermon, ih the course of
which he advocated the entermination of ProtThis so excited his hearers that an
estants.
armed irt>b of 200 persons gathered in the even
iug am” proceeded to the residence of the Rev.
John Stevens, a Congregational minister sent
out jy the Boston Board of Foreign Missions.
Wih cries of “Long live the priests,” they
b«ke into the house and seizing the clergyman,
•mashed his head to a jelly and
chopped his
body into pieces. They afterwards sacked the
house and ca-ried off everything of value.
After much delay the riot was
suppressed by
the local authorities.
The government has
sent a detachment of
troops to the place. A
rigid investigation is ou foot, and orders have
been issued for the arrest of all priests in Ahualulco and the neighboring towns of Teshitan.
A mob in Saguayo, actiug under a similar religious frenzy, attacked the small garrison of
the town, burned public archives, and
pillaged
the houses of the authorities.

ad‘iat:al80

Ha.

o’clock, A. M., the following personal property *■longing to the estate of William Baldwin, lata ol relit
Portland, deceased: vis: HI Dump Carta, 10 Dean
Cart Harnesses, Riding Harness, Sleigh, %
Wagon..
21 Shovels. 15
Picks, 1 Bars, 15 brllla, Hay Cutter?
Ladder, Coal Sifter, 3 Pails, Draw Shave and Auer.
Wooden
on land of Petrtek Sullivan on Building standing
Centre Streeet, In said Portland.
henry B. CLEAVES, Admlniatrator.

Chicago, March 16.—Flour steady with only a local
trade. Wheat quiet, weak and lower; No 1 Spring at
1 24 @ 1 244; No 2 do at 1 18} for regular and 1 194
fresh, cash; 1 194 sel.er April; seller for May at 1 231;
No 3 Spring at 1 154 a 1 16; rejected 914. Corn dull
and lower; No 2 Mixed 6I4cfor regular and 6lie for
fresh on spot; l|c for seller April; 64c seller May;
do new 564 @
574c. Oats arc dull aod drooping; No
2 at 434 fa} 44c for
regular 011 spot; 46Jc seller April.
Rye is steady at 864c for No 2 fresh.
Barley quiet
and unchanged; No 2
Sprin at 1 60; No 3 do at 1 50
and lower at 14 25 for
5foviJ‘.ion8~p,,rk14dull
Mav. Lard is dull
SKfv}*40 at“I1®* April; 70» do
95 Keller April.
C 8,87,* ‘m,l!pot; »« B 8shoulders
at
''rihJTw. “nch<u>Bed;
“»c
short clear
packed;
5*
middies

Madrid, March 16.—The Carlist leader
Tristany has been defeated in Tarragona.

Contemplated Rising of glare*.
New York, March 16.—The Cubans here
claim to have information of a contemplated
uprising of 4000 slaves in the district of Mariel, forty miles from Havana, and also in the
neighborhood of Babia Honda. The insurrection has been instigated by poor .whites, who
have a dread of the draft.

„_1__~

Salp

n

steady;

5“!?*. t0,~?ay’on

Caban

Administrator's

stead?!

that

March 16.—The colonial treasuiy
authorities propose to the Madrid government
to admit Mexican and South and Central America doubloons at the official valuation of 817
and the American 820 pieces in valuation of 821
with the fractions thereof in proportion.

Mlxeosi

63j

hugh wave which struck the vessel washed
overboard from her deck 117 of the pilgrims and
all were drowned.

It is rumored that the Carlists
the siege of Bilbao.

AUCTION sales.

cloatng dull;

dull and In buyers
at 1 50 ®

Sl^No MllumSkea^l
jptkdgo
Property.
Si.^ig1 J“® J ®;
to
license from the
(gj*
c'hiclLi,
Probate for Cumberland Count. l5h^i*<i£Ji ?!
PURSUANT
int....,*80
public auction, at No. 7 Pleasant Street?Inihrri?.
new^uL)and ot Portland,
Wednesday, March isth
VS

STEAMER.

Carlist

"“eat

v> onii >....'
1
3
ka as
““graded Iowa
and Minne.-oia
Minnesota
and Milwaukee 1 58
59; No 1
1 65; No 3 do 1 44 B 1 49
SPr*»g at
Corn
more doing; sales 87.009
bush;
h‘8h Milca and
a
90c, the latter an extreme; old Western
anJ
0000 bush
73c, oil Wes eru Mixed to anive in 12 damaged
dav» at *hc
(hits closed dull and lower; sales 39.000
bush; Wes'
tern Mixed at 62 @ 64c; White at
@ 66c.
heavy; prime steam at 9| @ 9 7-16c. Butter is firm
Ohio 25 (a} 40c; State 38 ^ 50c. Whiskey b
Western 97c.
Rice is dull. Sugar steady and more
active; fair to good refining 7|(a} 7|c; prime 71cCentrifugal at 8 5-16 (a) 84c. Cottee is heavy and Ik
lower; sales 23hhds; Rio 22 @ 254c Gold. Molasses
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpenis quiet and steady.
tine auiet at 48c; Rosin is quiet at 2 40 for strained.
crude 7c on spot; sales 3000 bbls
Petroleum
refined balance this month at 15c; 5100 do seller for
April at 154c. Tallow is dull at 7J (a} 7|c.
Freights to Liven»ool dull; Cotton per steam Jd:
Grain—Corn lOd: Wheat lOjd; Flour 3s 3d.

FROM

prisoners

cease.

A

country.

pleasant

AUTOPSY OF THE BODY.

MATTERS IN MAINE.

in the chair.
The following new members were elected:
Ira Witham, A. A. Stront, D. Moulton, Jos.
P. Thompson, M. V. B. Stirason, and Henry

quality. Consumers

WASHINGTON,

Boston’s honored

Clerk,

Board of Trade.— An adjourned meeting
of the Board of Trade was held at eleven o’,
clock yesterday morning, President Woodman

of the best

CHARLES SUMNER.

are

ing stationery .reported the following ordinance,
which, after debate, was passed to be engross-

Mir Ik‘ obtained at the Periodical Depots ot Fessenden Br<*., Marauie, Robinson, Brunell & Co..
Andrews, Wentworth, Glen, leaning, Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., ou all trains that run out of
the city.
At Bid deford, of Pillsbury.
At Sato of L. Hodgdou,
At H aterville, ol J. s. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Agent.
At Bath, of J. O.
At Lewiston, of French »ros.
and Stevens & Co.
At Kennebunk, ot C. E.
Miller.

Lost—Ear

A Plea far Ike laaeeeat*.
Dear Mr. Editor:
Now that Spring is fairly upon us, and we

Order* Patted-That needed repair* be made
door the Ward room on Nowburv street ;tbat
Congrea* Place be laid out a* a private way m
accordance with the provision* already made;
that an inquiry he made as to the probable wat
of paving Congress *treet between Hampshire
and ludia streets.
Alderman Smith, Chairman of the committee to which was referred the matter of furnish-

THE PRESS.

te23

*•
Builder, H. P* * *•

W. W. WHIPPLE * CO.,
H.l« Age..., 91
PORTLAND. ME.

*”ly

CBOASDALE’S

SUPERPHOSPHATE
Owe”’ **

eod&wTm*

CAPE COD BUCK

f

Imparter* and Orewm of

Garden, Fled

and Fow

All seeds warranted true to
will receive prompt attention.

name.

er SeedsOrders by ma

wBea
Illustrated Catalogue* *eat Dee

kkkwall
Portland,

eb 11,1«

*

Every bolt warranted satlalactory.
Orders may be addressed to

Prices moder-

ate.

PARKER, WILDER * CO. Boston
OB TO

*3mll

P, J, PARKER, Trees.,

Boston.

MEDICAL.

POETRY.__
Gas.

au...

( What

a

Pott Saul about Gat
h-xt
Consequences of their

CATARRH!!
PA|tnfc'n.ou«yfhat

™ake?

Better, gas than
Or I'm making a

Lard,

Coach,

Sperm.

Furniture,

Kerosene,

Loom, Harness

mistake.

All the men yoij meet, Bir,
In the public street, sir,
Curse you up aad
And say the swindle is too clear;
People want to know, sir,
What your books can show, sir,
Clearer than your gas bills

dowu,

Wool

and

Oils.

Japans.

*

AUG.

AND

Somewheie,
a

in your business,
nigger in the fence!

Office *03 Fore Street,

Soon will show that fraud and gammon
Makes you rich

at our

expense!

Let any

one

DRAMATIZED.

guttering from this nasty and foul dis-

ease look at the above picture of his nasal organs—
behold the inflamed passage—view the throat failed
repletion with the mucous, which quickly passes
to the lungs and stomach; how disgusting the
touse
thought, auu yet thousands day by day neglect
A
simple remedies, which will certainly cure tbern.S
to

slijrt trial of the remedy.

a

Dramatized by Prof. Seager, who has brought out
the Cantata in a large number of cities and towns,
always to large, enthusiastic and profitable audiences.
In its new form, Esthet presents a spectacle of
uncommon beauty, and even of splendor, with its
Music simple but
biilliant Eastern dresses, &c,
spirited. Dresses and decorations easily procured.

$4.50 per dozen.

Price 50 cts.

SNUFF,

Raeder’s GERMAN

to pass, man,

If you don’t repent,

convince you of its w'onderful merits in
seatcuring this vile disorder; a disease which,wheu
no
ed, produces Consumption, from which there is
will cure
escape; one little box oi the German Snuff
will disapear
matter
the
foul
then
and
Catarrh,
your
from your throat, and you will again breathe without trouble; in fact you will be cured, and then and
not till thou, will you look like the following:
Will

You’ll furnish endless light, and get
Ho money back again!
—Toronto Telegraph.

RIVER OF LIFE,

SON’S

soon

Suuday School Song Book.

Best

FATHER

Father Kemp’s “Old Folks” have sung to 900 an
diences, and other organizations to at least as many
more.
These tunes are sure to attract both old and
young. The present edition is enlarged to 96 pages,
and a number of favorite “old” anthems, patriotic
pieces. &c., are added.
Price 40 cts. $4.00 per dozen.

VOICES, BestCom’n School Song Book

Sent, post-paid, on receipt

of retail

price.

C. H. D1TSON & CO.
711 B’dway, New York,
d&w2w

mcll

REPORTS

~

AT

THE

your) nasal

How great the change: how improved
organs have become, There are thousands ot
who have spent

people

from Mr. Edicard Hoffman, the celebrated riauit
“I conscientiously lx’leve that your Piano is in
instrument."
every respect a most magnificent
h-JM. w—JM JM.
vv
Form the “Independent**
j*»‘The American Piano has deservedly becom®
very

PORTLAND,

Hollars

Hundreds ot

Numerous County Fairs.

in the best manner and at the
Lowest Price.

TO CURE CATARRH,
But they have obtained no relief, and why ? Because
in the first place the remedies given them were worthless, and in the second place

Selectmen will find it to their
advantage to call at t is Office.

popular Instrument.”

Purchasers* testimonials irom all parts of the U. S.

Few

But

Physicians

Old Age, not Disease, should end oar Days

LIEBIG’S

Understand Catarrh.

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YE ARS

Prices Low for the

Quality.

Respon si Me Agents

wanted lor unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not yet estal.
lished, until such are established, wo will coll Pianci
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f
circular to

SOM,

WING &
417 Broome

St., New York

A Vegetable Compound, which alway has cure
and never in a single msu^haa failed to
-fein mind it
isty those who have used it. Pleftfce
off

is not a compound that will Sneeze your Head
but in a mild and gentle way penetrates the secremaetions ot the Head, and removes the disgusting
and even
ons which have clogged jour nose, threat
but 35 cents,
costi*C
little
one
box,
your lungs. Try
it.
Remember
and you will bless the day you used
ay® ba ve a Box of
must
Preueutative

that‘as a

you

apu.-IT

Co,

Providence Tool

LE Witt OLIVER A PHILLIPS.

Boeder’s

GERMAN SNUFF

Which will by its use 'REVENT disease and
you hundreds of dol^r8*

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut C<
WORKS.

KE A PINO BOLT AND NI7T
A

W.

GIFFORD A Co.,

ia

Marine Hardware & Ship Cliap-d

lery.
CLOTHES

THE “PROVIDENCE”

■> road

« m

Street,
Mao.

Ju21de»»-*-rBo»too

Nearer Approximation to the BEAL
ttWAN QUILL thnu Anything Hith.

,-•

erto

1

tracting
Lynn,

nor

SPENCERIAN

PUT

superior writing qualities, as atendorsementol over IOOO
™''chanl Lawyers and Bankers

They are all mu, f
manner, by the beat
by all Dealers.

t

tl„

Is anything

people
last

SNUFF

UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

AGENTS I

And learn that

IYISON, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR
Street,

& CO.,

». ¥.

1U__eod4t
A. S. JLY1LAJUS
Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

will allow this disease

continue until at
which cannot be cu ed
to

GERMAN

At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.l.

SNUFF

with matbeing
tor"
*od
in k short time you fe'eYY<LrttteB aB ,if *>? .malric* new
being.]

dNurr

mUarg

nocharge.areality.Sold by druggie*'

Will Cure
A BAD

the Market.

Rich

HEADACHE,

Farming
IN

is

to Butchers, Provision dealers,
ITHotelIndispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will

than its cost every Summer. Butchers
who
it, in its best form, wiil soon find .‘heir moats
recommended by their customers. The internal arlangement is such that a current ot cold air is k*pt
constantly moving over the contents of the RefriccrThe Patent upon tliia has been fully tested in
tne U. S. Courts and its
validity established in eigh*
teen cases.
For LICENSE,
to
more
use

fi°r*

And because, in nine cases out ot ten, all headaches
have their crigin in a diseased state of the nasal or
gans. Many people keep a supply of the Snnff on
hand simply tor troubles of this nature.

GERMAN

SNUFF

“RESURGAM,”
Invigorating, Strengthening
Cordial

FOR LADIES EXCLUSIVELY,
Prepared, from the original formula of the la'
DR.

E.

Lands

NEBRASKA,

JOHN D. BEZZELL

374

Fremont street,

Bo. 2 Park Street

or

Bo. 80 Middle St.,

whom all applications should be made, and who
has full power to settle infringement0.
mch4eodtf

Hundreds ol

to

Ulrfwtions accompany each bottle.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR,
F. S WEETSIEB, Wholesale Agent
lor Maine,
For sale by all respectable Druggists.
3m*

Ten Tears Credit, Interestonly 6 per cent.
Descriptive Pamphlets with Sectional Maps Bent free.

Providence Wringer.

PIONEER,

mc5t4w

showing the wonderful cure as performed upon the
eyes by using the German Snufi, but one trial alone
is needed to convince the most

O. F.

kinds of

feudLd?oLUCAS’

and
a‘ ,he

“m’

“ilf ^

»ly «-

EDWIB CLEMENT & CO.,
Iel9dtf

and svstrm

Hard Pine Plank, hard **ine

Flooring

AND NTEP BOARDS.

FOB SALE BY STETSON & POPE.

HEAD,

and Dock, First,
/^-Wharf State

OL.ce, No.

MOTH
X XX

LL'v,

E Street

my3eodly

EXTERMINATOR.

By the use of this valuable prenarevery household inlested wilh Molh, Bosches
»»d
other destructive insect,,wi)i
,r“’Cri.‘,ke,a

inanvmhI!Ji,i m,cs

*nd

corner of

street, Boston.

'^c08'.

an'J in

some cases

tecuTu?fJr,llarS-

their ei;

Prei‘aredUf?2iB
^

mh9-3m

perhaps

rt Wi" not only HKI-KI
then,
p,llll,“,OLl'TE“toDESTROY
the pro,e,,i“

st acute and annoying trouble, which many are
affleted with, but by the use ot the German
Suuft the noises are soon removed, and bj its slight
use are never again troubled with them.

CBAST

A CO

■

treatment proven,
that the proprietor offers $500 Reward for a case of “Cold in Head" or
Catarrh he can not cure. The two medl-

our

warning

Would you not rather prevent tills complaint than
to cure it?
Of course you would; then see
that you alwrays have a supply on hand.
Do not take any other preparation, but be sure to
For sale by all
obtain the abov;3. Price 35 cents.
dealers. Or, send 50 cents to

attempt

SMITH,

DOOLITTLE &

THOROUGHLY
A when
weighs about loo ]b».,Mt«nd«, WATCH
to hl“
not
“st

mcllf4w

__

BOXlgw.

and

receive

a

Box by returnMall

.Wt&S&wta

Mick HeadKlnehr
ache.^rTliTr.r
Female ^"‘Pinlnts,
Weakness, Static and
t/hromc

For

R.

and

A. W. PERKINS & CO.,

Wholesale AgU.

Retailed by F. Sweetsor, 17 Market Souare- r r.
Oilson, 14 Market Square; H. H. Hav Mi(hile 'si :
Sargent Coe, Cor. ol Congress and Temple. del3*Sm
~~

NOTICE.
HEREBY caution all persons againBt
trusting
any person or persons on my account as T shill
pay no bills contracted alter this date without mV
J
written order.
C. P.

1

t

CAMPHORINE t
CAMPHORINE
sale by all Druggists.

mcllt4w

Rhenmatiam

Scrofalona Afl'ectiana.
introduced nto this State by L BARTT SUZ ^ing
LETT. It comes w£ll recommended by the Doctors
and those that have used it, have no
hesitation^
saying that it will prove to be the best bloodnurifier
pjnner
ever used in this State.

USE

SMITH,

BOSTON,

DOG,
ljusi’
Dog

»»"

the

—FOB—

It arrests
decay of vital forces, exhaustion of the
nervous
system, restores vigor to the debilitated,
cleanses vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on the Liver and
Spleen. Price $1
n bottle.
JOHNQ. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St.. New
*ork-

CAMPHORINE!
CAMPHORINE

PURIFIER.

(Copy right secured April 30, 1872.)

JURUBEBA.

Catarrh Causes Croup!

WORK, Agent,

Broad street, Reston, Mass.

BLOOD

The Highest Medical Authorities of
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

Heed

H.

»H. BROWN’S COMPOUND

les, many a little one who. with palid faoe and
drooping lorqj, complains of being all “stuffed up,’
by day is growing worse, is often tioubkd
very often

CO.,

-J,n'_deowly

ojresirt&^OjjUUrt$Uw^clruggist!

s.i_
®*
TRaivw.

Adless

44

Children have Catarrh
stages,

TOOL

Providence, R. I.
4.

whichdischargoproceeds.

Rich Bog (or

ness
meddled with
Bank, Warehouse, Ac.
p-cjgdtf

PROVIDENCE

exist and from
So successful has this

'^ocers.

—;-F»re Street. Portland.

Tint <n

specifically utron

m
njw

often,

^

Currpd
CLAIHP,
Baida
Firmest*

diseased glands and lining mcmbnmeof
nose and communicating chambers. Catarrh Remedy should be applied warm
with Dr. Pierce’s Nasal Douche,
the only instrument with which fluid medicine can be perfectly applied to all parts
of passages and chambers in which ulcers

A

with Catarrh In its first
Detore it is too late, tor

twu?yS

■Uiiul
Warkian

^Adj nalablr

SSSH
?re’ab

PARENTS
On hand and sawed to dimen „ons.

£2H§le

correct blood and system, which
ways at fault, also to act

Commercial Street.

Hard Pine Timber

COOS,

I

SNUFF

NOISES IN THE

poArtL°drfPb^LTLt^,f^HnSSS‘Tti
Building
Finishingdumber i^rwinl

Spinal

Dr. Sage’s Catarrb
Remedy cures by its
mild, soothing atd hcalL ing properties, to which
I uic disease yields, when
r
Kcmedy is used warm

Will Cure

Hemlock Dimension Lumber,
snipping Boards, Deck Plank, Ac,

Danblr

DAVIS,

doubtful of Us merits

GERMAN

pA?e
l ineIff?!

all

Dirplle;

Land Commissionei U. P. R. R.,
Omaha, Neb.

LUMBER.
Having erected a Steam Saw Mill at Frost’s Wroods
(so called), East Deenug, we are
prepared to furnish

BOLLS,

am

handsome illustrated Paper, containing the HomeI
Law, mailed free to all >arts of the world,

Address,

in the

Southwest

ra^YDGES, Managing Director,
Suprenlendent.

TRAL

t

HOYT, Proprietor, New York.

A Week to Agents. Fastest selling
*17 I O articles out Three valuable samples for
ten Mats. J. BRIDE, 767 Broadway, N. Y.
mcllt4w

RAk.ROAD.

Passenger

trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M..
inAking
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for

Conway.

Leave
for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o'clock train making direct connection at
with trains from Boston,
leaving Boston
via boston & Maine, and Eastern
Railroads.
Leave;Portland for Gorham at 4.00 P. K.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M*
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gcrham. Stanilish. and No.
*

MKIEI.ings.

Portland,
dh -t AA

March

11,

1874._mhI2dlw*

worth ot information -f /V

*-^^^Stamp

and*°10

cents

to^^ ^tiS

O. H, BAEO 4c CO., Box 1069, Bangor He.
and t

as

-—

Franconia, leaving hear everv Thursday, la
up with tine accommodations for passengers,
making thistne moni convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
e
M., on the days they leave Portland.
For^;
Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Portland Franklin Wharf,
AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May
oc21dtf

*M.

Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West
Buxton, Bonny Eagle

and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, New
field, Par
sonstieid and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsfield
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
oc6tc

HOTELS.

9-<*tf__

by

places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
$12 60.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore$14, timeG6 hoars.

DIRECTORY,

COMMENCING DEC

pHfggSSSally. for

Portsmouth

Proprietor.

BANGOR.
Harriman Honse, J.E. Harriman A Co.

Proprietors.
FranItIDi House, Harlow St., B.
with n D McLaughlin A Son., Qainby,
Prop.

Clyde’s

Iron Line of Steamers!

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY give*
direct communication to anu
rom Portland and all other
point* in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Tnrongh rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached ov the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R>»., and to all
tae principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage.

No Commission tor forwarding.
Full {information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers.
Janll ly 12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

Sagadahoc House, John S. Milliken, Pro

BOSTON.
ParkerHonse. School St. H. D. Parker A
to., Proprietors.
re re House, Bowdoin
Square,Bultlnch,
Bingham, WrisleyA Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J. P. M. Stetson, Propri
elor.

Tremont House. Tremont St. Bingham
Wrisley A Co. Proprietors.
BETHEL.
Chandler Honse, F. S. Chandler A Co.

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Booms, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.
K* Bining

CARE ELIZABETH.
Ocean Honse—J.
elor.

P.Chamberlain,Propri.

Fast port,

D.

Simpson,

DANYILLE

JUNCTION.

DIXFIELD.

Androscoggin Honse, J. Jackson, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
American House.—8. Jordan A Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins A Sons, Props.
FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange. P. M. Jeffords, Proprietor.
GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

and^Pan%d“

On and after Monday March 9th
the Steamer City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike, and the Steamer
.New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Win'Chester, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

--

Connections made at St. John lor Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediae, Amherst.

^“Freight received

__

in’(f®*1 ,to £”"“***“!»

*•

and 315 p

JSSST
M- trains from

Boston arrives in Portf<>r passengers to take the cars of the
land
O. Railroad.
p
8.30 A. M. train Iron Boston connects with

tw\3rand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec
A parts of Canada East.

and

Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday
morning.
t Accommodation train
I!Fast Express.
J. PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,
l L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.

BOSTON

BACHELDER,

&

MAINE

RA.IE.RO.AJD
PORTLAND TO BOSTON

61T CARS-

1873. Winter Arrangements. 1873.
Lahaggga P«M«uger Train, leare Portboa™8p8innd far Bo.ton 16.15, 19.10 A. M.
•3.10 (Parlor Care), *6 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Care)
A. M., 112.30, t3.30, *6.00 P. M.
Train, from Roaton are due at Pnrtland
at *12.30.15,00, t8.10, *9.55 P. M.
For -Vlitncbcutrr and Cancard, N, II., ria
C.& P. R. R. J.nclian, 16.15 A, M., *3.10 P.
M.
Far L.well—All tralDs connect at
witb trains lor Lowell.

Lawrence

Far maacbe.ter and Cancard via Lawrence
t9.10 A. M.
Far Rache.ter and Allan Ray
16.15, A. M.,
7i..

•3.10 P. M.
For nil tan and Union Village 6.15 A. M.,
•3.10 P. M.
Far Old Orchard Reach, Soca and Hiddcford 110.25 A. M.
Retarniag, leave Riddefard at tll.20 A. M.
Far Mcarbara, Old Orrhard, Saca, Riddefard and Kennebank 12.30 P. M.
Retarniag, leare Kennebank t7.30 A. M.

For Sew Fork,

prietor.

LIMERICK.
Hoase, Joseph G. Harmon, ProLITTLE I ON, N. H.

Thayers Hotel,

B

*'• wu—r--.

Proprietor.

JRACHIAS.
E. Stoddard, Prop.

Easter*'

MECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R> Cohh, Proprietor.

For Mt. Desert & Machias.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
The Steamer

LEWISTON,
CAPT. CHAS. DEERING,
Railroad Wharf, foot ot State St., every
THURSDAY Evening, at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of
Express train from Boston, commencing March 19tfa,
1874, for Rockland, (Camden, Belfast, until further
notice), Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. So. W. Harbor.

(Mt. Desert,) Mlllbridge, Jonesport and Machlasport.
Returning will leave Machlasport every MONDAY
Morning at 5 o’clock, touching as above, arriving In
Portland same night)
For further

Portland, March 6, 1874.

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown A Hilton, Propri
etors.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean Honse, R. Scary, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples,
Proprietor.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* 8. Bailey A Co. Pro-

UNDER

PITTSFIELD.
Lancy Honse—Fletcher A Gale, Proprie-

CONTR ACT FOR

Nora

Robbinson,

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple Hi. Charles Adams
Proprietor.
Albion House, 117 Federal St. J.C Perry*

Proprietor.

American House, India St. J. H. Dodge,

Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Creen St.
J. Kt Marlin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, P. JK.
Wheeler, Provrietor.
Preble

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. middle and Plnm
St». G. E. Ward, Proprietor,
c. 8. Hotel, J unction of Congress and Federal Sts. E. Cram Ac Co., Proprietor.
WAIker n..m,OpP. Boston Depot, Geo.

port for Liverpool

Bridgbam Jr., Proprietor.

SACCABAPPA.
Central House—Alrin Allen, Proprieto

SKOWHEGANT.
Turner Hoase, T. It. Hassey Ac Co. Pro

MAIL

TO

DIRECT!
With csnsectisss t. Prime. KSwarS fa.
lamd aad Cap. Brel...

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

DAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
*1°? freielrt and other information applv
COYLE, Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf

to

J. B.

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

FOR BOSTON.
jJQ.MII

H3H.

SBPBBIOB SEA CO
INC STEAMERS

FRANKLIN WHARF,

Portland,

A.T V O’CLOCK
M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, *am<
days at 5 P. M. Fare &l.f>0.
Through Ticket* to New York via the variou.
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced iates.
Freight taken at low rates.
A. B. COYLE JRs, General Agent.mch^Pt

Pacific Mail

Steamship Company

Rnie always Lower than hr any
other Rante. t om fart, Safety
and Economy combined.

PassageJUtes:

Cabin

fclOO,

rates inelude sleeping
accomodations,
►AND MEALS THEREBY
AVOIDING
^'Any extra charges.
New and elegant Iron Steamers with
msgnlflcent
passcnges accommodations. Take this route to San
Francisco and avoid the snow and cold of the overland Ronte. For Freight and Passage and fall information apply at the Company's Office, New Yo-k
or to the New England
C. I,. RARTN
Agents.

W. D. LITTLE & CO..
49 l-'J EXCHANGE STREET.

BOSTON

Wed’s’j

Sat’d’y

delphla, at

10

Insurance

PASSAGE,
or

Boston, 3 n.m
Wharf, pfiiu

a. m.
one hall

R

of
Sunday service, fu the city
presented each
Monday morning.
reP*rt* °f PoU*1*®!, educational and
religion, convention, and
meet,ng, m the State ar
a promment
feature oi the paper.
Whit a larger Editorial
corpt than any paper I
Maine, with unexcelled facilities lor

r,eP°rt

r.Hiha“’UTe

and more

collecting news,

space to devote to details, the Publishers
make every exertion to render the Daily Par*
a taller and more
complete paper than it has hlthert
been, and In every respect

»„a «„„,v

ofComm^ilon

A FIRST

CLASS NEWSPAPER

to

Notice of Commissioners of Insolvency.
ESTATE OP II ICY it Y M, JACKSON.
having been appointed by the
ot Probate for Cumberland County
receive and examine the claims of
creditors ngalnst the estate of Henry S. Jackson, late
repreof Cape Elizabeth, in said County,
sented insolvent, hereby give notice that six months
which was on the
from the date of said appointment,
are allowed to said
third day of March, A. D. 1874,
ami
their claims,
creditors in which to present
session at the following place
and that they will be In
the
receiving
same, viz;
the
purpose.of
and times for
Hilden No. 229J Congress
At the office of A. B.
of
first
the
on
April,
Street, Portland,
and on the third day or
SepJune, July and
undersigned,
THE
Hon. Judge
Commissioners
to

deceas'd,

prove

MARKS,

departments fuller and more

The growing Importance of Portland as
a distributing centre lor Maine, and lie
increasing wholesale
trade make a full dally paper
imperatively
Acarefully prepared daily account of thenecessary
Portia
Wholesale Market will be
given.

■'
Agent,
yo L.„ Wh.rf,

....
]n23-ly

M.

ite

the rats

TEH DOLLARS.

Passage, apply

By making all
uable.

will

Wharfage.
BVom Long Wharf,
From Pine Strmt

For Freight

£

Best Newspaper in Maine.

Wtu be

—AND—

'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R
lines
by connecting
forwarded tree

WM.

The largest and ftallest
dally paper published hi
Maine, and In the future aj In the
paat, the Pq[)&!>'
rs[prepose[to make It beyond question the

CALIFORNIA.
Great Rednetian in Freight and Passage

109 EXCHANGE STREET

and at the Lowest Prices.

—IB—

TO

Ao

promptly and carefully executed

Portland Dailv Press

DAILY, (SUNDAY* EXCEPTED)

Leave each port every

Work

THE

~

Steamship Line.

ol

ME.

■

PHILADELPHIA

description

PORTLAND,

The Screw Steamship ALHAMBRA, Capt. Angrove, will leave
Portland every Saturday at 4 P.
M., (weather permitting) for
'HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial
Railway, for Windsor,Truro, New Glasgow and Piotou, snd steamers
fot Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N.
S,, with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton.
W RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

Book, Card and Jol

Every

ty"A loca Agent wanted In every town In tb
State

Addreae

jal0d3m

Daily Press Printing House

Now is the time to subscribe.

PORTLAND PURLISHING CO.

Halifax Nova Scotia,

WILTON.
Wilton Honse, N. H. Green, Proprietor.

PRINTING

We Intend to make a- paper for
people, and make it worth
93 to each subscriber lor the year
1874.

sensible

nol9dtl

LIltE

Elm Honse, m. H. Hil'on, Proprieto

Friday

August

The Publishers congratulate themselves that their
efforts to make the Press acceptable to Its patrons
are appreciated irom the conclusive faet that, without special efforts, its list of subscribers has increased
constantly and largely during the past year.
As an advertising medium the Daily Peess stands
first among Maine journals, having the largest rn
best circulation east of Boston.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscr
ers Seven Dollars a Year it paid la advance.
OTOrders srom News Dealers promptly filled.

Address

May,

««isar/MSfp-M

•Fast Express.
dAS. T. FURBER,

Gen. Supt., Boston,
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland'
Bolton, Dec. C, 1873.
tf

i»73.

nr,

!•
»•., H-tir
Hatch, Vice Pres, and Managing Director. Agents
n Portland,

prtetors.

We Oder no plcturea to make the value ot tb
PdEse op to lte price.

FAKAlKR,
India Street.

JAMES
Jlo. 3

Portland.

Steerage #50. These

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

CHROMOS.

on

8ATUBDAY, march 91»t,
Immediately alter the arrival of the Train ot the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool. Cabin (according to accommodations).970 te 960
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage,
applv to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
bi«F^r
§*e<£a&e ^>aa'age inward and outward, and for
>*iabt Drafts on England for small amount*, apply to

Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn tk Co.,

Proprietors.

NO

Seattian, Capt. Richie,

Will leave this

Barden

tor New York via

The *3.10 P. M. train arrives in Boston at 7.10 P.
M., conneccing with trains lor New York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M., and Shore Line at 9.30 P. ftj.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either route.
All Trains stop 10 minutes at Exeter for refreshments at First Class Dicing Rooms.
Passenger Station In Boston, Baymarket Square.
Passenger Station in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdenuburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Station, West Commercial street, until 5 P.
M.
Family package Tickets between Portland and
Boston for sale at 25 per cent, discount.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
»Accommodation.

booked to London-

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

PHILLIPS.
Honse, Adams A

No elforta will be spared to make the Maine Stats
Press more acceptable to its patrons. Indeed, the
Publishers will not relax their efforts to make the
paper a necessity to those who have been accustomed
to read it. We pledge that during the year 1874 the
Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPAPER than
ever, so that the family that thoroughly reads the
paper will have all the current events of the day.

THE

JOHN BROOKS AMD FOREST
CITY,

SOUTH AND WEST.

Fall River,
Stonlngton and Norwich Lines

OF

derry
Liverpool.
Return Tickets
granted at Keduced Rates.
The Steamship

Albany, Philadelphia,
Washington,

Tbe t6.15 A. M. train arrives In Boston at 10.45 A
M., connecting with train for New Vark via Share
Line at 11.10 A. M.
Tbe t9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston in s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via
Springfield; also with 5.33 P. Al. (steamboat) trains

CARRYING

THE

tors.

Proprietors

DURING THE NEXT YEAR

LINE.

Canadian and United States mails.

prietors.

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto

We will send an extra copy of the Weekly Press
any person sending ns five new subscribers, uith
•10.
Special club rates may be obtained by applying to
the Publishers.
to

Ocean Steamship Co.

Montreal

Baltimore,

AND ALL POINTS

mc9dtf

ALLANL

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, O. U. Green, Prop.
House, Main St. W. W. Whitmarsh

NOBRIDGEWOCK.

OFIi'ER

particulars Induire at 179 Commercial

Street, or Railroad Wharl, Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen. Agent.

Elm

Dan forth House, D. Danforth.
Proprietor

-A.N

will leave

etor.

NAPLES
Elm House, Nathan Church A
Sons, Proprietors.

Because it comments with vigor
and independence on all curven
topics in State and Nation

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

mc4dtf

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemasket Honse, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

Proprietor.

authors.

sailing until 4

of

14.

House, Congress St. Gibson Ac Co.,
Proprietors.

Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford,
Well*.
Beanebunk*
Borer,
Oreat Falla, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence.

PARI

•'•■vriclt

‘h®

Portland

days

on

o’clock P. M.

Passengers
and

LEWISTON.
House, Waterhonse A Mellen

graphic news of the week care,
tally digested into readable paragraphs and set specially for the
weekly.
Because its literary matter is ot
a very high character, consisting
of stories, poems and other matter
original or selected from the best

days.
Connections made at Eastport lor St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.

Littlefield, Prop.

Proprietors.

PAPER.
Because it has a larger editorial
force than any other paper in
Maine.
Because its Market, Marine, Congressional, Legislative and other
reports are inller than any other
paper in Maine.
Because its Slate News is the
most carelnlly collected and com-

same

Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Pros

DeWitt

reading

ARRANGEMENTS,

HIRAM.

r/p.!"

Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth
a t50S"
ton at 118.00 A. M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at r on
,w»
118.30A. M. tl2.30, 13.15. *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bingox
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Batgor
6
and St. John at ||8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at 110.00, 1110.15
A. M.; 112.55 P. M., t5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland and
Augusta at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at fl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, A«v
gusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, De*cer and Pan*-'1 at
1.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via August gunman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 12.15 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.9* P* M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.l5 P. M
reLeave Biddeford ior Portland at t8,<* Aturning at 5.15 P. M
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. T. trains from
Bangor
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. tr-n
make close connections to New, *ora by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
*n Boston at 10.40 A.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrive
via Shore
M„ connecting with train A-■M,rai" arrives in
Line at 11.10 A. M. The r'0

more

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

HABTLAND.
Honse—R. L. Williams, Prop.

Hartlnnd House—I. R.

,s?3.

SPRING

CAMDEM.
Bay YiewHonse, E. H. Demnth, Prop.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

Because It gives

matter than any other.
Because it is thoroughly a NEWS

Calais and 81. Jshi, Digby
Windsor and Halifax.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

International
Proprietor.

MAINE

IN

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

praetor.

Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

PAPEIl

Because it presents all the Tele-

and

er,

BEST WEEKLY

plete.

AND

PHILADELPHIA.

prietor.

Boston at 1.40 P. M.
train for New York,
(steamboat) trains
Stonington and Nor

SAMPSON, Agent.

33 Central Wharf. Boston.

—

lor.

Passenger trains lea.,

...

information apply to

PORTLAND

County House, Edmund Warren,Proprie-

Cony Honse, G. A. A H. Cony. Proprie
tors*

—

BALTIMORE.
Steamships

William Lawrence," Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appolet," Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Black-stone.” Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
■‘John Hopkins," Capt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ol the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by tbe Va. ft Tenn.
Air Line to all jioints in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia-, and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
the Balt, ft Ohio R. R. to Washington and U

Embracing the leading Hotel? in the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison Rak

THE

Steamships of thin Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, boston
Semi-Weekly, for NObFOLK and

E.

Proprietors.

18

—

•ft

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.

For further

AUBURN
Elm Honse, Court. St. W. 8. A A. Young,

The Maine State Press

fitted

Rochester

Park

VIA

Moilion
a

testimonials might be produced

points

GEO.

BOSTON.

stead

SORE and WEAK EYES.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Franciaeo,

General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
de8
t

NOW FOB SALE VERY CHEAP.

THE

Will Cure

AMENT FOB MAINE,

Jl.

TODD,

C. K.

RIGHTS, &c., apply

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

ciway Junction with theGreat Falls and
Rrh'oad.train from

Pamphlet A gn»wmtee,gratig. $50 R eward for an in-

MTLLitTNS OF ACRES

ABKANGKMKNT,

Hancock Honse,—M. Hancock, Prop.

-j

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

The 810 A
connect at
Con wav
AThe 7 *»

course

Dn. J. P. Fituei—Being sworn, says, I graduated at tbs
Universityof Tenn’a in 1S33, and after 30 years' experience,
perfected JDr. Fitter’s Vegetable Rheumatic
S y r up. I guarantee it an inMUble cure for Nerve, Kidney and Rheumatic disease*. Sworn to, thi* 2Gth April, 187IF. A. OSBOURN, Notary Public, Phila.
Vo Clergymen were Cured by It, and will satisfy any one writing us.Rev.Thos.Murphy.p.D.,Frankford,Pnila.Rev.G.H.
Ewing.Modia.Pa. Rev..T.S.Bnchanan,Clarenre,Iowa.Rpv.
G.G.Smith, Pitta ford, N. Y. Rev.Jos.BegM, Falls Church,
Phila.,Ac. Afflicted should write Dr.Fitler,Phila..forexpla-

filled

GERMAN

AND

theKa) P. M.
al'«¥[L,!5?—1th
Yo™
The 3A5
train
“koines£• M.,ram'
with

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

laia^w^rrrAi

Dartial Deafness,

whicb'fbe'Sto^aK'*

—

BY

An

Will Cure

The best and Only Reliable One In

save

Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint & Co.

THOMAS NAST’S PENCIL.
the book will sell like oysters at a general muster. Everybody’s hungry for It. Send for circular and see what a chance we give to agents.
Address, AMERCAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford
Conn.
mc4t4w
Of

in
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I4# Grand

Bitters.

book is just out

ILLUSTRATED

aCC0mm0',a"!

*

our new

PAWS !

‘EVERYBODY’S FRIEND’

disgusting; and yet thousands ol

they have Consumption,

thns* «*•
m«„ wish to tr.
Card’one each
Of the IS Numbers, by mail, on
receipt of2Scentt,

//To

more

tLe **"<
Earol>' For sale

,.rkJfin

Tablets.

JOSH BILLINGS’ PEN

papers^Stv0 '‘llt10r,“1
nurnllL

everything caused by an impure
state of the Blood or "deranged
condition of Qtomach, Liver, or
Kidneys. The aged find in the
Quaker Bitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining years. No one can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the Quaker

ATB1ED AND SIIBH REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists.
fe24t4w

PAWS,

are com-

Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Ague, Cold Chills, Blieumatism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Difficulties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,

Use

DROPPING IN THE THROAT.

without

These celebrated Bitters

posed of choice Boots, Herbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the following comtaints: Dyspepsia,
Jaundice,
£ iver Complaint,
Loss of AppeBilious
tite, Headache,
Attacks,

A8D ALL THROAT DISEASES,

DOUBLE ELASTIC

to their

QUAKER BITTERS

pay any debts of his conJOHN LEACH
mhl4d3w

Carbolic

PALL

BOLSTER MILLS.

EASTERN A MAINE CEN-

DR. FLINT’S

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Will Cure

jSTEEL PENS!

74 EXCHANGE ST.

Portland

For

people,

Offices

Kiven, and paid lor at the rate of
oMTmph0tl1♦if*
e
passenger to. every $500 additional value.

Ai^J.T"0

Hells’

fe9dll_J. PRESCOTT. Superintendent.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

o

X or Boy can get 48 page Book
IT I ill I jfree, Flower seeds. Transfer and
Scrap Pictures. Little Cliromos,
&c. How to make money at home, etc.
J. JAY
fel9dlm
GOULD, Boston, Mass.

Head,

daily.

Proprietors.
Chapman Bouse,—Andrews A Record,
Proprietors

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendil
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
^•PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
and not subject to Custom House exam inajMcago,
tl<A.
Tie Company are not responsible tor baggage to
Receding $50 in value (and that person-

3,1874._mc4d

after this date.
March 9, 1874.

3.15 p. m.
Leave Borer for Poruiuoatli and Portlaad
at 7.45. 10.45 and 4.25 p. m.
A freight train wiil leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth

RATH.

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

J*3__Si3t&wl3t

who at times find it so very
So common to
troublesome that tney are unfit for all business purit
is
in
caused
by an excess of mucous,
poses ;
reality
which can be removed.

GERMAN

IPassenger

Northwest, West and

PATENT8 OBTAINED
for Inventors.
No charges unless snceeMfnl. Pamphlet sent free.
C. A. Shaw, Solicitor, 110 Tremont St., Boston.

liven led.”

The constantly increasino sale of the

application
The Le^iard Scott Publishing Co.,
140 FtLTON ST.. NEW YORK.

Is to give notice that I have given my son,
THIS
tre<1 crick I. Leach, his time, and shall claim
of

his earnings

■^n:*l.^"Ti.liiy, excepted,) at 6.L5

ARRANGEMENT.

On

J°Jj:

Freedom Notice.

WRINGER
J. II- WORK. As****G

New subscribers (applying early) for the y^r 1874
may have, without charge, the last volume for 1873
* such
periodicals as they may subscribe for.
Dr instead, new subscribers to any two, three or
of the above periodicals may have one of the
‘"Mr Reviews” for 1873; subscribers to all five may
bavt+wo of the “Four Reviews,” or one set of BlackwooOi
Magazine for 1873.
Neit er premiums to subscribers nor discount to
clubsi ch he allowed unless the money is remitted
direct to he publishers. No premium
given to Clubs.
Circular with further particulars may be had on

SARAH B. WALLACE, Executrix.
1 aw3wW

none

trains leave Portland
Porumnalh and Dover daily,
a. m, and

Passenger

,--

conia

—

™

is

SNUFF

Heaviness in the

by the

OF TRAINS.

and after Monday, Sept. 15th,
will run as follows:
Mail train for Gorham and accommo“-’dation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. (stopping at all stations*, $
Island PoL'd.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Qnebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

PREMIUMS.

——

Will Cure

|

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA*

and all

Westbrook, March

A BAD COJLD.

GERMAN

checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCOCK.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.
dlv

_____

A discount of twenty per cent, will he allowed to
dnbs of four or more persons. Thus: four copies of
Blackwood or of one Review will he sent to one address for $12.80; four copies of the four Reviews and
Blackwood for $48, aud so ou.
To clubs of ten or. more, in aidition to the above
discount, a copy grafts will be allowed to the getterup of the club.

All
upon herself that trust, as the law directs.
persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebtM to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
en

Steamers Chesapeake and Franwill, until furthemotice.run
follows:
Leave east side of Franklin
’Whari every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at S P. M., and leave Pier 38 K. R.,
New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4

HOTEL

OTHERS.

Monday,

WINTER
*•

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executrix of the will of
WILLIAM WALLACE, late of Westbrook,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has tak-

NOTICE

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

Inne2tf

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Deoot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant ana popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always in advance of all other lines. Baggage

ALTERATION

Recommended by the faculty in all cases of weakness. Dyspepsia, and nervous maladies.
Especially
reoom ended for Ladies.
See that you get the
LIQUID Extract. For Sale by Druggist, Grocers,
and Wine Merchants. Wholesale Depot 32 Broadway New York City.
G. GORDON Sr. OG.

Will Cure

Who 1b free from them in this, our changing climate.
A few applications and you are freed from this common but severe complaint.

AIJL

Co.

ABBANGEHUnt.

Commencing Monday, Feb. 9,1874.

ALFRED.

one

BEEF BRANDY Sc TONICS.

Manufacturers of

Heavy Hardw are and Railroad Supplies.

TERMS:
third the price of the originals.
Review.
$4 00 per ahnum

OF

Composed of

save

snuff

german

AHEAD

1-8-7-4.

Steamship

NEW

—

ISTF-W YORK,

1 his is the only inside route Avoid]
ing Point Judith.

Leading Periodicals of Great Britain

A SUPERIOR CORDIAL l

Years ago Professor Rseder, & renowned German
of
Chemist, devoted his entire attention to the study he
this singular complaint; after yeacB of research
was at length rewarded, and presented to the world

Kaeder’s GERMAN SNUFF,

OF BEEF !

EXTRACT

LIQUID

FOR

Maine

PORTSMOUTH & DOVER R. B.

STOmGTOIV LIHfE!

CO.

CLUBS.

Daily Press Job Office,

Texas State Fair, 1872.

Waldoboro’ for North Waldoboro’, Washington
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaqnid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rateffl
C. A. COOMBS. Sup’t.
jv2Mtf
At

THE

—

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.

BY

SCOTT PUBLISHING

For any one
For any two Reviews. 7 00
For any three Reviews.10 00
For all four Reviews.12 tO
For Blackwood's Magazine.4 00
For Blackwood and one Review. 7 00
For Blackwood and two Reviews.. 10 00
For Blackwood and three Reviews. .13 00
For Black wood and the four Re views 15 00
Postage two cents a number, to be rrepaid
quarter at the office ot delivery.

PRINTED
IB’IIIST PREMIUMS.

Wednesdays and Fridays.

These periodicals constitute a wonderful miscellany ot modern thought, research, and crititism.
The cream of all European books worth reviewing is
found here, and they treat of the leading events of
the world in masterly articles written by men who
have speeial knowledge of the matters treated. The
American Publishers urge upon all intelligent readers in this country a liberal support of the Reprints
which they have so long ana so cheaply furnished,
eeling sure that no expenditure for literary matter
will yield so rich a return as that required for a subcription to these the

About

TOWN

REVIEW,

140 FULTON ST., NEW YORK,
By art aagemeal with the English Publishers, who receive a liberal compensation.

(Successors to DOANJC. W1NG & CUSHING.)

The American Piano.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for UnioD, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston lor St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Wlntelield, Mondays

Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine,
REPRINTED

KEMPS

OLIVER D1TSON & CO.,
Boston.

P.M.

(Conservative.)
WESTMINSTER REVIEW, (Liberal)
BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW,
(Evangelical.)

LEONARD

Old Folk’s Concert Tunes !

CHEERFUL

PIANOS!

4

Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Viual Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. m., and 1.00

EDINBURGH REVIEW, (Whig )
LONDON QUARTERLY

AND

Rochester

Portland, Me,

-AND—

Enlarged Edition of

And cease to plunder honest men,
That down where Satan revels
With his twenty million devils,

&

& WOOL OILS.

------

The British Quarterly
Esther,the Beautiful Queen
REVIEWS.

Gasman! gasman!

WING

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

IN

OF

CANTATA

man-

Ah! then your lying meters,
Those never-railing cheaters.
Will lie in vaiu to save you
From a liood of public scorn;
A goueral indignation
Will make you rue the day. man.
That ever you were born!

come

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 18,1873.
aug30tr

niar2-6m

Heart, and brain, and cons ience—
All as brazen as your pipes?
Let us hope another metal
Soon your little bill will settle.
And your voice be clear aud manifest,
In little leadeu types.

It will

DEALER

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING

Come, give us satisfaction
Or some potent public action
Gas man! gas man!
Are you made oi brass,

depart.

MANUFACTURER OF VARNISHES AND JAPANS

Fraud or swindle, surely,
Somewhere lurks securely;

20,1873,

train* will

and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
Conway will have the lollowing Stage connections
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryehurg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. B. arrive and

FULLER,

P.

notice

as

M.

Shellac

Tarnishes

Make the thing appear.

There’s

|

and

further

follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.

■

and

Neats Foot

until

STEAMERS.

RAILROAD”

EASTERN
—

On and after Monday, Oct.

___

TS5|IP5jS5li||and

Polishing,

Whale,

Behold It As It Is !

f^ST’SSS^i'
money,

R. R.

OGDENSBURG

CHANGE OF TIME.

machinery,

^^„r;nuI^-TUan,
I

PORTLAND ft

1833.

ESTABLISHED

CATARRH!

RAILROADS,

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MANAGER.

SSCSl | Commissioners.
dlaw3wTh

«Mt

Portland

Pibilakfcig

Co
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